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ceo & coo message
The New Year is the perfect occasion to appreciate all the
good things that the past year has given you and all the
good things that are yet to come. In the past 366 days you
have experienced beautiful moments in spite of any hard
times in 2020, and they wouldn’t have been quite the same
without all of the special people in your life.

Dr. Vispi Rusi
Bhathena,
PhD (h.c.)

Welcome

businesses are going back to normal levels.
The IIP index which was in negative zone has
come to 3.62% which indicates that the
recovery is going to be extraordinarily strong
in the coming times. The auto sector has also
registered good sales as
all the automobile
companies whether it is
two or four-wheeler
have registered 25% rise
in sales.

to Forum Views magazine.

BBF conveys its warmest New Year
wishes and wishing you all the
happiest of New Years. Cheers to
successes.
INDIAN STOCK MAREKT TOUCHES
46000 LEVELS ALONG WITH SIGNS OF
ECONOMIC RECOVERY: The Indian stock
market has been witnessing new highs and
the economy is also showing strong signs of
revival. The BSE INDEX touched all time
high of 46000 levels with the FIIs pouring in
Rs. 61000 crores in the month of November
and continued their flows in the month of
December 2020. The GDP which showed
strong recovery from -23.9 % to -7.5 % came
as a huge positive surprise as majority of the
rating agencies and global bodies had
projected GDP to come around -10%.
GST collection for the month of November
crossed again Rs. 1 lakh crore mark and in
October also they had crossed Rs. 1.05 lakh
crore. This shows that the economy is
showing sign of strong recovery as
5

The Central Bank has
already indicated that
the interest rates will be
lower for quite sometime and that would
mean that demand and consumption will
rise in the economy as the Repo rate is at 4%.
The FD rates are at 5.15% and the home loan
rate is 6.9% which is attractive.
Dr. Aditya Srinivas

The New Year has brought
another chance for us to set
things right and to open up a
new chapter in our lives. We
will open the book. Its pages
are blank. We are going to put
words on them ourselves.
The book is called
Opportunity, and its first
chapter is New Year’s Day.
Happy New Year 2021.
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With emerging
trends of big data
and analytics, we
offer a single point
of access for
viewing, trading and
analysing equities
of many countries.
With industry
partners, we are
making products
that are beautifully
designed, simple to
use, and user
friendly.

DR. ROBERT BARNES
CEO, Turquoise

LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE GROUP
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INNOVATION IN PARTNERSHIP AT TURQUOISE:
THE RISE OF ELECTRONIC BLOCK TRADING

2

020 is the year that London’s Capital Markets remained
open during this COVID pandemic1, and electronic block
trading at midpoint became mainstream via Turquoise2.

The insight is that innovations designed in partnership with
customers, such as Turquoise Plato® execution channels and
particularly Turquoise Plato Block Discovery™ performed well
during volatile and difficult trading conditions helping customers
efficiently to get their business done.3,4, And with the launch of
Turquoise Plato Trade At Last™ on 19 October 20205 and
Turquoise Europe™ on 30 November 2020, we look forward to a
smooth transition into 2021 and the opportunity to grow new
business together.6,7
Turquoise Global Holdings is an investment firm authorised to
operate a “multilateral trading facility”, Turquoise®, based in the
City of London, majority owned, 51 per cent, by London Stock
Exchange Group and 49 per cent by 12 major banks. Members
include a wide range of global banks, domestic brokers, specialist
trading firms, and retail intermediaries. Members, with a single
connection to Turquoise, can trade shares, depository receipts
and “exchange traded funds” (ETFs) of 19 European countries for
settlement into a respective country’s “central securities
depository” or “international securities depository” like Euroclear
Bank.
At Turquoise, we are challenging the status quo of investment
fragmentation, complexity and cost. Why? Because efficiency
matters, particularly in an environment of low interest rates, just
as investors and pensions seek growth. Our Passion is
Efficiency.
We build efficient models that reduce implicit costs and
contribute to long term investment returns.
Turquoise and London Stock Exchange Group share core Values.
• Our Principles are Integrity, Innovation, Partnership
Excellence.
• Our Aim is to be the international Securities Trading venue
of choice.
• Our Approach is to raise Visibility, widen Membership and
Innovate with Customers.
With emerging trends of big data and analytics, we offer a single
point of access for viewing, trading and analysing Equities of
many countries. With industry partners, we are making
products that are beautifully designed, simple to use, and
user friendly.8
Turquoise Lit™ share prices are an efficient single proxy for
real-time market data compared with a collection of data feeds
from multiple primary exchanges. Our Turquoise Plato Lit
Auctions™ allow potential price improvement and an
Immediate or Cancel-like behaviour via Good For Auction
(GFA) order type. Thanks to our customers, Turquoise Plato® is
#1 UK & European dark pool for midpoint and electronic block
trading.9
8

With an ageing population and an increasing reliance on private
sector pensions in Europe, capital markets need to be competitive
to deliver meaningful long-term investment returns. With
European interest rates and real returns near zero, the focus is on
efficient trading to minimise investment cost and enhance longterm returns.
Buyside asset managers, like Axa Investment Management,
BlackRock, DWS Group, Fidelity and sovereign wealth fund
Norges Bank Investment Management, have increasingly
published views about the role of exchanges in well-functioning
markets, calling also for innovation in midpoint and electronic
block trading and seeking a partner to address this challenge
starting in UK and Europe.
Why call for innovation in block trading?
Because a feature of exchanges world-wide is small average
trade size - with the electronification of securities markets from
trading floors to electronic order books, stock exchanges have
experienced the same trend world wide - that electronic order
books tend to shrink average trade size.10
Why do Stock Exchange Electronic Order Books shrink trade
size?
Because even a large number of shares resting as best bid may be
hit by a small number of shares for the sell, and therefore the small
number of shares determines the size of the trade. As this keeps
happening over time, the average trade size will fall.
Why does this matter?
Because, small average trade size on traditional lit order books
pose a problem for Institutional Investors like Pension Funds that
want to trade large size. While many small trades can sum to
large value, investors placing large orders into such an
environment risk significant market impact. The resulting market
impact would mean a worse price, to the detriment of an
investor’s long-term investment growth, reducing returns.
In 2015, led by a number of these largest and most respected
global buyside asset managers and sellside banks, there was an
intensive selection process from 20 firms, which narrowed to
seven to three until Turquoise was privileged to be selected as
preferred partner for Plato Partnership, a not-for-profit company
comprising asset managers and broker dealers collaborating to
bring creative solutions and efficiencies to today’s complex
equity market place.
Repeatedly, buyside dealers had expressed their opinion of the
importance of a trusted public exchange in the trading ecosystem
that institutional investors could access directly, with the sellside continuing to play a role. This required for the first time the
buyside, sell-side and trading venue to collaborate in a new way.
Turquoise was invited to address the International Organization of
Securities Commissions (IOSCO) Board and Financial Market
Stakeholders in 2015 on answering the call for innovation in
midpoint and electronic block trading and subsequently won the
Financial News 2015 Award for Excellence in Trading and
FORUM VIEWS - JANUARY 2021

Technology for Most Innovative Trading Product/Service.
Turquoise was honoured to feature in Forum Views as an article
published in the December 2015 edition.11
In September 2016, London Stock Exchange hosted a Market
Open to celebrate the cooperation between Plato Partnership and
Turquoise through the formal launch of Turquoise Plato®. We
also introduced a governance process to gather best practice
ideas and convert them into action for the benefit of investors
through more efficient trading and execution mechanisms.12,13
Turquoise Plato® is a single order book that comprises all
Turquoise dark pool services matching at midpoint price,
including Turquoise Midpoint Continuous™, Turquoise Uncross™
and the award-winning Turquoise Block Discovery™ rebranded
as Turquoise Plato Continuous™, Turquoise Plato Uncross™
and Turquoise Plato Block Discovery™.
Independent venue performance analytic firms already had
singled out Turquoise Plato Uncross™ for the high quality of its
periodic random execution mechanism that featured low price
reversion after an investor’s trade, thereby contributing to
consistently better trading results for investors. Building on this
quality mechanism, Turquoise Plato Block Discovery™ was
designed in cooperation with Turquoise buyside and sell-side
customers for much larger sized investments to enter Turquoise
and match as undisclosed “block indications” that execute in
Turquoise Plato Uncross™.

9

The industry in 2017 recognised Turquoise as winner of
TheTRADE’s Leaders in Trading 2017 Award for Block Trading
Venue. 2017 became the first year Turquoise Plato® grew to
become the #1 broker neutral dark pool for UK securities by
annual value traded.14
The following year, 2018, Turquoise was honoured to feature in
The Parliamentary Review as Finance example “Highlighting best
practice.”15 Customers increasingly using Turquoise midpoint and
electronic block trading drove Turquoise Plato® to become in
2018 for the first time, largest dark pool for UK and European
securities by annual value traded.16,17 This trend continued in
201918 and 2020 with Turquoise Plato® consolidating its
industry leadership position and setting new annual records for its
midpoint and electronic block trading services.
2020 is the year electronic block trading at midpoint became
mainstream via Turquoise®.
Figure 1. shows from 2013 to 2020 Nov YTD, left y-axis the
aggregate value processed by Turquoise Plato® dark pool since
2013 is more than €1.2 trillion, a statistically relevant data set.
The right y-axis shows annual value Turquoise Plato Block
Discovery™ divided by Turquoise Plato® dark pool total for
each respective year. Turquoise Plato Block Discovery™ in
2020 is the 1st year representing more than half (57.6% Nov2020
YTD) of all value matched in Turquoise Plato® order book.
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The insight is that 2020 is the first time electronic block trading at
midpoint inside bid offer touch has gone mainstream.

Turquoise Plato Trade At Last™ is
our newest innovation at the
request of our customers and uses
the same Turquoise Plato® and
Turquoise Plato Block Discovery™
functionality that currently
provides award winning mid-point
dark block liquidity during
intraday trading, and simply
references the close price instead.

Turquoise Plato Trade At Last™ is our newest innovation at the
request of our customers and uses the same Turquoise Plato®
and Turquoise Plato Block Discovery™ functionality that
currently provides award winning mid-point dark block liquidity
during intrady trading, and simply references the close price
instead. Please watch our video to learn more.19
Figure 2. Turquoise Plato® provides unique liquidity that
complements well the Primary Stock Exchange. UK company
Intertek Group, a FTSE 100 blue chip, has intraday trades of small
size of less than GBP3,000 per trade Primary Market of London
Stock Exchange. There is also the closing auction which is a jewel
of a liquidity event with important price formation in the last
moments of the day, representing 43% of the daily trading London
Stock Exchange’s order book value on this day, 11 December
2020. While investors appreciate the liquidity event at the close,
most asset managers are still active strategy stock pickers that
want choice also to trade larger sizes during the day. Turquoise
Plato Lit Auctions™ and Turquoise Plato Block Discovery™
provide incremental liquidity during the day that together with the
Primary Stock Exchange and this helps investors get their
business done.

2021 starts a new chapter for Capital Markets as UK formally
exits the European Union.
Turquoise Global Holdings Europe B.V. (“TGHE”) is an investment
firm authorised by Autoriteit Financiële Markten (AFM) to operate
a multilateral trading facility (MTF) in the Netherlands. On 30
November 2020, Turquoise Europe smoothly launched, and is
ready for 4 January 2021 EU Share Trading Obligation (STO)
10
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On the day of the smooth launch of Turquoise Europe, it was a
privilege also to participate in a financial education webinar
hosted by Ajmera Law Group - Global Investment Advisor on the
occasion of the launch of its Ajmera Capital global investment
advisory portal.20
Thank you for reading this article. At Turquoise, we look forward to
continuing our journey together, to listen and collaborate, to serve
you and our industry, to improve ways of working, and to innovate
this evolving landscape in a spirit of partnership to promote
liquidity and new business ultimately for the benefit of all market
participants, including issuers, intermediaries and end investors.

With an ageing population and an
increasing reliance on private sector
pensions in Europe, capital markets need
to be competitive to deliver meaningful
long-term investment returns. With
European interest rates and real returns
near zero, the focus is on efficient trading
to minimise investment cost and enhance
long-term returns.

Dr. Robert Barnes is CEO of Turquoise Global Holdings, an investment firm
authorised to operate a “multilateral trading facility”, Turquoise®, based in the
City of London, majority owned, 51 per cent, by London Stock Exchange Group
and 49 per cent by 12 major banks. Members include a wide range of global
banks, domestic brokers, specialist trading firms, and retail intermediaries.
Members, with a single connection to Turquoise, can trade shares, depository
receipts and “exchange traded funds” (ETFs) of 19 European countries for
settlement into a respective country’s “central securities depository”.
Prior to joining LSEG in 2013, Robert worked at UBS for more than 19 years,
including as Managing Director Equities and founding CEO of UBS MTF. His
industry roles include serving as Chairman of the Securities Trading Committee of
the London Investment Banking Association, Member of UK Financial Services
Authority’s Capital Markets Senior Practitioner Committee, Member of European
Commission’s Clearing and Settlement Expert Group.
Robert holds a BA from Harvard, a PhD from Cambridge, and is a Chartered Fellow
of the Chartered Institute for Securities & Investment.
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In many parts of
the world, the
intergenerational
transfer of wealth
has further
accelerated
interest in
sustainable
investing, rapidly
bringing it into the
mainstream.

ZUBIN P DABU
Managing Director & Market Head

BANK OF SINGAPORE
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SUSTAINABLE INVESTING, CLIMATE CHANGE AND
THE LOW-CARBON TRANSITION
Bank of Singapore
While precise definitions vary, sustainable investing - also
known as socially responsible investing - can be described
broadly as an investment approach guided by the aim of
achieving a better and more sustainable future for society
as a whole - and not just the individual investor. Sustainable
investing thus requires consideration of environmental,
social and governance (ESG) factors in the investment
process, and is often also referred to as ESG investing.
We see three key, mutually reinforcing developments
that are driving the rapid growth in interest in
sustainable investing.
• Enhancements and greater availability of ESG scoring
frameworks used to distinguish between investments
using ESG criteria, supported by the deployment of
more resources to research sustainable investments.
Many global financial data providers such as
Bloomberg, Refinitiv, MSCI, FTSE and S&P Dow Jones
Indices now offer progressively more refined ESG
securities ratings and benchmarks. This has helped to
improve and expand investors’ ability to integrate ESG
criteria into their investment process.
• Greater awareness and activism around global issues
such as climate change, and wealth and gender
inequality, supported by the increasingly sophisticated
use of social media. This has encouraged more
individuals to seek ways to shape both public policy and
private business practices related to these issues. In
many parts of the world, the intergenerational transfer
of wealth has further accelerated interest in sustainable
investing, rapidly bringing it into the mainstream. It is
estimated that over the next 25 years, as much as
USD68 trillion in assets will be transferred to the next
generation, according to research firm Cerulli
Associates. And the vast majority of millennials estimated at 95% - are interested in sustainable
investing, according to the 2019 Morgan Stanley
Institute for Sustainable Investing survey.
• Companies’ desire to manage ESG-related reputational
risks. With greater public scrutiny, and improved and
more easily accessible tools for assigning ESG scores,
businesses are also increasingly conscious of
significant downside risks to brands and reputations if
they are perceived to be socially irresponsible. In
particular, scoring low on published ESG metrics
relative to their industry peers is a risk that could hurt
their market value.
13

We see clear signs of a virtuous circle developing, with
growing interest in sustainable investing encouraging the
research and development of higher-quality ESG metrics
and industry standards - leading to more consistent and
granular measurement and reporting of ESG data, closer
integration of ESG factors into investment decisions by the
professional investment community, and greater
availability and customization of ESG products, further
reinforcing demand for better tools and products to invest
sustainably.
At the same time, much more needs to be done. The United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
estimates that achieving the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) will require USD5-7 trillion annually. In
developing countries, the financing gap to achieve the
SDGs is estimated to be around USD2.5-3 trillion annually.
These challenges also represent vast new opportunities
for businesses that align themselves to supporting the
SDGs.
The UN Business & Sustainable Development Commission
estimates that achieving the SDGs could open up USD12
trillion of market opportunities in food & agriculture, cities,
energy and health alone, and create 380 million jobs by
2030.
Tackling the next emergency - climate change
As the global economy recovers from the worst of Covid19, world leaders are renewing efforts to address the stillgrowing, existential threat of climate change.
Slow-moving but enduring changes to the environment
from large-scale, long-term shifts in the Earth’s weather
patterns and temperature threaten widespread damage to
entire economies, disrupting businesses, livelihoods and
long-term social stability.
To stabilise global temperatures and avoid the potentially
catastrophic effects of climate change, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has
concluded that net carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions must
be reduced to zero by around 2050.
This requires sharp emissions declines in the coming
years across the full range of economic activity including
power generation, industry, transport and agriculture, and
potential support from new technologies to remove CO2
from the atmosphere.
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Successful and rapid decarbonisation of the world economy
is expected to offer a pathway to limit global warming to
1.5°C above pre-industrial levels by the end of the century the ultimate target of the 2015 Paris Agreement.

In Europe, the transition to a carbon neutral economy by
2050 is already under way and the adoption of supporting
policy and regulations is set to drive a comprehensive and
profound transformation of the European economy.

Chinese President Xi Jinping’s pledge at the United Nations
in September to have CO2 emissions peak before 2030 and
to reach carbon neutrality or zero net carbon emissions by
2060 has injected new vitality into global efforts to meet the
Paris Agreement climate goals.

And in the US, President-elect Joe Biden’s priorities include
rejoining the Paris Agreement and increasing spending on
green initiatives spanning transportation, buildings and
power generation to reduce carbon emissions to net zero by
2050.

In October, Japan and South Korea both declared aims to
make their economies carbon neutral, with zero net
emissions by 2050.

Exhibit 1: Several global initiatives have sprung up to
mobilize action towards Paris Agreement’s climate goals.
They include:

Source: Sustainability made simple: ESG Insights for the business owner, investor and philanthropist, BOS EY Joint Publication Jul 2020

This means that in 2021, more than two-thirds of the world
economy - including China, the US, European Union, United
Kingdom, Japan and South Korea - will be joining the fight
against climate change with ambitious commitments to
carbon neutrality by around mid-century.
However, much more still needs to be done. On the current
trajectory, the world is facing a temperature rise of around
2.7°C by 2100, far exceeding the Paris Agreement’s 1.5°C
goal, according to the latest projections by Climate Action
Tracker.
Recent climate trends continue to feed the deepening
sense of urgency:
The five-year period from 2016 to 2020 is expected to be
the warmest on record, with an average global surface
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temperature that is already 1.1°C above the pre-industrial
average, as shown in the latest World Meteorological
Organization data.
Expect more policy action to come
Globally, the threat of potentially disastrous climate change
in the not-so-distant future is exerting increasingly greater
influence on key policymakers and industry leaders.
In its November Financial Stability Report, the US Federal
Reserve warned that climate change “adds a layer of
economic uncertainty and risk that we have only begun to
incorporate into our analysis of financial stability”.
BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager, has said that
it expects climate risks to drive a significant reallocation of
FORUM VIEWS - JANUARY 2021

capital globally, with profound impacts on the pricing of risk
and assets.

economy by 2025, with a significant portion of these
requirements in place by 2023.

While the deadly spread of Covid-19 has shifted the
immediate focus of most governments and delayed key
climate initiatives in 2020, we expect climate-related
political momentum to gather new strength ahead of the
next UN Climate Change Conference or Conference of the
Parties (COP 26) meeting in November 2021.

China’s upcoming “Two Sessions” - the key annual
meetings of its top decision-makers typically held in March
- will also be scrutinised for potential policy changes that
support President Xi’s promise to make China’s economy
carbon neutral by 2060.

As the severity of the climate crisis becomes increasingly
clear, we expect to see intensifying policy commitments by
governments worldwide, supported by regulation and
legislation to enforce the necessary economic reforms and
incentives to accelerate the decarbonisation of the global
economy.
In Europe, the proposed European Climate Law is set to
make the objective of achieving zero net emissions by 2050
legally binding for the entire European Union and its
member states.
Earlier this month, the United Kingdom announced that it
would make climate-related disclosures mandatory for
large companies and financial institutions across the UK

And in the US, the new Biden administration will be closely
watched for spending plans - including any stimulus to
support the economic recovery - and other initiatives that
are aligned with climate objectives.
Overall, we expect to see a significant shift in policy and
regulation worldwide over the next few years to redirect
economic activity towards less resource-intensive modes
of production, transport and construction, and to
significantly expand the use of clean, zero-carbon energy.
Exhibit 2: Actions by Governments: Alongside these global
initiatives, the regulatory landscape has also rapidly
evolved to incentivize ESG action and penalize noncompliance

Source: Sustainability made simple: ESG Insights for the business owner, investor and philanthropist, BOS EY Joint Publication Jul 2020
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“Carbon should be given a price. The time of fossil fuel
subsidies is over,” UN Secretary-General António Guterres
said at the Paris Peace Forum on 12 November 2020.
“Authorities must integrate the goal of carbon neutrality into
all economic and fiscal policies and decisions, in order to
truly transform industry, agriculture, transportation and the
energy sector.”

Conclusion
While disruptive for many industries, the transition to a
more climate-resilient global economy with net zero
emissions is also set to drive innovation and economic
growth, and create new opportunities for businesses to
cater to rising demand for a more environmentally friendly
and sustainable way of life.
Companies that reduce emissions and waste, re-use
natural resources and deliver products and services that
support the overall decarbonisation of human activity are
likely to attract greater interest and investment capital and
will be increasingly well positioned to benefit from a
strengthening global policy response to climate change.

Overall, we expect to see a
significant shift in policy and
regulation worldwide over the
next few years to redirect
economic activity towards less
resource-intensive modes of
production, transport and
construction, and to significantly
expand the use of clean, zerocarbon energy.

Bank of Singapore Limited (the “Bank”) has cited third party publications in this
article and the contents of such publications have not been prepared or reviewed
by the Bank, and the Bank shall not be responsible for the accuracy or
completeness of the information therein which may change without prior notice.”

These policy shifts will drive major changes in business
across entire value chains from product design to
production, distribution and recycling.

Zubin Dabu is Managing Director and Market Head for Bank of Singapore - Asia’s
global private bank & the only Asian private bank to be awarded an Aa1 credit
rating by Moody’s. Passionate about ESG, he is privileged to Chair the Bank’s
ESG Forum. He also serves as a member of the 'Expert Panel For Leadership' for
Wealth Management Institute, Singapore.
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purposes only, and does not take into account the specific investment objectives,
investment experience, financial situation or particular needs of any particular
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IOSCO - the
international
organisation of
securities
regulators gathered online
for its 45th
Annual Meeting
in late November.
Over 480
members from
159 jurisdictions
participated in the
event.

PETER EISENHARDT
Secretary General
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IOSCO: FOCUS FOR SECURITIES MARKET REGULATION
The BBF is a key member of ICSA, the global organization of
nineteen securities industry associations. Founded in 1988,
ICSA provides a forum for member associations to
understand developments, exchange views, and
collaborate to work for better global capital markets.
(www.icsa.global).

IOSCO - the international organisation of securities
regulators - gathered online for its 45th Annual
Meeting in late November. Over 480 members from
159 jurisdictions participated in the event.
Both IOSCO and the Financial Stability Board are fully
focused on responses to COVID-19 and understanding
the market turmoil in March. The FSB has released a
holistic review https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/
uploads/P171120-2.pdf. Regulators are largely
positive as to how reforms put in place following the
Global Finance in 2008 held up during the pandemic
and no quick regulatory response is expected.
Non-Bank Financial Intermediation (NBFI) is at the
top of the IOSCO agenda:
• During the GFC, Central Banks had to intervene in
markets (including commercial paper) as never
before
• Pre-COVID, there was
» debate as to whether funds could be labelled as
Systemically Important Financial Institutions
(pre-2015)
» discussion as to whether an activity-based
approach should be applied to funds
» focus on liquidity mismatches
» concern around
- bond “fire sales” if interest rates rose
- increased corporate bond issuance
- looser bond covenants
- investor search for yield
- decreased dealer inventories (while
acknowledging reforms created this)
» no real agreement on further policy measures
• March turmoil provided a true stress test and
focused minds on NBFI, even though issuance
revived by April
18

» Central Banks do not want to be “purchaser last
resort”
» Government cost of support raises solvency
concerns
» Central bank balance sheets are ever larger,
making market pricing even more artificial
» CCP margining functioned despite its procyclicality
» Fund gates and swing pricing were effective

The key issue is to determine
the right level of resilience
for NBFI. Policy actions are
being discussed and will be
developed in 2021 and on
into 2022.
Banks, NBFI, and corporates must all be resilient if
there is to be financial stability. Highly leveraged
corporate balance sheets and “zombie” companies
represent risks to the real economy, but only
intermediaries are with the scope of securities
regulators. Differences between bank and NBFI
financing (e.g. principal vs. agency, types of vehicles)
must be acknowledged and understood.
The key issue is to determine the right level of
resilience for NBFI. Policy actions are being discussed
and will be developed in 2021 and on into 2022.
Beyond NBFI, securities regulators also engaged on
issues such as sustainable finance and market
fragmentation. Remote working, misconduct risks,
fraud and scams, and operational resilience in the
context of the COVID-19 pandemic continue to be
monitored closely.
Peter Eisenhardt is the Secretary General of the International Council of
Securities Associations. He also acts as a consultant for leading investment
banks and teaches courses in capital markets and asset liability management.
He has over thirty years’ experience in banking. He was Head of Short-Term Fixed
Income Origination at Bank of America Merrill Lynch in London. He worked for J.P.
Morgan in New York, London, and Tokyo in treasury, money market trading, bond
options trading, repo, credit, and origination.
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M&A ACTIVITY IN ASIA PACIFIC: SELECTED COUNTRIES
In November 2020, China dwarfed the other countries in APAC with 292 M&A deals and US$46bn deal value. In the whole region, the number of deals went
down by 9% but the value of deals increased by 11% in 2020 YTD, compared to 2019 YTD.
No. of Deals and Value by
Country/Region (Nov’20)
Country

China
Australia
Japan
India
South Korea
Vietnam
Malaysia
Singapore
Hong Kong
New Zealand
Thailand
Taiwan
Indonesia
Philippines
Key

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)

No. of Deals

Value of Deals
($USDmm)

292
141
121
89
54
33
32
24
23
21
18
11
5
5

46,142.80
5,196.70
11,645.70
6,670.60
3,089.60
14.00
281.30
1,355.60
2,300.10
130.00
456.00
933.10
48.20
0.00

Threshold (No. of Deals)
0 - 11
>11 - 58
>58 - 117
>117 - 175
>175 - 234
>234 - 292

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
19 YTD
20 YTD
YoY Growth
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2020
Jan 1, 2019 YoY Comparison Jan 1, 2020
Jan 1, 2019 YoY Comparison
Through
Through
Nov 30, 2020 Nov 30, 2019
Nov 30, 2020 Nov 30, 2019
Nov 30, 2020
Nov 30, 2020
2,907
3,172
287,567
229,956
-8%
25%
1,307
1,351
-3%
59,085
57,303
3%
1,278
1,332
-4%
110,999
75,728
47%
702
904
-22%
28,685
49,217
-42%
622
672
-7%
33,281
47,978
-31%
-5%
116%
350
369
2,336
1,082
301
322
-7%
4,136
9,646
-57%
293
386
-24%
29,366
39,774
-26%
319
352
-9%
44,445
26,316
69%
5%
194
184
4,039
2,689
50%
196
221
-11%
4,522
9,496
-52%
24%
141%
83
67
4,854
2,017
101
159
-36%
3,455
3,855
-10%
67
76
-12%
2,645
4,928
-46%
8,720
9,567
-9%
619,416
559,984
11%
20 YTD

China
Australia
Japan
India
South Korea
Vietnam
Malaysia
Singapore
Hong Kong
New Zealand
Thailand
Taiwan
Indonesia
Philippines
Total

No. of deals
19 YTD

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of December 1, 2020. Figures are based on M&A announcement dates. Includes both
closed and pending transactions as well as those without transaction values. Charts are provided for illustrative purposes.

INITIAL PUBLIC OFFERINGS BY COUNTRY
China led the table with 32 IPOs and US$8,941.6mm raised in November 2020. New Zealand observed the highest YoY growth in the number of IPOs and
Philippines saw the largest YoY growth in the value of IPOs, followed by China.
No. of Deals and Value by
Country/Region (Nov’20)
Country

China
Australia
South Korea
Thailand
Japan
Taiwan
Hong Kong
India
New Zealand
Singapore
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Vietnam
Key

20

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)

No. of Deals

Value of Deals
($USDmm)

32
13
12
6
5
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

8,941.60
489.90
377.80
114.60
130.80
114.70
16.30
868.50
67.70
240.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Threshold (No. of IPOs)
0
>0 - 6
>6 - 13
>13 - 19
>19 - 26
>26 - 32

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
19 YTD
20 YTD
YoY Growth
YoY Growth
YoY
Comparison
YoY
Comparison
Jan 1, 2020
Jan 1, 2019
Jan 1, 2020
Jan 1, 2019
Through
Through
Nov 30, 2020 Nov 30, 2019
Nov 30, 2020 Nov 30, 2019
Nov 30, 2020
Nov 30, 2020
463
280
65%
82,279
36,859
123%
53%
49
32
1,181
879
34%
83
41%
73
-12%
4,076
2,892
74%
23
27
-15%
4,322
2,491
65
67
3%
1,782
1,722
3%
-13%
5
11
-55%
131
151
31
43
-28%
2,017
6,568
-69%
59%
42
63
-33%
3,989
2,511
150%
14%
5
2
180
158
13
23
-43%
1,466
2,828
-48%
45
49
-8%
332
911
-64%
27
32
-16%
613
542
13%
129%
3
4
-25%
807
352
7
23
-70%
18
53
-67%
853
737
16%
103,191
58,917
75%
20 YTD

China
Australia
South Korea
Thailand
Japan
Taiwan
Hong Kong
India
New Zealand
Singapore
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Vietnam
Total

No. of deals
19 YTD

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of December 1, 2020. Figures are based on public offerings offer date. Includes all
closed transactions. Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.
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PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTMENTS & BUYOUTS: SELECTED COUNTRIES
China ranked the first in both the number and the value of PE deals in November 2020. Indonesia saw the highest YoY growth in the number of PE deals and a
huge YoY growth in the value of PE deals. Throughout the region, the number of deals and the value of deals saw positive YoY growth of 17% and 58%,
respectively.
No. of Deals and Value by
Country/Region (Nov’20)
Country

China
India
South Korea
Japan
Singapore
Australia
Hong Kong
Indonesia
New Zealand
Malaysia
Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam
Key

No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)

No. of Deals

Value of Deals
($USDmm)

115
21
19
18
6
4
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

7,905.10
4,114.10
1,106.00
1,922.30
1,567.90
50.50
1,361.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Threshold (No. of Deals)
0
>0 - 23
>23 - 46
>46 - 69
>69 - 92
>92 - 115

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
19 YTD
20 YTD
YoY Growth
YoY Growth
Jan 1, 2020
Jan 1, 2019 YoY Comparison Jan 1, 2020
Jan 1, 2019 YoY Comparison
Through
Through
Nov 30, 2020 Nov 30, 2019
Nov 30, 2020 Nov 30, 2019
Nov 30, 2020
Nov 30, 2020
926
737
26%
70,985
27,408
159%
13,919
230
281
-18%
22,998
65%
33%
218
164
12,921
8,942
44%
29%
18,108
304
236
12,661
-30%
35%
15,551
69
51
6,008
-61%
9%
202%
93
85
13,351
4,416
12%
19
17
1,984
943
111%
64%
328%
23
14
2,256
528
27%
242%
19
15
1,540
451
5
15
-67%
47
1,579
-97%
3
4
-25%
132
283
-53%
8
13
-38%
127
169
-25%
5
6
-17%
321
192
67%
384%
15
20
-25%
864
178
1,937
1,658
17%
1,46,198
92,667
58%
20 YTD

China
India
South Korea
Japan
Singapore
Australia
Hong Kong
Indonesia
New Zealand
Malaysia
Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam
Total

No. of deals
19 YTD

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of December 1, 2020. Figures are based on M&A announcement dates. Includes both
closed and pending transactions as well as those without transaction values. Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.

VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS: NON BUYOUTS BY COUNTRY
In November 2020, China was the most active VC investments market in APAC. The whole region experienced a YoY growth of 9% in the number of deals
and of 56% in the value of deals.
No. of Deals and Value by
Country/Region (Nov’20)
Country

China
India
Japan
South Korea
Singapore
Australia
Indonesia
Hong Kong
New Zealand
Malaysia
Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam
Key
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No. of Deals and Value YTD Activity (20’ vs. 19’)

No. of Deals

Value of Deals
($USDmm)

164
54
37
20
7
4
4
3
2
1
0
0
0
0

8,431.30
4,175.10
816.40
1,013.80
1,297.40
23.40
6.00
93.20
1.70
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Threshold (No. of Deals)
0
>0 - 33
>33 - 66
>66 - 98
>98 - 131
>131 - 164

Value of Deals ($USDmm)
19 YTD
20 YTD
YoY Growth
YoY Growth
YoY
Comparison
YoY
Comparison
Jan 1, 2020
Jan 1, 2019
Jan 1, 2020
Jan 1, 2019
Through
Through
Nov 30, 2020 Nov 30, 2019
Nov 30, 2020 Nov 30, 2019
Nov 30, 2020
Nov 30, 2020
1,355
1,195
13%
58,842
30,424
93%
489
500
-2%
22,644
15,604
45%
140%
522
474
10%
7,467
3,110
40%
104%
203
145
6,537
3,205
13,426
163
161
1%
7,033
-48%
101
102
-1%
5,933
3,209
85%
252%
78
78
0%
2,417
687
21%
41
34
790
742
7%
15%
23
20
68
92
-26%
11
19
-42%
44
1,289
-97%
6
10
-40%
140
294
-52%
-6%
127%
17
18
257
113
17%
198%
14
12
339
114
79%
26
39
-33%
867
485
3,049
2,807
9%
1,13,380
72,793
56%
20 YTD

China
India
Japan
South Korea
Singapore
Australia
Indonesia
Hong Kong
New Zealand
Malaysia
Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam
Total

No. of deals
19 YTD

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence as of December 1, 2020. Figures are based on transaction announcement dates. Includes
both closed and pending transactions as well as those without transaction values. Non-buyouts will include all features except
for leverage buyouts ( LBO), management buyout or secondary LBO. Tables are provided for illustrative purposes.
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RECENT S&P GLOBAL CREDIT RATINGS ACTIONS
Rating Action

Rating Date

PriorRating

Current Rating

Geographic Locations

Dampier Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline Trust

Upgrade

Nov-08-2020

BBB

BBB+

Australia (Primary)

DBNGP Finance Co Pty Limited

Upgrade

Nov-08-2020

BBB

BBB+

Australia (Primary)

Downgrade

Nov-25-2020

B+

B-

India (Primary)

Upgrade

Nov-16-2020

BB

BB+

China (Primary)

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (TSE:9432)

Downgrade

Nov-17-2020

AA-

A

Japan (Primary)

NTT DOCOMO, INC. (TSE:9437)

Downgrade

Nov-17-2020

AA-

A

Japan (Primary)

NTT Finance Corporation

Downgrade

Nov-17-2020

AA-

A

Japan (Primary)

Upgrade

Nov-03-2020

D

CCC

Indonesia (Primary)

SK Global Chemical Co., Ltd.

Downgrade

Nov-17-2020

BBB

BBB-

Korea, South (Primary)

SK Innovation Co., Ltd. (KOSE:A096770)

Downgrade

Nov-17-2020

BBB

BBB-

Korea, South (Primary)

Westfield America Trust

Downgrade

Nov-12-2020

A-

BBB+

Australia (Primary)

Westfield Corporation

Downgrade

Nov-12-2020

A-

BBB+

Australia (Primary)

Westfield Corporation Limited

Downgrade

Nov-12-2020

A-

BBB+

Australia (Primary)

WFD Trust

Downgrade

Nov-12-2020

A-

BBB+

Australia (Primary)

Company Name

Delhi International Airport Limited
Golden Eagle Retail Group Limited (SEHK:3308)

PT Alam Sutera Realty Tbk (IDX:ASRI)

Source: S&P Global Ratings, as of December 1, 2020. Credit ratings are prepared by S&P Global Ratings, which is analytically and editorially independent from any other analytical group at S&P Global.
Tables are for illustrative purposes only.
S&P Global Ratings Australia Pty Ltd holds Australian financial services license number 337565 under the Corporations Act 2001. Credit Ratings issued by S&P Global Ratings (Australia) and related
research are not intended for and must not be distributed to any person in Australia other than a wholesale client (as defined in Chapter 7 of the Corporations Act).

MARKET ATTRIBUTES: INDEX DASHBOARD
Summary
ŸAsian equities soared in November, with the S&P Pan Asia

S&P Pan Asia BMI Country Contribution
November 2020

BMI up 10%. All single-country indices posted gains, with
Singapore and Korea in the lead.

Japan

ŸEthical Select Dividend Opportunities and Enhanced Value

Australia

1.36%

LargeMidCap were the leading factor indices, whilst
Financials and Materials were the top performing sectors.

South Korea

1.32%

ŸVolatility declined across Asia, with the largest decrease in

China

the S&P /ASX 200 VIX.
ŸCommodities gained, with Crude Oil in the lead.
ŸPerformance for Asian fixed income indices was mixed.

3.99%

0.84%

India

0.75%

Taiwan

0.72%

Hong Kong
Singapore
Thailand

0.46%
0.31%
0.23%

Indonesia

0.13%

Malaysia

0.10%

New Zealand

0.08%

Philippines

0.04%

Pakistan

0.00%

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and/or its affiliates. Data as of November 30, 2020. Index performance based on total return. Numbers in brackets are closing price levels for the
corresponding indices. Returns for single country indices and single country strategies are in local currency, otherwise USD. Sector contributions to the S&P Pan Asia BMI are calculated over
the prior month. Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. For more information, please visit our website at www.spdji.com
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MARKET ATTRIBUTES: INDEX DASHBOARD
Index Investment Strategy
INDEX
Pan Asia Equity
S&P Asia-Pacific BMI
S&P Pan Asia BMI
S&P Pan Asia SmallCap
S&P Pan Asia MidCap
S&P Emerging Asia-Pacific BMI
S&P Asia 50
S&P Southeast Asia 40
S&P Pan Asia BMI Smart Beta
S&P Pan Asia Ethical Select
Dividend Opportunities
S&P Pan Asia Enhanced Value
LargeMidCap
S&P Pan Asia Value
S&P Pan Asia Intrinsic
Value Weighted
S&P Pan Asia Quality
LargeMidCap
S&P Pan Asia Dividend
Aristocrats®
S&P Pan Asia GIVI
S&P Pan Asia Growth
S&P Pan Asia Low Beta
S&P Pan Asia Momentum
LargeMidCap
S&P Pan Asia Low Volatility
Commodities
Dow Jones Commodity
Index (DJCI)
S&P GSCI
S&P GSCI Crude Oil
S&P GSCI Copper
S&P GSCI Aluminum
S&P GSCI Silver
S&P GSCI Gold

1-M

3-M

YTD

13.04%
10.36%
9.57%
10.93%
6.68%
9.71%
16.26%

11.47%
10.16%
7.93%
8.85%
8.24%
13.22%
10.97%

10.04%
13.46%
12.30%
8.18%
19.20%
24.60%
-10.47%

16.35%

8.92%

-8.33%

11.90%

8.67%

-6.97%

11.47%
11.05%

9.52%
9.40%

3.12%
3.70%

10.50%

9.84% 19.40%

10.26%

5.74%

-3.22%

9.43%
9.41%
8.65%
8.19%

7.23% 0.35%
10.69% 22.90%
8.13% 8.37%
12.18% 22.77%

7.22%

3.84% -12.02%

8.61%

4.75%

-8.29%

12.04%
4.10% -28.02%
25.71%
3.86% -62.78%
12.80% 13.60% 22.43%
10.02% 12.81% 7.36%
-4.99% -21.42% 21.86%
-5.60% -10.29% 13.65%

INDEX
Single-Country Equity
S&P Singapore BMI
S&P Korea BMI
S&P/TOPIX 150
S&P Hong Kong BMI
S&P BSE SENSEX*
S&P/ASX 200
S&P Taiwan BMI
S&P/NZX 50 Portfolio
S&P China 500
Single-Country Strategy
S&P New China Sectors (USD)
S&P Korea Dividend
Opportunities
S&P Korea Low Volatility
JPX/S&P CAPEX & Human
Capital
S&P/JPX Dividend Arisocrats
S&P GIVI Japan
Volatility
HSI Volatility Index (20.23)
CBOE Volatility Index (VIX®
index level: 20.57)
S&P 500® VIX Mid-Term
Futures
S&P/ASX 200 VIX
(index level: 16.55)
S&P 500® VIX Short-Term
Futures
S&P/JPX JGB VIX
(index level: 1.32)

1-M

3-M

YTD

15.19%
14.57%
12.73%
11.80%
11.45%
10.21%
9.24%
6.19%
2.62%

12.00% 4.95%
11.77% 21.05%
10.35% 6.62%
5.56% 3.03%
14.53% 8.30%
8.22% 0.19%
9.22% 18.88%
11.19% 8.66%
1.50% 21.35%

3.68%
8.88%

4.78% 39.78%
13.43% 3.04%

8.40%
12.66%

5.87%
10.27%

-2.72%
9.52%

6.58%
7.65%

4.83%
2.39%

-8.35%
-7.99%

-27.49% -16.95% 29.60%
-45.90% -22.11% 40.51%
-13.72% -10.39% 70.60%
-31.45% -12.94% 32.60%
-35.20% -35.90% 15.70%
-24.57% -28.26% -42.61%

INDEX

Yield

1-M

3-M

YTD

Yield
Single-Country Fixed
Income
5.51% 0.66% 2.85% 11.33%
S&P BSE India
Government Bond*
0.59% -2.02% -1.39% 6.09%
S&P/NZX NZ
Government Bond*
0.59% -0.22% 0.64% 4.81%
S&P Singapore
Government Bond*
S&P Korea
1.23% -0.46% -0.21% 1.54%
Government Bond*
S&P Taiwan
0.26% 0.51% 1.77% 4.24%
Government Bond*
S&P Hong Kong
0.07% -0.01% 0.03% 1.44%
Government Bond*
S&P/ASX Australian
0.62% -0.39% 1.08% 4.73%
Government Bond*
S&P Japan
0.08% 0.07% 0.20% -0.86%
Government Bond*
S&P China
3.32% 0.14% 0.27% 1.84%
Government Bond*
Contribution~
S&P Pan Asia
BMI Sectors
Financials
2.16% 14.63% 11.56% -2.53%
Materials
0.95% 14.45% 12.96% 16.11%
Information Technology
2.13% 13.56% 19.80% 32.67%
Industrials
1.57% 13.02% 11.19% 5.41%
Energy
0.24% 11.76% 2.02% -11.16%
Real Estate
0.56% 11.38% 5.74% -8.24%
Health Care
0.81% 10.32% 5.24% 28.52%
Utilities
0.18% 9.32% 7.25% -1.93%
Consumer Staples
0.45% 7.00% 2.74% 9.09%
Consumer Discretionary 1.02% 5.71% 9.23% 23.88%
Communication Services 0.29% 2.96% 5.82% 29.12%

S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data as of November 30, 2020 except * as of November 27, 2020. Index performance based on total return. Returns for single country indices and single country
strategies are in local currency, otherwise USD. Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes. Past performance is not an indication or guarantee of future results. These charts and graphs
may reflect hypothetical historical performance. Please see the Performance Disclosure (https://us.spindices.com/regulatory-affairs-disclaimers/) for more information regarding the inherent
limitations associated with back-tested performance.
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DIVIJA DAVE
Founder
Divija Dave & Associates
GOVERNANCE, ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE, 2021
- THE ROAD AHEAD
Sometimes even to live is an act of courage.
- Roman Stoic Philosopher, Seneca

T

he aforementioned words completely stand true in the
present context as the COVID-19 outbreak has severely
impacted the economy slowing down the financial
sector as well as fall in customer demands for goods and
services.
Months into a global pandemic, the working style of people
has changed radically and will continue to evolve till the
COVID-19 crisis goes on. It would be appropriate to state that
in the post pandemic era, the leaders are forced to rethink and
reimagine their businesses in an entrepreneurial spirit. It is
understood that earlier due to vast number of responsibilities,
Boards were unable to adopt such entrepreneurial mindset
and make bold decisions for their survival. However, as a
blessing in disguise, the pandemic has brought a huge cultural
shift in the mindset of leaders where they are not only
reimagining their business operations but also understanding
the importance of community at large.
As the businesses begin to operate in the ‘New Normal’, the
leaders ponder upon what all worked well for them in the
pandemic and what needs a reality check. There has been a
constant change in the processes, procedures, strategies and
milestones of each task undertaken by the Company. Never
before companies have felt such desperate need to make their
businesses fit to the changing business requirements. Such
turbulence in the operating models of businesses have
definitely challenged the ‘Status Quo’ of leaders as well as
their working styles. As a result, all this pressure of survival
has equally hit three pivotal pillars of business i.e.,
Governance, Ethics and Compliance. Interestingly the feeling
to understand the value of the aforesaid three pillars has
certainly increased, yet the implementation part is still
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something that companies would like to more focus in coming
times. On one side where companies struggle to balance
between Governance, Ethics and Compliance in the normal
course, on the other side, in the post pandemic era,
companies have taken decisions to develop and implement
such programs which are completely in alignment with their
core values and culture.

On one side where companies
struggle to balance between
Governance, Ethics and
Compliance in the normal
course, on the other side, in
the post pandemic era,
companies have taken
decisions to develop and
implement such programs
which are completely in
alignment with their core
values and culture.
Let us understand by answering few questions how
Governance, Ethics and Compliance would shape up in the
upcoming year.
1. What is the current Compliance, Governance and
Ethics structure in India?
Business organizations are considered as one of the most
integral part of every nation when it comes to growth of the
country. These business organizations can be of various forms
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i.e., starting from a proprietorship concern to a company
form of organization. However, when we talk about major
revenue earning form of business organizations, certainly the
company form stands out. This form of business organization
is operated through its Board of Directors elected by the
shareholders and such cluster of people at the top are
considered to have their independent thinking when it comes
to taking decisions in stakeholders’ interest. The status of
companies in the country majorly impacts the economy as
well as internal and external stakeholders. With globalization
in India, there has been a paradigm shift in the vision and
mission statements of organizations. World became a small
village with less trade barriers and high value creation. In the
wave of globalization, when the business dynamics were
changing, India also saw a simultaneous change in the
leadership styles. Similar changes in the compliance,
governance and ethical structure of the companies were also
observed. On one hand, where the trade liberalization was
introduced, on the other hand there was a substantial hike in
compliance requirements. Yet, due to improper execution,
there were loopholes which led to some major scams in
India.
After globalization, the second wave of change was
witnessed by India in the year 2013 with introduction of
some major Acts like Companies Act, 2013, The Sexual
Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition
and Redressal) Act, 2013 and more. All these Acts were
enacted with a motive to safeguard stakeholders’ interest
and business sustainability in the long-run. Introduction of all
such Acts forced organizations to tighten their compliance
standards and reimagine the existing governance models.
Having in place a better compliance mechanism became the
need for all organizations in India whether private or public. It
was therefore observed that companies having a strong
compliance culture is typically favored by authorities and
courts. However, in the race of being compliant, companies
adopted a monotonous way of thinking wherein tick the box
approach became their key to survival in the market. They
forgot that in addition to being compliant, companies are
equally required to maintain and rather raise their ethical as
well as governance standards.
There is no doubt that in the Indian context, the regulations
are being complied in the letter by the majority and the spirit
of law is something that is still required to be emphasized
upon. It must be noted that having stringent regulations in
place cannot ensure good corporate governance.
Government, Regulators and appropriate authorities have
been taking due care of raising the bar of governance
standards in India, however, it is now time when the key
stakeholders of organizations take a step ahead to participate
in decision making in such a manner which clearly depicts a
balance between transparency, good governance and profits
at the same time.
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2. How will the COVID-19 outbreak impact Compliance,
Governance and Ethical structure of business
organizations in the year 2021?
The culture of Compliance, Ethics and Governance in business
organizations has witnessed a substantial change in the
present year. The impact of such change will certainly be
observed in the upcoming year. But at the same time, it is very
critical for organizations to calculate the amount of change
being introduced, its impact on stakeholders, community and
business operations as well as risks associated with such
change. The outbreak of COVID in the present year has taught
each one a lesson of keeping their houses in order and being
prepared for the worst. Similar is the case with business
organizations as now all business houses irrespective
whether they are small or big in size, are required to keep
themselves ready to fight the battle of survival in the market.
Every year new directives, guidelines and regulations are
adding to the complexities of compliance operations across
industries. Some of the pressing issues hampering the
effectiveness of compliance programs in organizations are
manual time-consuming processes, inefficient top
management structures, irrelevant organizational policies,
inability to keep pace with the regulatory amendments and its
applicability, lack of valuable guidance on crucial issues of
governance and siloed approach towards good governance
and risk management. It is now time for organizations to
become agile and passionate about their decision-making
capabilities. A change in the operating model including
structure, people, process and technology is the need of the
hour.
It is vital to note that every organization should now focus on
foreseeing future and get their policies designed in such a
manner which clearly incorporates provisions for such
unpleasant surprises. Additionally, in order to address
governance issues, organizations must plan and budget for
adopting innovative Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC)
Tools so as to break the silos in terms of risk management and
facilitate better decision making. Therefore, by leveraging
digital transformation initiatives into compliance, businesses
could keep pace with the ever-changing regulatory landscape
in the country.
3. How should organizations get everyone aligned to
their core values and culture so as to ensure better
governance?
Tackling organizational culture is one of the most challenging
tasks. However, it will be appropriate to state that if Boards
approach culture in a proactive manner rather than reactive
manner, organization tends to grow and flourish. As a result,
valueful organization is born which takes care of needs of all
its stakeholders whether internal or external.
Now if we talk about alignment of stakeholders with the core
values and organizational culture, one must understand that
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without incorporating some of these steps, high standards of
corporate governance can never be followed:
a. Leading from the Top - Setting a tone from the top is as
important as defining a vision statement for the
organization. The way leaders or senior management
behave, depicts the type of organization. As we are aware
that Company is an artificial person and it acts through its
board members, therefore proper representation on the
Board as well as their behavioral display is vital to shape
up the entire culture.
b. Reward the Right Behavior - In order to enhance
organizational culture, it is very important for the top
management to give equal importance to the reward
mechanism. Recognizing people with right behavior at
various circumstances drastically influences the culture
of trust, respect, integrity and accountability. This act
moreover encourages all the stakeholders to act in such a
manner wherein they are never compromising on their
ethical values as well as company’s core values.
c. Focus on the Hiring Procedure - It is said that
organizations are represented by its people and if they are
not hired correctly, the entire essence of peoples’
representation is gone for a toss. It is noteworthy that
whether the organization is hiring people from the market
or promoting people within the organization, the expected
standards of behavior should never be compromised.
Regardless how impressive the professional skills of a
person are, one must not hire someone if they display
poor ethical standards. Hiring procedure must now be
considered as a risk and all the measures should be
properly put in place to assess and mitigate such risks.
Also, Induction as a process post hiring a candidate
requires a serious thought. This procedure will help
organizations to align their candidates with the
organizational culture, its values and standards in such a
manner which would then be reflected into their actions
and decision making.
d. Invest in development of the Senior Management - It is
observed that very often people are promoted to the
leadership roles without any proper training and
sensitization which leads to poor decision making and
less value addition. There is certainly no doubt that the
promotion must take place considering their knowledge
and technical skills however, it is equally vital not to
neglect their soft skills like right communication, team
management skills, maintaining high performance
standards, adherence to organizational values and ethical
standards, display of right behavior under various
circumstances and more.
Therefore, every organization must invest in its people by
giving them right sensitization to handle situations at
work and take decisions considering the greater good of
stakeholders.
e. Voice out Concerns - In order to create a desirable
workplace environment, it is very important that a culture
of trust and faith is displayed by the top management.
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Rather than focusing on the short term or quarterly profits,
it is one of the key duties of the Board and the top
management to create a healthy, safe and inclusive work
culture. It has been observed that an unnecessary gap is
created between the leaders and the last mile worker. As
a result, people in the organization are unable to voice out
their serious concerns which further damages the entire
organizational culture of the Company.
Therefore, a mature understanding at the senior level to
mingle well with people at each and every level is the need
of the hour. It is very easy to get on to the top however,
maintaining its dignity by being an approachable leader is
something that every organization in todays time are
looking forward to.
The aforementioned are some key areas where the
organizations could easily start reimagining their existing
procedures in order to create a healthy workplace.
Moreover, these processes with a little twist will help
organizations to align their stakeholders with the desired
culture and values.
4. What would be the redefined role of Board in 2021?
COVID has rewritten the role of Board and Senior
Management. The situation has introduced an integrated
approach towards corporate governance. In addition to the
fiduciary duties mentioned under the provisions of the
Companies Act, 2013, the entire thought process of the Board
has taken 360 degrees turn. The pandemic has made it
extremely clear to the businesses that they can never operate
in isolation. On one side where the society is very much
dependent on the well-functioning of companies to meet their
basic needs of food, home and shelter, on the other side even
the companies have realized that they can also not solely
concentrate on maximization of profits rather they will have to
consider the entire community at large. Therefore, Boards
must now start to acknowledge the factors that have helped
the company to create its value over time.
Historically, India has witnessed materialistic changes in the
working styles of the Board and Senior Management due to
introduction of technology, environmental changes, socioeconomic changes and so on. However, this is for the first
time when a change in the mindset of the leadership is visible
especially in the areas of governance, ethics and culture. In
the current times, the leaders have become more sensitive
while approaching towards the community as they have
started realizing the worth of working together and reaping
the benefits together.
Mckinsey in its article “The board’s role in embedding
corporate purpose: Five actions directors can take today” has
wonderfully described five actions that can help Boards
further a Company’s purpose and environmental, social and
governance journey;
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Build an authentic purpose
narrative with management,
engaging stakeholders
proactively on the company's
strengths, vulnerabilities, and
possibilities

Build an authentic purpose
narrative with management,
engaging stakeholders
proactively on the company's
strengths, vulnerabilities, and
possibilities

Assess purpose
commitments ensuring
management sets clear,
measurable goals, actions,
and accountability at all
levels of the organization

Reinforce purpose lens in
core board decisions; boards
can use purpose to pressure
test decisions and trade-offs
in company strategy,
investments, risk and
performance management,
HR and culture, governance,
and external reporting

Drive organizational
accountability for purpose
through management
evaluations and reporting;
tie ESG metrics to executive
compensation and celebrate
purpose successes

Here are few areas which we now see could be included in the
scope of Boards’ role to ensure good corporate governance
practices in organizations:
a. Strengthen preparedness and resilience to crisis and
systemic shocks - Systemic shocks may range from
financial crisis to a pandemic situation like COVID and
therefore the Board must now be prepared to play a crucial
role in providing oversight of the company’s ability to
respond and recover from such shocks with less damages.
Also, in addition to this, the role of Boards will now
increase upto devising a simple communication channel
between them and the last mile worker to give them the
comfort that Board is there with them, may what the
situation is.
Having emotional involvement on one side, the Board will
also have to concentrate more on the strategic side
wherein they have to ensure that all the policies and
procedures at the workplace are put in place and properly
adhered to so that right decisions at right time could be
taken considering the greater societal good.
b. Greater investment in training and sensitization of people Till now in most of the organizations, training and
sensitization were two words that only HR used to deal
with. But now with the change in time, the focus of Bord on
the aforesaid words is the need of the hour. Organizations
must not look training and sensitization as merely check
the box approach rather they should consider as an
opportunity to interact with people via these platforms to
foster open communication channels. It is now time when
Boards must plan for the future and invest in the education
and skill development of the existing as well as new
workforce where everything is taking place in the virtual
space.
c. Integrated approach towards statutory and non-statutory
disclosures - Often it has been observed that companies
are making disclosures of items that are mandated by the
law. Yet, in the current times, Boards must start leading by
example by not only disclosing their statutory status to the
country but also the non-statutory part wherein they
should mention how effectively they have been able to
incorporate good governance practices into their
organizations to ensure sustainability. It is time when
Boards should encourage Boards by highlighting best
practices and explaining the importance of transparency to
the stakeholders.
d. Comprehensive approach to Compensation Mechanism During the pandemic when the revenues started
collapsing, Boards started facing the problem of retention.
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On one side where the top management secured its own
funds, on the other side the actual workforce was being
laid off from companies and some those who continued to
work were amongst the least paid force. This situation
resulted in a never ending corporate financial crisis. In
order to tackle such situations in future, Boards must start
paying attention to such problems from the beginning and
introduce proper policies to mitigate such risks.
e. Align strategy and capital allocation for the long term value
creation - With the changed workplace environment and
raised expectations from the pandemic, Boards must now
start concentrating on intangible drivers of values like
research, innovation, capacity building, stakeholder
wellbeing, talent development, stakeholder management,
organizational culture, respect for human rights, diversity
and inclusiveness, respect for each gender at workplace,
strengthening stakeholder relationships and more.

The ultimate responsibility of
ensuring good governance lies
with the Board and therefore, it
is very important to understand
the essence of corporate social
purpose which encompasses
greater perspectives of CSR and
its impact on businesses as well
as society at large.
5. How would concepts like POSH and CSR be looked into
as a part of good governance in 2021?
Good corporate governance is all about creating a robust and
sustainable workplace. Concepts like Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) and Prevention of Sexual Harassment at
Workplace (POSH) are an integral part of every company’s
ethos. It is said that the organization which respects the
community and its people are worth investing as they are
extremely high on their ethical standards and such companies
keep a tremendous power for the future growth.
However, it comes as a surprise when we say that in a country
like India which is believed to be high in its culture, values and
heritage, concepts like CSR and POSH have been imposed as a
mandate. Very fewer voluntary actions have been taken by
companies to follow and encourage such concepts and make
society a better place to live. Certainly, best laws have been
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put in place to safeguard the interest of stakeholders yet, the
implementation of such laws remains a question mark.
Companies have been following the check the box mechanism
to complete all the statutory compliance related issues, but the
actual understanding of the essence of such laws is still
missing. The question here is that how many companies are
realizing this as a major problem and if they are realizing, what
proactive measures are they taking to implement the aforesaid
in the spirit.
Let us understand both the concepts separately as a matter of
governance:
POSH as a matter of Corporate Governance - In today’s day
and age, the problem of sexual harassment at workplace has
unavoidably become a pressing social issue that every
organization is dealing with. It is true that many ethical failures
happen due to poor individual choices but more extensive
breakdowns happen due to failure in company’s culture and
poor governance structures. Similar is the case with POSH. It
happens because the organizational culture is not nurtured in a
manner where people could feel safe and no such policies are
put in place that could ensure safety of all the genders at
workplace. It must be noted that healthy companies have clear
and consistent polices, open lines of communications and
established methods to report and respond grievances.
If we are considering POSH as matter of governance,
companies must understand that how important is the role of
Board in such situation. Here are some recommendations that
Boards must ponder upon to create a safe and inclusive
workplace environment:
a. Setting the tone from the top is the need of the hour to make
employees and external stakeholders comfortable.
b. Create a separate Board Committee or a Management
Committee to address problems related to sexual
harassment and workplace so as to foster a non-biased
decision making.
c. Include ‘Sexual Harassment’ in regular risk assessments.
d. Create an open channel of communication that could help
in voicing out concerns.
e. Sensitization of stakeholders, internal as well as external
on the company’s culture and its values.
f. Active involvement along with HR and legal team in
designing a gender-neutral POSH policy.
g. Conduct regular surveys on workplace environment
resulting in a meaningful data so that required actions can
be taken to improve the same, if required.
h. Systematic assessment of key factors that make
harassment more likely.
i. Regular assessment of previous complaints and its
mitigation progress.
j. Importance of penal clauses in the policy must be
highlighted by the Board and more focus on the point that
consequences would remain same for everyone in the
organization irrespective of the hierarchical position.
k. Importance of sensitization especially when the problems
of virtual sexual harassment have increased.
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CSR as matter of Corporate Governance - Being a good
corporate citizen means that companies have to be well
governed both internally as well as externally. Therefore, we
could say that CSR and Corporate Governance are two sides of
the same coin. The role of Board and Senior Management is
especially critical since they are the final consequence bearers
of the actions of the companies. The buck stops with them and
hence it is their prime duty to make sure that companies they
represent are run in an efficient manner.
The ultimate responsibility of ensuring good governance lies
with the Board and therefore, it is very important to understand
the essence of corporate social purpose which encompasses
greater perspectives of CSR and its impact on businesses as
well as society at large. Historically companies have been
conducting philanthropic activities through CSR units,
including sponsorships, employee matching and volunteerism,
and corporate foundation grants. However, now the role of
Board has gained greater dimensions in making its
stakeholders understand the importance of CSR beyond the
legal provisions of Companies Act, 2013 and other regulations
in force.
Here are some recommendations that Boards could consider
while developing best practices for CSR implementation:
a. Paying attention to the human rights and environmental
performance of the supply chain and vendors.
b. Respecting and supporting diversity in areas such as
hiring, training, and pay equity.
c. Treating employees properly, including by providing a safe,
harassment-free, and supportive workplace.
d. Safeguarding the environment through strong compliance
and sound practices, both generally and in the
communities in which the company operates.
e. Supporting their communities through such things as
educational, recreational and cultural activities, advocacy
of human rights, and fair labor practices
f. Pursuing shared value initiatives that address social issues
through core business and inclusive market solutions.
g. Demonstrating board oversight of the company’s role in
political spending and government affairs.
Divija Dave, Founder at Divija Dave & Associates, is a Practicing Company
Secretary and MBA in the field of Finance, having expertise in areas related to
Corporate Secretarial, Board Governance, POSH, CSR and Ethics. She is a
certified professional in the space of Compliance & Ethics, CSR and Women
Directorship.
As a governance consultant, she has been proficient in sensitizing companies to
think beyond compliance and help them understand the essence of ‘best
practices’ to strengthen their governance mechanisms. She has also been
helping organizations to create a safe and inclusive workplace environment for
their stakeholders.
As one of her major initiatives ‘Move Beyond Compliance - Let’s Talk Corporate
Governance’, she has taken a step forward to address and bring into the limelight
critical issues of Corporate Governance with Industry Experts in the form of short
fireside conversation. ‘POSH-SHALA’ is another dedicated initiative taken by her
with an aim to compel organizations to ‘Rethink’ their existing POSH programs in
the New Normal and move from mere ‘POSH Compliance’ to ‘POSH Governance’.
She has co-authored a research paper on ‘HR Managers as Ethical Managers’
and presented the paper at International Conference on ‘HR in Search of an
Identity’ in 2018 organized by IBS, ICFAI Business School, Mumbai. As an
eminent speaker, she has been actively sharing her thoughts on various
platforms on various occasions. Visit: www.ddacs.in
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CONSENT TO END CONFLICT: SEBI'S SETTLEMENT MECHANISM

A

s it is said “Interest reipublicae ut sit finis litium” which
means that it is in the interest of the State that there should
be an end to litigation. With a view to reduce litigation, the
Indian law provides for options where certain type of cases can be
resolved between the parties and settled amicably.
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) pursues
different streams of regulatory and enforcement actions which
inter-alia include orders to cease and desist, disgorgement orders,
directions which are remedial in nature in the interest of investors,
suspension or cancellation of certificate of registration of market
intermediaries and regulated entities and imposition of monetary
penalty pursuant to adjudicatory proceedings. SEBI also has the
power to initiate criminal prosecution. Orders passed by SEBI can
be appealed before the Securities Appellate Tribunal (“SAT”) and
orders of SAT can be appealed before the Hon’ble Supreme Court of
India. Thus, many a times resulting in long drawn litigation which
can span a number of years.
In order to reduce long drawn litigations, SEBI published the
Securities and Exchange Board of India (Settlement Proceedings)
Regulations, 2018 (“2018 Regulations”) by adopting an in-built
settlement mechanism to amicably settle certain proceedings.
This article unfolds various aspects in connection with the 2018
Regulations.
1. Introduction to the Securities and Exchange Board of India
(Settlement Proceedings) Regulations, 2018. (“2018
Regulations”).
The Parliament recognized the powers of SEBI to pass settlement
orders since 2007. While Section 15T of the SEBI Act prior to
amendment provided that no appeal shall lie to the SAT from an
order made by the Board or by an adjudicating officer, with the
consent of the parties, there was a no express provision
specifically empowering SEBI to pass settlement orders. In order
to have an express provision specifically empowering SEBI to pass
settlement orders, Section 15JB was introduced to the SEBI Act
providing for Settlement of Administrative and Civil Proceedings.
Analogous provisions were inserted in the SCRA and the
Depositories Act. Pursuant to insertion of Section 15 JB in the SEBI
Act, SEBI approved the draft regulations in its meeting held on
December 24, 2013 and accordingly, the Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Settlement of Administrative and Civil Proceedings)
Regulations, 2014 (“2014 Regulations”), were notified on January
09, 2014.
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With more experience gained over the time, a need to revise the 2014
Regulations was felt in order to meet with the requirements of the
day. A High-Level Committee under the Chairmanship of Justice Anil
R. Dave (Retd. Judge of the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India)
submitted the Report on the Settlement Mechanism on August 10,
2018. Thereafter the 2018 Regulations were introduced with effect
from January 01, 2019.

The Securities and Exchange
Board of India (“SEBI”) pursues
different streams of regulatory
and enforcement actions which
inter-alia include orders to
cease and desist, disgorgement
orders, directions which are
remedial in nature in the interest
of investors, suspension or
cancellation of certificate of
registration of market
intermediaries and regulated
entities and imposition of
monetary penalty pursuant to
adjudicatory proceedings.
The settlement mechanism introduced by SEBI is a proceeding in
which any person against whom any proceedings specified under
the 2018 Regulations have been initiated and are pending or may
be initiated, may at any time during the proceedings, without
admitting or denying the findings of fact and conclusions of law,
negotiate a settlement in lieu of administrative / civil proceeding.
This mechanism is aimed at saving cost, time and efforts of the
parties involved.
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The 2018 Regulations have brought about certain material changes
in the prevailing settlement mechanism including (a) constitution
of a High Powered Advisory Committee (b) introduction of
summary settlement procedure where before initiating any
specified proceeding, SEBI has the power to issue a notice of
settlement for certain defaults; (c) settlement with confidentiality –
any applicant, subject to fulfilling the conditions mentioned in the
2018 Regulations, can seek the benefit of confidentiality in return
for agreeing to provide substantial assistance in the investigation,
inspection, inquiry or audit, to be initiated or ongoing, against any
other person in respect of a violation of securities laws.
2. Who can apply for settlement under the 2018 Regulations?
Any person against whom any specified proceedings have been
initiated and are pending or may be initiated, can make an
application to the Board in the Form specified in the 2018
Regulations. Such specified proceedings include proceedings for
the violation of securities laws, under Section 11, Section 11B,
Section 11D, sub-Section (3) of Section 12 or Section 15-I of the
Act or Section 12A or Section 23-I of the Securities Contracts
(Regulation)Act, 1956 or Section 19 or Section 19H of the
Depositories Act, 1996).
The application made shall make full and true disclosures in respect
of the alleged defaults. Further, the application made shall be
accompanied by a non-refundable fee and an undertaking and
waivers in the format provided in the 2018 Regulations. The
applicant shall make one application for settlement of all the
proceedings that have been initiated or may be initiated in respect
of the same cause of action.
3. When can any person apply for settlement under the 2018
Regulations?
An application for settlement should be made within 60 days from
the date of service of the notice to show cause or supplementary
notice(s) to show cause, whichever is later. SEBI may however,
condone the delay if it is satisfied that there was sufficient cause
for not filing it within the specified period of 60 days and it is
accompanied with non-refundable fees as specified therein.
However, in case of an application that is filed after the expiry of
sixty days, the settlement amount shall be increased by twenty
five percent. Further, no application shall be filed after 120 days
from the expiry of the specified period of 60 days or after the first
hearing, whichever is earlier.
4. What is the procedure to settle proceedings under the
2018 Regulations?
Any alleged violator may initiate settlement under the 2018
Regulations by first making an application to SEBI in the specified
format provided in the 2018 Regulations.
The application for settlement shall then be referred to the Internal
Committee constituted by SEBI to examine whether the
proceedings may be settled and if so to determine the settlement
terms in accordance with the 2018 Regulations.
While determining the proposed settlement terms, the Internal
Committee may call for relevant information / documents, call for
personal appearance of the applicant and permit the applicant to
submit revised settlement terms within a specified period . These
proposed settlement terms shall then be placed for consideration
and recommendation before the High Powered Advisory
Committee. The recommendations given by the High Powered
Advisory Committee shall be placed before the panel of Whole
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Time Members. Thereafter, the panel of the Whole Time Members
shall take the final decision on the settlement application. Once the
settlement order is passed the proceedings that are pending or may
be initiated against the applicant shall be disposed off.
5. Which applications cannot be considered by SEBI for
settlement under the 2018 Regulations?
SEBI may not settle any specified proceedings if it is of the opinion
that the alleged default has (a) market wide impact; (b) caused losses
to a large number of investors or (c) affected the integrity of the
market.
SEBI may also not settle any specified proceedings where the
applicant is a (a) wilful defaulter; (b) fugitive economic offender or (c)
has defaulted in payment of any fees due or penalty imposed under
securities laws.
The 2018 Regulations have vested in SEBI a discretionary power to
settle applications based on facts and circumstances of each case.
Conclusion
“Every unfortunate event does not give rise to a lawsuit”. The
settlement mechanism introduced by SEBI provides for an effective
settlement process by amicably settling certain specified
proceedings without having to go for long drawn litigation that serves
the need of the hour. The Settlement Mechanism of SEBI is a
welcome measure particularly with regard to cases involving
technical breaches and unintentional violations which can be
amicably settled. The mechanism helps SEBI reduce its case load
and focus its resources on cases involving market manipulation and
other serious violations.

(Advocate Zerick Dastur and team comprising Advocate Archana
Uppuluri and Advocate Harshita Shroff)
Views of the author are personal and do not constitute legal advice.
Zerick Dastur is Proprietor of the Law Firm, practicing in the field of Court
litigation, Dispute Resolution, Arbitration and Competition Law. He is a triple Gold
Medalist from Mumbai University. His practice covers diverse areas of Corporate
Commercial and Regulatory disputes, Competition Law and Securities Law. He is
representing a number of clients in the Port Sector, Infrastructure and Mining
Sectors. He has represented clients in domestic and international, commercial
arbitration matters and has acted for clients on mergers, acquisitions and other
transactional matters. His practice involves representing clients before various
Courts, Statutory Tribunals and Regulators including the Securities Appellate
Tribunal, Competition Commission of India, the Securities and Exchange Board of
India and the Tariff Authority for Major Ports. He was a former Partner at the Law
Firm, J. Sagar Associates.
He has litigation experience before the Hon’ble Supreme Court, various State
High Courts as well as a number of Tribunals and Regulatory Bodies. He has been
involved in a number of matters involving issues of Constitution Law. He has been
involved in matters involving defense of Auditors and Corporate clients before
various Civil/Criminal Courts/Tribunals and Regulators in connection with
Corporate frauds and scams. He has also advised various clients in matters
involving shareholder disputes and minority actions before the NCLT and CLB.
He has advised clients in connection with Competition Law issues in everyday
business operations including issues relating to anti-competitive agreements
and abuse of dominance by enterprises. He also practices Securities Law and
appears before the Securities Appellate Tribunal and the SEBI.
He has also written a number of Articles for various national publications on
various Corporate, Commercial and Competition Law issues.
He writes for various national newspapers and publications on Corporate,
Commercial and Competition Law. He is a regular speaker at events organised by
VC Circle, Indian Merchant Chambers, Economic Times, Corporate Knowledge
Foundation and the World Zoroastrian Chamber of Commerce.
He is a Member of the Law Committee of Indian Merchant Chambers.
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Director
JPNR Corporate Consultants Pvt. Ltd.

GUIDELINES ON FINANCIAL REPORTING FOR DEBT ISSUERS
IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL SERVICES CENTRE (“IFSC”)
preparation of draft listing particulars and other
documentation as laid out in the debt listing
framework.

This is our thirty-two release in the series of
awareness articles on IFSC
1.0 Synopsis of the previous release
In our last releases, we had discussed about Investment
Advisers in International Financial Services Centre (“IFSC”)
2.0 Coverage in the current release
The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has
revised its guidelines on financial reporting for entities
listing their debt securities in IFSC.
Listing of Debt Securities facility is currently being offered in
IFSC by an exchange at Global Securities Market (GSM).
GSM is a debt securities market aimed at all types of
investors.
3.1 Debt Securities at GSM
• GSM platform allows both Indian and foreign issuers
to raise funds, regardless of, whether a Rupee
Denominated Bond (Masala Bond) or Foreign
Currency Bond (FCB) is being issued. Issuances can
be made both on “Standalone” and “Programme”
basis in all the major currencies.
•

There are various types of debt securities which can
be listed on GSM platform such as Foreign Currency
Bond, Masala Bonds, Green &Sustainable Bonds,
High Yield Bonds and Suksuk.

•

Submit in-principle application.

There are various types of
debt securities which can be
listed on GSM platform such
as Foreign Currency Bond,
Masala Bonds, Green
&Sustainable Bonds, High
Yield Bonds and Suksuk.
•

Final application shall be submitted with final listing
particulars and fully completed exchange application
form along with the listing fees.

•

After being listed and admitted to trading, issuers
need to comply with continuous listing obligations as
required from time to time.

•

Further, following compliances are required to be
done for listing of debt securities at GSM platform viz;

4.1 Guideline on Financial Reporting
Entities issuing and / or listing their debt securities in IFSC
shall have to prepare their “Statement of Accounts” in
accordance with Companies Act, 2013 as required to be
reported under International Financial Services Centres,
Guidelines, 2015 issued by SEBI.

•

Issuers should start with basic pre-listing operations
like selection of advisors/consultants, due diligence,

Considerations while issuing the financial reporting
guidelines:
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• Clarity and Transparency:
The preparation and reporting of financial statements as per
the SEBI (IFSC) Guidelines, 2015offers clarity and
transparency to both issuer and investor alike.
• Efficiency and Uniformity:
The reporting framework for financial statements in IFSC
provides efficiency and uniformity in preparation of
statement of accounts.
• Prevents Frauds and Accounting Manipulations:
The reporting guidelines are such that the entity cannot
manipulate with financial data and will make it difficult for
the entity to misrepresent any financial information. It even
makes it harder for them to commit any frauds.
• Improves Reliability of Financial Statements:
Investors rely on the financial statements and to an extent,
base their decisions on the data and information provided
Sl. No.
1

Circular dt. August 31,2017
The entities issuing and/or

by these financial statements. The guidelines ensures high
readability and understandability quotients for all the
stakeholders including investors.
5.0 Amendments in Financial Reporting
The following amendments have been made by SEBI vide
its Circulars; EBI/HO/MRD/DRMNP/CIR/P/2017/97 dated
August 31,2017 and SEBI/HO/MRD1/DSAP/CIR/P/2020/30
dated February 27, 2020:
6.0 Conclusion
Financial statements have incredible importance for both
internal and external investors and other stakeholders. They
basically are a report card for the entity listing their debt
securities in IFSC. Therefore, it is important that it shall be
regulated so that the entities do not report misleading
information and hence the SEBI (IFSC) Guidelines,
2015provide us with an effective framework for this
regulation.
Circular dt. February 27, 2020
The entities issuing and/or

listing their debt securities in IFSC shall prepare their listing their debt securities in IFSC shall prepare their Statement
Statement of Accounts in accordance with IFRS/US GAAP of Accounts in accordance with IFRS/US GAAP/ IND AS or
or accounting standards as applicable to them in their
accounting standards as applicable to them in their place of
place of incorporation.
incorporation.
2

Incase an entity does not prepare its Statement of
Accounts in accordance with IFRS (International Financial
Reporting Standards)/US GAAP (Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles), a quantitative summary of
significant differences between national accounting
standards and IFRS shall be prepared by such entity and
incorporated in the relevant disclosure documents to be
filed with the exchange.

In case an entity does not prepare its Statement of Accounts in
accordance with IFRS/ US GAAP/ IND AS (Indian Accounting
Standards), a quantitative summary of significant differences
between national accounting standards and IFRS shall be
prepared by such entity and incorporated in the relevant
disclosure documents to be filed with the exchange.

For more information & queries, please contact JPNR Corporate Consultants Private Limited (www.jpnrgroup.com)
Roshan Kumar Bajaj [FCA, CIFRS]
He is a Director in JPNR Corporate Consultants Private Limited which is a business advisory and consultancy company,
incorporated under Companies Act, 2013. The company is engaged in providing services related to Goods and Services Tax,
advisory services to International Financial Service Centre [Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT)]. During his association
with Deloitte earlier, he has gained rich experience in providing Audit and Assurance services to various large Corporate including
Telecom, FMCG, Cement, Consumer Appliances, Port, Healthcare, Hospitality sectors, Steel, Mining etc. He has expertise in
providing services relating to IFRS and Ind-AS also and has handled domestic and international projects for the same. He also
contributes to various articles relating to his domain.
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INVESTMENT DESTINATION: UNITED KINGDOM
Continuously adapting to new ideas, regulating the
market, and protecting investors makes the United
Kingdom the most favoured investment destination for
global investors.

Stocks grew and money was raised by the new companies
and also the royal court. This was the start of organised
trading in marketable securities in London, and perhaps the
world.

1. Why is London, UK, an important centre for the
financial markets of the world?
The UK has almost 475 years of financial market history,
which has undergone major changes over time to meet the
demands of the market. At the same time, the UK as a country
continues to protect investors by regulating the financial
market and its players quite vigilantly.

In 1669, the Royal Exchange building was rebuilt and the
exchange was re-established after being destroyed during
the Great Fire of London in 1666. The Royal Exchange housed
not only brokers but also merchants and merchandise. This
was the birth of a regulated stock market.

The UK stock market has survived several wars and
pandemics in the last 475 years. At the present time, it
provides several platforms and products to attract investors
not only from within the UK and Europe, but also from around
the world.
The UK financial market is evolving to keep up with the times
and is far from being a stagnant market. It is a continuous
work in progress.
In addition, the UK is in the GMT time zone, which makes it
easy to follow Asian and North American markets during the
same day. This also makes travelling to and from London easy
around the world.
2. Can you provide us with a brief history of the UK
financial market and how the London Stock Exchange
(LSE) came into existence?
The Royal Exchange was founded by English financiers,
Thomas Gresham and Sir Richard Clough, and was based on
the model of the Antwerp Bourse. It was inaugurated by
Queen Elizabeth I of England in 1571. At the time it was not
accessible to stockbrokers because the elite class
considered their behaviour as uncouth. Hence the trading of
stocks and commodities took place in the coffee houses of
London.
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The UK has almost 475 years
of financial market history,
which has undergone major
changes over time to meet
the demands of the market.
At the same time, the UK as a
country continues to protect
investors by regulating the
financial market and its
players quite vigilantly.
It was in 1773 when a new and more formal "Stock Exchange"
was opened in Sweeting's Alley. An entrance fee was
introduced on a daily basis and from then on, an annual fee
was charged. However, as there were no trading guidelines,
frauds were rampant.
On 18th May, 1801, the foundation stone was laid for a new
stock exchange building. It was finished on 30th December of
the same year and the words, "The Stock Exchange", were
incised on the entrance.
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The first rule book of the stock exchange was introduced in
February 1812 that gave detailed definition of ‘settlement and
default’.
Between 1820 and 1840, the foreign market at the Exchange
allowed for merchants and traders to participate, and the
Royal Exchange hosted all transactions where foreign parties
were involved. The constant increase in overseas business
eventually meant that dealing in foreign securities had to be
allowed within all of the Exchange's premises. This was a
boom period for the financial market in the UK, which
eventually became an integral part of London.
After going up and down for almost 100 years, the UK stock
market finally came into prominence after the Second World
War and a new stock exchange tower was opened in 1972.
The year 1973 was a land mark year in the history of London
financial market. Firstly, it was marked by the admittance of
both women and foreign-born members on the floor.
Secondly, during this year, the London Stock Exchange
formally merged with eleven other British and Irish regional
exchanges, including the Scottish Stock Exchange.
On 3rd January, 1984, the Financial Times and the Stock
Exchange partnered together to launch the FTSE 100 Index.
This is one of the most useful indices of all, and tracks the
movements of the 100 leading companies listed on the
Exchange.
In 1991, when the Governing Council of the Exchange was
replaced by a Board of Directors drawn from the Exchange's
executive, customer and user base, the trading name of the
Exchange was changed to, "The London Stock Exchange"
(LSE).
From the above history, one can easily see how the LSE has
continuously evolved over centuries and adapted to changing
times to meet the needs of business persons and investors.
3. What is the “Big Bang” in context of the London / UK
financial market and stock exchange and what are the
major changes that followed the same?
In 1986, the UK financial market introduced a series of
changes. The term ‘Big Bang’ was coined to describe these
deregulatory measures that included eradicating fixed
commission charges, removing the distinction between
stockjobbers and stockbrokers on the London Stock
Exchange and changing the open outcry market to electronic
trading platforms.
The Big Bang was followed by major developments at the
LSE, such as, the launching of the Alternative Investment
Market (AIM) for smaller companies to expand into
international markets in 1995.
In 1997, Electronic Trading Service, popularly known as SETS,
was launched to give speed and efficiency to the market.
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This was followed by the introduction of CREST settlement
services in 2000.
In the year 2000, a very unique thing happened. The London
Stock Exchange went public and became a listed company on
its own stock market. LSE thus transferred its role as UK
Listing Authority to the Financial Services Authority (FSAUKLA).
EDX London, an international equity derivatives business,
was created in 2003 in partnership with OM Group.
In 2004, the London Stock Exchange moved to a brand-new
headquarters in Paternoster Square, close to St Paul's
Cathedral.
In 2007, the London Stock Exchange merged with Borsa
Italiana, creating the London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG).
Once again we can see that following the ‘Big Bang’, other
major changes were introduced by LSE to incorporate
technology and meet the growing demands of the investors.
Not only that, but in order to allow small and medium sized
companies to raise funds at the LSE, more than one exchange
was created. This made LSE the most popular exchange
around the world and many foreign companies launched their
IPOs and listed on LSE.
4. What are the various trading platforms or exchanges
on the London Stock Exchange?
There is the Main Market of LSE and it is divided in to three
segments - Premium, Standard and High Growth Segment.
Each exchange is designed to cater to different sizes and
types of companies to raise capital.
Premium Main Market is for the world’s leading companies
with potential to join the FTSE UK Indices.
Standard Main Market is for core European listing standards
for international issuers.
High Growth Segment is designed for innovative, high growth
companies allowing additional flexibilities.
On the other hand, Alternative Investment Market (AIM) is a
platform for small and medium size growth companies in need
of access to capital to realise their growth and innovation
potential. Growing companies from around the world and at
different stages of development can join AIM.
For each of these markets, one needs to fulfil entry, listing,
trading and compliance requirements.
Hence, rather than having just one market and platform, there
are several markets and platforms available for different
companies where they can raise the capital. This gives
investors the choice and option to invest in different
companies depending on their type and size. The indices
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corresponding with each platform gives investors a fair
indication of the movement of the market so that they can
make an informed decision about their investments.

FDI stock in 2019 was about USD 2 trillion, compared to USD
1430 billion in 2018. The United Kingdom was the 8th
recipient of global FDI flows.

5. What will be the effect of BREXIT on LSEG and its
members?
Procedurally, the UK will officially cease to be a member of the
EU as of 31st December, 2020. If there is no trade deal before
this date, the UK will automatically drop out of the EU's main
trading arrangements (the single market and the customs
union). In view of a negotiation stalemate, LSEG has already
prepared a contingency plan. London based CBOE has set up
an Amsterdam hub, while London based Aquis Exchange has
set up a Paris hub.

The BREXIT process has raised concerns among some
investors about the increase in trade costs with Europe and
the volatility of the pound sterling.

LSEG has also launched the Turquoise platform which will
give access to 19 European stock markets from a single
account. Through this platform, LSEG offers market
participants - including retail investors, institutions and
SMEs, access to Europe’s capital markets. This platform has
won the Financial News 2015 Award for Excellence in Trading
and Technology for the Most Innovative Trading
Product/Service.
6. What is the size of the LSE market and how has it
performed before, during and after COVID-19?
If we talk about the Main Market, it is home to around 1,100
companies with a combined market cap of £3 trillion. The
FTSE 100 cap is 1.81 trillion. Before the start of the COVID-19
pandemic, the FTSE 100 Index was at 7610 points. During the
pandemic, the performance of LSE plummeted like every
other market in the world and it went down to 4993 points. UK
stocks recovered in November 2020 and in December 2020, it
went up to 6578 points.
On the other hand, the FTSE AIM 100 Index was at 4973
points before the pandemic and during the pandemic it went
down to 3006 points. In December 2020, it recovered beyond
the pre-pandemic time and went up to 5470 points.
The FTSE Techmark 100 Index was at 6100 points before the
start of the pandemic. It went down to 3800 points during the
peak of the pandemic. In December 2020, it bounced back to
6200 points.
However, in the coming months, two main factors are likely to
affect the market. The first – the nature of deal made with the
EU following BREXIT, and second - the resurgence of the
current pandemic and the efficacy of the COVID-19 vaccine in
controlling this resurgence.
7. How much foreign investment has come into the UK in
the past few years?
According to UNCTAD's World Investment Report 2020, FDI
inflows to the United Kingdom fell for the second year in a row,
reaching USD 59 billion in 2019, compared to USD 65 billion in
2018 and USD 101 billion in 2017.
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London remains the financial capital of Europe, home to the
European headquarters of almost 60% of companies on the
Fortune 500 ranking. Furthermore, Great Britain maintains a
strong currency, despite its recent depreciation, and the
country remains one of the most important European
consumer markets.
The United Kingdom was eighth out of 190 economies in the
Doing Business 2020 ranking established by the World Bank,
gaining a position compared to the previous year.
8. How is the real estate market doing in the UK?
As the UK has one of the largest financial markets in the world,
it is home to several multinational companies. It is also home
to many rich and famous personalities of the world. Hence,
after the financial market, the UK real estate market has
become one of the most favoured destinations for foreign
investment, both into commercial as well as residential
properties. This makes the UK, and in particular the city of
London, one of the most expensive real estate markets in the
world.
As per the UK Statistic Department report, the UK is the
biggest commercial real estate market in Europe, followed by
Germany and France.
In the UK, commercial property investments have increased
since 2016, reaching 512 billion British pounds in 2018. This
dynamic of the market is impacted by multiple factors.
Unsurprisingly, London is the biggest office real estate market
in the UK, with a total of over 270 million square feet of office
stock as of the third quarter of 2019.
These processes also affect the residential sector; increasing
demand and subsequently house prices around bigger cities,
and thus, causing concerns about affordable housing. The
average house prices in London at 479,000 British pounds
were nearly twice as high as in South West England.
9. How has the COVID-19 pandemic affected the real
estate market in the UK?
COVID-19 has affected the market considerably and in order
to encourage the residential real estate market, the UK
government has introduced the Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT)
holiday.
Under this holiday, both UK and foreign citizens will be exempt
from paying stamp duty until 31st March, 2021.
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UK real estate is an attractive asset for international buyers,
particularly when we look at the top end of the market. For
example, in 2019 alone, non-UK residents were responsible
for over half (55%) of all prime central London (PCL) property
transactions. Its historical resilience and rate of capital growth
over long-term periods ensures consistent market demand for
bricks and mortar in London.
COVID-19 has not dampened this demand, particularly when it
comes to buyers based in Hong Kong, mainland China, and
Singapore. According to Beauchamp Estates, the amount of
Hong Kong and mainland Chinese investment it handled into
PCL property between December 2019 and June 2020 totalled
$374 million. It also found that this group of buyers accounted
for 20% of deals above 10 million pounds in the capital.
On top of this, the political situation in Hong Kong is compelling
investors in the jurisdiction to consider stable markets with
assets that can deliver modest capital growth in the medium
to long term. The PCL property market is a popular destination,
and based on the current circumstances, there is good reason
to expect an influx of investment from these investors in the
coming months.
Additionally, during the pandemic, many ultra HNI investors
who wanted to invest more than 5 million pounds saw a
bargain in investing in the London residential market and the
demand went up by 30%. Many brokers offering prime Central
London properties witnessed the busiest summer months
during 2020. Properties with asking price of 6 million pounds
in the year 2019 were sold for 4.65 million pounds during the
pandemic.
On the other hand, because of the travel restrictions, the influx
of foreign investors to the UK was reduced considerably
during the pandemic resulting in bargain prices for local
buyers as well in the lower to middle range residential sector.
10. How can Indian business persons and start-ups enter
the UK market and expand their business across Europe?
Last year, the UK government introduced the UK Start-Up Visa
program and the Innovator Visa program to attract
entrepreneurs, innovators and start-up founders to the
country.
Under the Start-Up Visa Program of the UK, any start-up in the
world can present their innovative idea to a Home Office
designated organisation. If the idea is accepted, the start-up
can set up a company in the UK. In general, the business idea
must be innovative, viable and a scalable business venture.
Indian start-ups have a good prospect of qualifying under this
program.
Under the Innovator Visa program, a revenue generating
company having an innovative business proposal and ready to
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invest a minimum of 50,000 British pounds, may qualify for
the Innovator Visa of the UK. The endorsing body must
confirm that the business is active, trading and sustainable.
Obtaining this Innovator Visa can eventually lead to an
indefinite right to live in the UK and subsequently to
citizenship.
11. What are the new announcements made by the UK
government to attract international students and
professionals?
As the UK moves towards BREXIT, the government has
announced new immigration rules to attract international
professionals to the UK. Under these rules, foreign nationals
should have a job offer from a government approved UK
company and meet education, experience, language,
minimum pay and other security requirements.
There are two types of visas available for skilled workers and
professionals:
i) Temporary visa (Work permit)
ii) Permanent visa (Indefinite right to live in the UK)
12. Does the UK have any investment based program for
granting residency?
The UK immigration rules are set to attract investors,
entrepreneurs, and people of talent. The investor category is
designed to allow wealthy individuals, who make a
substantial financial investment in the UK, to obtain
permission from the UK to enter as investors under the Tier 1
category.
It requires an investment of at least 2,000,000 British pounds
either in British corporate bonds, share capital or loan capital
in active and trading UK registered companies. This is one of
the fastest and most secure ways to obtain UK residency. One
can be approved in as little as 10 weeks!

Prashant Ajmera (B Sc. LL.B. (India) ICSA (UK)) is a reputed Indian immigration
lawyer, NRI and Canadian citizen with more than twenty-five years of experience
in the field of corporate and migration law and international trade. He assists HNIs
and UHNIs in making investments outside of India in real estate, stock markets,
businesses and a second passport.
In recent times he has spoken at various financial events in India on the subject,
“Why and how should Indian HNIs consider investing abroad?”
He is a member of the International Bar Association (IBA) and has addressed the
IBA Annual Conference as a speaker on two occasions (Cancun-2001 & Durban2002). Over the years he has authored a number of articles for various media and
publications.
In January 2019, he published a first of its kind book,“Millionaires On The Move”,
which is available on Amazon.in. This book explains how one can obtain a second
passport through business immigration by investing in residency and citizenship
programs and Start Up programs of several countries.
His second book,“How to plan for your child’s foreign education in 2020ne - Myth
v/s Reality”, is available on Google play and Amazon.in. It is a handy reference for
Indian parents who wish to send their children abroad for higher education.
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INSIGHTS
INSIGHTS
2021: SWINGING FROM HOPE
TO REALITY
By Dr. Sachchidanand Shukla
Chief Economist, Mahindra Group

T

he COVID pandemic is a once in a
century crisis and is bound to leave
a profound socio-economic and
political legacy. The year 2020 will go
down as one of the worst years in human
history with over 69mn people having
been infected and ~1.5mn losing their
lives due to the coronavirus. Millions have
lost their jobs and livelihoods across the
world. Notwithstanding the tragedy, there
is finally ‘light at the end of tunnel’ and the
year is likely to end on a positive note by
way of arrival of the vaccine and UK being
the 1st country to administer it. However,
the availability of the vaccine is just the
first step - mass vaccination would be key
for a complete recovery.
There is confidence that countries will
stitch up a delivery plan and more so in
India, which has ample experience of
dealing with the masses (think general
elections, Kumbh mela and the polio
vaccination program). However, there are
some concerns on the coverage.
Thus, while vaccine availability is
necessary, it alone is not sufficient to
contain the spread of the virus – vaccine
acceptability would be crucial as without
high uptake levels the crisis may very well
continue. This transition from availability
to acceptability would be the key
monitorable in the near term.
The manifestation of a low probability,
high impact event in 2020 has exposed
the shortcomings of forecasting or
making any predictions for the future.
Hence, we do not make any predictions
for the future but outline a number of
monitorables that would determine
India’s trajectory in 2021 and thereafter
(apart from the acceptability and uptake of
the vaccine).
1. The fiscal impulse to growth:
Government spending support to
economic activity has been quite limited
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in FY21 so far owing to a sharp fall in
receipts. The Centre’s total spending has
risen by a meagre 0.4% YoY during AprOct’20 although this compares quite
favourably with the double-digit
contraction in private sector activity in
H1. The additional spending announced
under the Atmanirbhar package seems to
have been accommodated by spending
cuts elsewhere. While the Centre has
announced that it would maintain
spending levels as announced in the
budget, this is quite unlikely given that it
would imply a spending growth of 34%
YoY in the last five months of the year.
Total spending of 16 states that account
for ~76% of total state budgets have also
declined by 4.6% YoY in H1FY21.
Recent trends in high frequently
indicators point to a loss of some
momentum in the economic recovery and
we believe that a sustained pick-up would
be contingent on policy support. However,
the fiscal impulse to growth is only
expected to decline in FY22 as measured
on two accounts (a) The consolidated fiscal deficit to GDP
ratio is expected to contract sharply to
high single digits from expectations of
~14-15% in FY21.
(b) The govt. spending to GDP ratio is also
expected to fall in FY22 after
expectations of a sharp rise in FY21
(as GDP is expected to fall more
sharply than govt. spending).
This implies that the fiscal support to
growth is expected to diminish sharply in
FY22 vs FY21 levels. This could be
detrimental for growth recovery unless
made up for by private sector activity.
Notwithstanding this, the Centre and
States can make up for the falling fiscal
support by announcing growth supporting
policy measures in their FY22 budgets.
Besides, the quality of spending, in terms
of the capital-revenue spending mix, also

deteriorated in FY21 and a reversion on
this front will play an important role in
supporting public investments. Finally,
the States have much larger budgets (in
aggregate) and more discretionary
spending room vis-à-vis the Centre -the
quality of their spending would be key to
supporting economic activity.
2. Recovery in the informal sector:
While high frequency indicators and even
the recently released Q2 GDP numbers
point to a sharp sequential recovery in
economic activity, there are concerns
around the health of the informal sector,
which is not adequately captured by
India’s statistical system. Anecdotal
evidence points to a severe jolt to this
segment of the economy. Local shops,
vendors and service providers have
suffered due to restrictions on mobility
and have even shut shop in many cases.
Ironically, the larger companies have done
quite well - a sample of over 3,100 listed
companies posted record levels of profits
in Q2 owing to a sharp improvement in
margins aided by cost control measures.
The recovery in the informal economy will
also be affected by the weakness in labour
markets. The salaried segment has
witnessed large job losses with limited
recovery vs. other segments. Besides,
wage growth has also remained
depressed as is seen in the decelerating
wage bill of corporates. Finally, job
creation has fallen sharply and is likely to
remain depressed in the near term as
labour market recovery lags economic
recovery.
Given the contact-intensive nature of
services, the recovery in most service
segments has lagged that in
manufacturing activity. A large chunk of
personal services is informal in nature and
their recovery would entirely depend on
the availability and acceptability of the
vaccine.
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3. Outcome of the review of the
Monetary Policy Framework: The RBI
had initiated a review of the monetary
policy framework just before the
pandemic struck and this is expected to
be completed in the first half of FY21. The
outcome of this review would be key to
understand monetary policy operations
and interest rate moves in the near term. It
would need to be seen whether the RBI
adjusts its inflation target of 4% +/-2% or
even accepts an uneven band around the
central target to allow for larger
deviations on the upside vs. the
downside.
The RBI could also explore alternative
nominal anchors to a narrower measure
such as core inflation (given high volatility
in food prices) or CPI excluding veggies or
even give higher weight age to core vis-àvis food prices. However, this possibility
is constrained as the government will
have to change the legal framework to
incorporate these measures (currently
the Consumer Price Index is specified in
the law). However, these possibilities
should be viewed in conjunction with the
fact the CPI basket is a decade old (base
year 2011-12) and the weight of food is
likely to have fallen in the last decade.
Besides, the basket of goods and services
consumed is also likely to have seen
changes since 2011-12.
Finally, notwithstanding projections of
the sharp rebound in 2021, the pandemic
is expected to hurt near-term potential
growth across the globe and India is
unlikely to be an exception. The RBI will
have to take cognisance of this while
reviewing its monetary policy framework
and tilt in favour of growth and tolerate
slightly higher inflation levels in the
medium term.
4. Credit recovery and the finance
constraint to growth: Post the Global
Financial Crisis, credit growth in India
was largely driven by the private sector
banks and NBFCs; public sector banks
were constrained by a surge in bad
assets. Consequently, the share of PSBs
in outstanding loans of financial
institutions declined to 44% in FY19 from
63% in FY11. Further, their share in
incremental credit fell to just ~22-24%
from over 60% in FY11.
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Bank credit growth has slowed down to
just a little over 5% and is expected to end
the year in low single digits - the worst
ever in India’s history. NBFCs credit
growth too has eased to single digits in H1
FY21 from mid-teens a year ago. This
slowdown is on account of risk aversion,
as private sector banks and NBFCs are
extremely cautious to grow their books,
given the possibility of a spike in bad
loans. This is likely to constrain India’s
economic recovery.
The main reason behind this risk aversion
is India’s poor record of resolution of bad
assets. Unless, the government
addresses this issue with targeted
measures that involve a quick clean-up,
risk aversion is likely to sustain into 2021.

There is confidence
that countries will
stitch up a delivery
plan and more so in
India, which has
ample experience of
dealing with the
masses (think
general elections,
Kumbh mela and the
polio vaccination
program). However,
there are some
concerns on the
coverage.
5. Impact on asset prices owing to
excessively accommodative policies:
Most countries across the world have
seen V-shaped recoveries and the speed
of the recovery has also been quite
surprising. However, such sharp recovery
was supported by swift and
unprecedented fiscal, monetary and
regulatory responses by policymakers.
Consider this - the IMF estimates the size
of the fiscal response by authorities
across the globe at US$12trillion equivalent to nearly 10% of global GDP.
Besides, total assets of the Fed, ECB, BOJ
and PBOC have risen by over 35% or
US$7trillion in 2020 as they pumped in
liquidity to shore up economic activity.

Policymakers will start evaluating exit
strategies from these policy excesses
and regulatory easing as confidence in
the economic recovery builds up in the
post vaccination world (likely in H2 2021).
This could have adverse impact on
c u r r e n c i e s a n d a s s e t m a r ke t s ,
particularly in those EMs which are
susceptible to capital withdrawals. Thus,
India needs to be prepared for another
episode akin to the ‘Taper Tantrum’.
Besides, this is also likely to have
repercussions on equity markets across
the globe, which have surged to record
levels even as the real economy has
remained in the doldrums. Signals of a
gradual orderly unwinding from
policymakers would thus be key to
prevent stress in the financial markets.
ESG investing: Among other things, the
pandemic has also bought the
importance of sustainability to the
forefront. India has lagged the West in
terms of ESG investing although a number
of fund houses have launched ESG funds
in the last two years. This framework is
only expected to gain traction in the near
term and will also force businesses to act
more responsibly.

(with inputs from Rahul Agrawal, Economist, M&M)
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2021... A NEW SUNRISE
IN COMMODITIES MARKET!!!
By Vandana Bharti
Head, Commodity Research
SMC Global Securities Ltd.

T

he year 2020 will not be recalled
much as people would prefer
the fade the horrific memories
of world struggling with Covid 19,
which paralyzed the entire world. All
would rather, look up to 2021 with all
rays of hopes coming with successful
launch of vaccines to reboot the world
economies and go switch the mode
“work from home” to “work at place”.
Nevertheless the distribution of
vaccine will be a tedious job for the
entire world and we should not forget
that the entire world is still in grip of
fresh wave which is severe and
showing higher mortality rate.
The improving numbers of major
i n d i c a t o r s s u c h a s G D P, P M I ,
employment, trade, energy consumption
data’s etc are narrating that the world is
already on the path of recovery and asset
classes will perform in the same manner.
In economic cycle, generally equity
perform earlier than commodities. In
present context, we have seen a
tremendous rally in equity stock market
and now it’s time for noteworthy time for
commodities to give decent returns.
Nevertheless, sill there is COVID fear
standing on the world’s stage out there
and we should not expect a one-sided
rally in commodities. The world is
recovering but the growth is still
negative. Trade activities is not as per pre
covid era. The increased frequencies of
border check is making transport slow
and pricey. The availability of labor for
agricultural activities is a major hurdle
specifically for the production of high
labor-intensive products such as
vegetables, fruits, meat, and dairy
products. Restrictions cross-border
movement will lead to major disruption in
economic activities across the world.
Shipping and mining activities are still
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lagging. Keeping fingers crossed, we
hope roll out of vaccinations will
gradually wipe out these issues and shall
bring solutions to every sector.
In 2021, we can expect improvement in
trading activities with early distribution
of vaccine. Below is the chart which
depicts the performance of asset classes
in 2020, which shows that along with
equity market, many commodities gave
decent returns and gold played the role of
“safe haven buying”.

Energy commodities: The oil market is
witnessing exceptional shocks of
negative demand and higher supply. This
was the counter, which suffered the
most in this covid; prices crashed and
went in negative territory. The price of US
crude oil crashed from $18 a barrel to $38 in a matter of hours. The rising
stockpiles of crude are threatened to
overwhelm storage facilities and forced
oil producers to pay buyers to take the
barrels they could not store. Later during
the year, the recovery is comparatively
low as air travel is still not pre covid era.

Asset classes performance in 2020

Performance of Assets Class in 2020
NASDAQ

41.11%

Baltic Dry Index

35.76%

Copper (COMEX)

27.46%
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The major factor capping the upside was
the decrease in demand due to the
significant reduction in transportation
activities owing to preventive measures.
According to a report prepared by the
World Bank, in the first quarter of 2020,
6% (6 mb/d) reduction in the oil demand
has been observed while the demand
may further reduce to 23% (23 mb/d) by
the end of the second quarter of 2020 due
to the growing number of nations
adopting the strict preventive measures.
To manage these difficult situations,
OPEC countries took an important
decision that they will continue their
production cuts with marginal increase
to balance the supply and demand
equilibrium. The increase means the
OPEC+, would move to cut production
by 7.2 million bpd, or 7% of global
demand from January, compared with
current cuts of 7.7 million bpd. Going
ahead, demand is likely to be around 97
million bpdin 2021. If air travel and
transport allows completely then we can
expect good upside in crude oil and
natural gas. Tourism industry which is on
back foot due to several restrictions is
also keeping this sector in pressure.
The natural gas price outlook is driven by
seasonal factors that affect supply and
demand, as weather patterns determine
how much gas will be consumed for
industrial, commercial and residential
heating supply as well as electricity and
cooking fuel. Prices hit a 25-year low in
the spring with lockdowns to slow the
spread of the pandemic and the closure
of businesses reducing gas demand. The
gas market rallied strongly from late
September until the end of October, as an
active hurricane season in the Gulf of
Mexico further reduced production in the
region and demand rose in the US, Asia
and Europe as economies began to
reopen. Crude oil should and natural
gas trade in a band with upside bias of
$32-$65 and $1.8-$4 respectively. On
MCX, the range should be between
2500-5000 and 150-300.
Bullion counter: Gold & Silver came in
mainstream and became hot favorite of
investor’s. These commodities were like
shock absorbers, gulping all economic
shocks and balancing the portfolio’s be
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generating return of more than 50% in the
f i r s t h a l f. I n v e s t m e n t d e m a n d
compensated the sharp fall in physical
demand which was more than 50% in
first half of the 2020. Silver stunned the
entire world with its upside move. From
the low of 33600, it touched the historic
high of 77949. Later, the bullion counters
saw some correction with recovery in
world economies. Correction in gold
prices improved the physical demand in
second half of 2020. Day’s ahead, lower
interest rate which is expected to remain
on lower side till 2023 and huge stimulus
will keep inflow of easy money in the
system. Ultra-lose money in the world
economy, inflation fear, fragile currency
environment amid fresh wave of covid
will resulting in weaker growth and will
keep the demand of gold intact. Gold and
silver are unlikely to repeat the 2020
extraordinary return, nevertheless they
are expected to give positive return in
2021 also. Gold and silver should trade in
a range with upside bias and buy at dip
should be strategy for this counter. Any
correction in equity and dollar index may
give further support. Gold and silver
trade in a range of 45000-58000 and
54000-76000 respectively. In comex,
gold can touch $2150 and silver has
potential to touch $34.

In economic cycle,
generally equity
perform earlier than
commodities. In
present context, we
have seen a
tremendous rally in
equity stock market
and now it’s time
for noteworthy time
for commodities to
give decent
returns.
Base Metals counter: Chinese growth
story assisted these counter to make a Uturn from the lows. Earlier, China took
advantage of cheaper base metals plus

crude and built huge strategic
aggressively. Aggressive imports lent
support to the base metals prices
worldwide. Manufacturing activities
gathered pace and trading activities
improved. Profits at industrial firms grew
in October for a sixth consecutive month
and at their quickest pace since early
2017. The squeeze in supplies also
supported prices as mines production in
Chile, Indonesia, Mexico etc got affected
due to labour issues during Covid.
Copper led the base metal counters and
gave the best returns. Aluminum saw
gradual but continues upside with revival
in crude. It is likely to endure the rally
further. The prices are getting support
due to logistics disruptions in the AsiaPacific, including delayed shipments
from major exporter Australia and
cancelled term contract volumes
causing tightness in Japan, Asia's
biggest importer after China. Zinc saw
magical upside on supply side tightness
and breached 225 mark on MCX. Supply
side restriction from Indonesia kept
nickel prices in upper zone whereas
expectation of increasing the use of
electric vehicles boosted up lead
demand. Tesla which is new leader of
EV’s is increasing the demand and
importance of base metals like lead and
nickel. It was asked to increase the
production of “Green Nickel”. Mine
disruptions have helped lead prices rally
to one-year highs. But in future, plunging
imports of the metal from the top
consumer China will mean an
oversupplied market, which may cap
sharp gains despite sustained demand
from the battery sector. Base metals
counter are true indicator of core
economic activities and likely to see
gradual upside in 2021 too. The process
for approval of COVID-19 vaccination by
many countries, optimism over an
additional U.S. stimulus package and
upbeat economic data from China and
major economies may support the
industrial metals. In 2021, demand
should come from all part of world,
with expectation in revival in world
economy. In 2021, we expect nickel to
give eye-opening return further. It
should touch the high of 1500 whereas
copper should has potential to touch
650-685 kind of levels. Zinc will be
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favorite for all and can move towards
250-260 levels.
Agriculture commodities: Agri
commodities saw a modest fall in the
prices when the entire asset classes
were facing sharp downside due to its
indirect association with economic
activities and the demand is inelastic in
nature. It saw temporary shock and
recovered quickly. Here in India,
distribution through PDS kept some
commodities in high demand. Spices
which is related to enhance the immune
power, witnessed a boost up in demand.
Export commodities like guar, castor,
some spices, cotton, mentha are still in
pressure as international trade is yet to
get open. With the continuation of
exports, these commodities may prove
dark horse and can give strong return.
Essential commodities will remain firm
as supply side is not so smooth. Indian
agri sector is all set to see major positive
changes after major farm reform bills. It
is going to make this sector more
transparent, competitive and farmer’s
friendly. The government has undertaken
landmark agricultural reforms, freeing
farmers from restrictions on sale of their
produce and ending the monopoly of
traders. Even in stimulus in 2020, agri
sector got good chunk of fund.
Transportation, labor and weather issues
amid good demand keeping agri
commodities on higher side, even in
international market. There are some
new launches are there in Indian
commodity exchanges such as gur and
rubber, which may attract more volume.
The Indian agri index, Agridex should
trade in a range of 1000-1400 with
upside bias.
The global impact of this new pandemic
is, however, indefinite and expected to
be followed by slow growth even in
advanced economies. The weaker
growth will probably result into some cut
back demand for commodities. It is also
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expected that the disturbance in oil
prices, travel, and tourism due to COVID19 will affect the Middle East and North
Africa. This pandemic outbreak will
cause a dual demand and supply shock
simultaneously which can slow down
the trade flows and cause international
supply chain distortions. At present,
increased production cost, less labor
supply, elevated temporary inflation, and
reduced consumption are few
challenges for the world. With collective
effort of most of the economies, recovery
is expected but with slower pace.

The world’s
commodities
markets are staging
a comeback as the
global economy
rebounds back
from the steepest
downturn since the
Great Depression.
A poll forecast that India GDP may see a
contraction of 3% and growth of 0.5% in
the December and March quarters
respectively, with the economy shrinking
8.7% over the whole financial year for its
worst performance in at least four
decades. China’s economic recovery
remains largely on track and maintain
real GDP growth forecast of 5.7% y-o-y
for Q4, up from 4.9% in Q3. The Chinese
economy is expected to expand around
2% for the full year - the weakest in over
three decades but still much stronger
than other major economies which are
still battling to contain virus infections.
India could well be the fastest-growing
Asian economy in calendar year 2021
(CY21) if Nomura’s forecasts are to be
believed. The Indian economy - as
measured by gross domestic product

(GDP) - to grow at 9.9 per cent in 2021,
eclipsing China (2021 GDP growth
pegged at 9 per cent) and Singapore (at
7.5 per cent) during this period.
The ultimate impact of COVID-19
pandemic will greatly depend on the
severity and duration of its outspread,
but it is expected to have long-lasting
implications. Now, as demand rapidly
bounces back signs of a supply crunch
are starting to send commodity prices
surging. Many industries are also
coming back on stream post the
pandemic, putting more pressure on
prices. The world’s commodities
markets are staging a comeback as the
global economy rebounds back from the
steepest downturn since the Great
Depression. Additionally, it’s wellknown that the dollar and commodities
move inversely most of the time.
Currently, the Dollar index is in a bearish
territory, as it is below its 12-month
moving average. That represents a
bullish background factor for commodity
prices. The story for 2021 is likely to be
dominated by the recovery from the
coronavirus, especially now , when it
seems that vaccines will be widely
distributed over the year. My best
wishes to all investors for a great
2021…Happy Investing!!!
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BUSINESS CYCLES ALIVE AND WELL
By Kranthi Bathini
Equity Strategist, WealthMills Securities Pvt. Ltd.

E

veryone in Equity markets are
delightful to witness a fabulous
rally in markets after the
unexpected pandemic COVID 19 crises
and subsequent lockdown of
businesses. The market and business
cycle turning again as positive...
Business cycles are alive and Well ...
Everything in this world has to go
through its own cycles including the
Businesses, debt and equitymarkets ...
The first record of an economic cycle is
found in the Old Testament. In Genesis
41, we read about the Pharaoh’s
dream, which was interpreted by
Jacob’s son, Joseph, to mean that
there be seven years of great plenty,
followed by seven years of famine. The
existence of agricultural cycles was
already a fact of life in ancient times. In
fact, the entire early business cycle
theory focused very much on the
influence of the weather on agricultural
and economic cycles. The economist
William Stanley Jevons, having been
intrigued by the periodicity of the great
English crises of the 19th Century
(1825,1837,1847,1857 and 1866)
convinced that solar cycles were
blame. He believed that the decennial
crises of the 19th Century depended on
meteorological variations, which in
turn depended on cosmic variations, of
which he had evidence on the
frequency of sunspots, auroras and
magnetic perturbations.
The weather’s influence on civilization
was also observed by Karl Marx (Das
Kapital, Hamburg, 1857), who
correctly assumed that the necessity
for predicting rise and fall of the Nile
created Egyptian astronomy and with it
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the dominion of the priests as directors
of agriculture. Ellsworth Huntington
extended weather theory by
postulating that business cycles
depended largely on the mental
attitude of people and that this
depended on health, which was largely
a function of the weather. Also, since
according to Pigou, the movement of
business confidence is the dominant
cause of the rhythmic fluctuations that
are experienced in industry, climate
changes and their influence on
business should not be ignored
entirely. Of course, modern business
cycle theories dismiss the climate
hypothesis as hogwash. This may be
proper in today’s industrial and postindustrialage, but if we consider that,
until the end of the 19th Century,
agriculture was the dominant sector of
an economy. Agriculture is the primary
source of livelihood for about 60% of
India’s population. It is clear that preindustrial economies were heavily
dependent on food production which in
turn, depend on the climate. Monsoon
in India plays a vital role in the GDP
growth and rural consumption in India,
equity markets always look forward for
these data sets. The Chinese believe in
a cycle of war and peace determined
by the availability of food (peace) and
its scarcity (war).
Long economic cycles have been
traced throughout history. Debt and
interest rate cycles are long cycle of
more than 50 years cycles relatively
compared to equity market cycle.
Some economists dismiss long waves
in economic activity, but the fact
remains that the world has always
undergone cycles during which prices
rose and fall. While each long cycle

takes place under new social, political
and economic conditions and therefore
cannot simply be repetition of the
previous cycle, the forces at work
during the rising and downward waves
of the long cycle appear to have
remained in place. In this regard, the
severity or mildness of the current
global economic downturn and the
intensity of the subsequent recovery
will be of particular interest to us, as
followers of the long wave theory. For
well over a century, business cycles
have run an unceasing round. They
have persisted through vast economic
and social changes. They have
withstood countless experiments in
industry, agriculture, banking,
industrial relations, and public policy.
They have confounded forecasters
without number, believed repeatedly
prophecies of a new era of prosperity
and outlined repeated forebodings of
chronic depression.
Psychological theorists maintain
that businessmen or speculators
exist in state of great expectation
during the expansion of and the
boom cycle of business. These
expectations being unfounded, they
are obviously doomed to
disappointment. Thus, the boom and
the atmosphere of greed which was
based on an error of optimism gives
way to a crisis of confidence and fear,
the error of pessimism and equity
markets always swings between
optimism and pessimism very quickly.
From time to time, a wave of optimism
spreads around the world like bushfire,
people believe that they are seeing the
dawn of new era that will bring
unimaginable riches and prosperity to
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all. Booms, manias and speculative
excesses occur in the final upswing of
business or investment cycle. The
longer the market has been in an
uptrend the more likely a mania will
follow, as the raising price trend
becomes increasingly perceived to be
permanent. Major manias on other
hand, are usually once a generation
affair that lead to serious economic
damage when the bubble bursts. The
time factor within stock market cycle
captivates fascination for a number of
reasons. First, it would appear that the
longer a bull market has been in place,
the more likely it will end in a wild
speculative orgy and then be followed
by a terrific bust. Therefore, the peak
after a 10 year to 20-year bull market,
that has, in the terminal phase, seen
prices accelerate on the upside usually
represents a milestone high. History
has proven that bear market that
inevitably follows the bubble can take
many different shapes. The steeper the
decline or the longer the decline has
lasted, the less risky the purchase of
such stock market becomes, as there
comes a point every market when
selling pressure exhausts itself. As per
crowd psychology cycle, in the manic
phase of bull market, the mood is
euphoric. While investors near bear
market lows want to get out at any
price, near manic highs the urge to get
in prevails and each minor correction is
perceived to be an excellent
opportunity which leads to a renewed
buying frenzy. Obviously, the longer the
bull market has been in place, the more
the uptrend will be regarded as
permanent feature of the new era.
Also, towards the final stages of the
mania, traditional valuations are
thrown out the windows. Since booms
involve exciting new concepts,
optimism over future huge profit
opportunities justifies buying at any
price in investors’minds. The mood is
reflected by heavy public participation,
risks are largely ignored, the use of
credit increases over confidence and
irrational decision marking become
common. A typical feature during
manias is crowd behaviour, where
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critical faculty of an individual is
paralysed.

The economist
William Stanley
Jevons, having been
intrigued by the
periodicity of the
great English crises
of the 19th Century
(1825,1837,1847,185
7 and 1866)
convinced that solar
cycles were blame.
He believed that the
decennial crises of
the 19th Century
depended on
meteorological
variations, which in
turn depended on
cosmic variations, of
which he had
evidence on the
frequency of
sunspots, auroras
and magnetic
perturbations.
Other business cycle theorists argue
that, while psychological factors play
an important role in reinforcing the
expansion and contraction phase by
shifting the demand curve to the right
during the upswing and to the left
during the depression. They cannot
themselves alone be responsible for
economic fluctuations. According to
the monetary overinvestment theory,
every credit expansion must lead first
to overinvestment and then to
breakdown. The expansion of credit in
the boom expressing itself in the too
low interest rate leads to an
overexpansion of the economic
process and by introducing a general
overinvestment disrupts the
equilibriums of the economic system.

The interest rates are too low when the
markets rate is below the natural rate
which is the rate at which demand for
loan capital just equals the supply of
savings. This is now the case in most
countries especially those with large
current account deficits. In
psychological business cycle theory,
the emphasis is placed on typical
reactions, mainly on the part of
entrepreneurs and savers. Usually
these factors and are not alternative
elements of causation. In more recent
times psychological factors have
gained more prominence in connection
with anticipation and expectations.
Its is important to understand that
business cycles are very complex
phenomena that cannot be
explained by just one factor. Thus,
most writers on the subject tend to
stress that a whole set of factors and
not always in the same combination
produces the periodical alternations
between prosperity and depression.
But one point is certain, economic
fluctuations will always be with is and
the failure of the commend economies
have amply proven that government
intervention, whether carried out
directly or though monetary authorities
will never eliminate cyclical
fluctuations. Always periods of
expansion and prosperity are followed
by periods of contraction and
depression. With the objective of
proving their existence and trying to
determine at what stage of the long
cycle we presently stand. I should like
to stress the word try. Business cycles
are enormously complex phenomena
but it would seem to me that it is for
every investor of paramount
importance to understand at what
stage of the long cycle one might stand
because there are some very distinct
features to the rising and falling wave
that have, in turn important investment
implications.

Kranthi Bathini has over 20 years of experience in
capital market and currently working as Equity
strategist at WealthMills Securities Pvt. Ltd. based at
Mumbai.
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SEBI (INVESTMENT ADVISERS)
REGULATIONS, 2013:
MAJOR REGULATORY CHANGES
By CA Bhavesh Vora
Chartered Accountant

I

n India, you don’t have to look too hard
to get ‘Investment Advice’. Everyone
thinks that they can advise you what to
do with your money. However, you would
have to be cautious about who you should
take this advice from. To help investors
with this, the Securities and Exchange
Board of India [“SEBI”] notified the SEBI
(Investment Advisers) Regulations, 2013
[“IA Regulations”] on 21st January, 2013.
After the notification of these regulations,
the only people who are allowed to give
you Investment Advice, (and charge you
money for it), are SEBI Registered
Investment Advisers, subject to a few
exceptions.
As on Dec 15, 2020, there are 1348 SEBI
registered Investment Advisers. In
comparison there are only 358 SEBI
registered Portfolio Managers.1 The lower
operational requirements for carrying out
the business of an Investment Adviser
[“IA”] compared to a Portfolio Manager
could have led to an increase in the
prevalence of IAs. Investment Advisers
need a smaller capital to run their business,
and unlike fund managers, they do not need
to provide for custody of securities or carry
out the actual transactions of their clients.
Their reach to clients can also be better.
SEBI has also prescribed relatively lower
compliance, reporting and regulatory
requirements for Investment Advisers.
However, over the period of years, SEBI
would have received Investor Complaints
against some IAs and has therefore
recognized the need to further strengthen
the Investment Adviser Regulations. For
this purpose, SEBI had introduced a few
consultation papers. Based on the
suggestions contained in each of these,
and the public comments received on
them, SEBI has amended the Investment
Adviser Regulations by issuing the SEBI
(Investment Advisers) (Amendment)
Regulations, 2020 on 3rd July 2020
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[“Amendment”]. Further guidelines, to
provide operational clarity were issued
by SEBI on 23rd September 2020
[“Guidelines”].
Major Amendments:
Separation of Investment Advice and
Distribution Activities
Earlier investment advisers were allowed
to provide both Investment Advice and
Distribution services and only those IAs
that were Banks, NBFCS, and Body
Corporates were required to keep their
Execution and Distribution Activities
segregated from the Investment Advice
activities.

As on Dec 15, 2020,
there are 1348 SEBI
registered
Investment Advisers.
In comparison there
are only 358 SEBI
registered Portfolio
Managers. The
lower operational
requirements for
carrying out the
business of an
Investment Adviser
[“IA”] compared to
a Portfolio Manager
could have led to an
increase in the
prevalence of IAs.
The amended regulations have made this
segregation much stricter. Individual IAs
are no longer allowed to provide
Distribution services.

Non-individual IAs can provide both these
services; however, they are required to
maintain client level segregation for the
same, i.e. they can provide only either
Investment Advice or Distribution to a
single client. This segregation is
additionally required to be maintained at
the group level, meaning that if a client
receives Investment Advice from the IA,
then he cannot receive Distribution from
any group company of the IA as well.
Investment Advisers are still allowed to
provide Execution services; however, no
fee may be charged from the client for the
same. This requirement is too extended to
the group level, where no fee can be
charged for executing the Investment
Advice by any other member of the group
of the Investment Adviser.
Fee Restrictions
The earlier IA regulations did not regulate
the fee that could be charged by the
Investment Advisers. The code of conduct
prescribed that the fee charged shall be
‘fair and reasonable’ however there were
no specific numbers prescribed.
The Guidelines contain specific limits
within which fees can be charged by
Investment Advisers. Based on this fee can
be charged by either one of two modes, the
AUA mode(in which fee can be a max of 2.5
%of AUA p.a. ) and Fixed Fee mode (in
which fee can be max of Rs. 1,25,000 p.a.)
These caps have also been applied at a
‘Family’ level for clients. These fee
requirements have been made applicable
from April 1, 2021.
The impact of these restrictions on the
overall revenues of Investment Advisers
may be significant.
Agreement and Other Records
The earlier amendment did not contain a
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requirement for investment advisers to
enter into an agreement with their client.
However, not only is this mandated by the
amended regulations, specific detailed
contents of the same have also been
prescribed by the guidelines.
IAs are also required to maintain a record of
all conversation with clients including
interactions with potential clients. This
includes records in the form of Physical
record written & signed by client,
Telephone recording, Email from registered
email id, Record of SMS messages, or any
other legally verifiable record.
Maintaining such records could increase
the infrastructural burden on the
investment advisers, but it would provide a
documented record to clients, SEBI and
investment Advisers themselves in case of
disputes and complaints.
Division between Individual/NonIndividual Investment Advisers
The amended regulations have specifically
define compliance requirements for both
the categories, i.e. individual and NonIndividual investment Advisers.
For instance, as per the earlier regulations
Body Corporates were required to have net
worth of at least Rs. 25 Lakh whereas other
Investment Advisers (Individuals and
Partnership firms) were required to have a
net worth of not less than Rs. 1 Lakh.
As per the amended regulations the net
worth requirements for Individual
Investment Advisers is Rs. 5 Lakh, while
the requirement for non-individual
investment advisers (which includes
partnership firms) is Rs. 50 Lakh.
The requirements related to separation of
Distribution activities (as specified above)
services have also been separately
specified for Individual and Non-Individual
Investment advisers.
Cap on the number of clients of
Individual Investment Advisers
Another important amendment is the Cap
on the number of clients that an Individual
Investment Adviser can have. Individual
IAs can now not have more than 150
clients. Once 150 clients have been
reached, new clients are not to be
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onboarded until registration as nonindividual IA has been obtained. Individual
IAs having more than 150 clients on 30
September 2020, are not onboard to
fresh clients and shall apply for NonIndividual IA registration by 01 April 2021
latest. However, they can continue to
service existing clients. Such IAs are
required submit report containing certain
prescribed details to SEBI by 15 October
2020.
This could therefore attach all the
regulatory requirements that are applicable
to Non-Individual Investment Advisers, to
Investment Advisers who service more
than 150 clients.
Other Changes
• The Investment Adviser is also required
to mention specify certain details such
as its name, type of registration,
registration number, address, details of
principal officer and corresponding
regional/ local office on their website,
on their mobile app or any similar
document/communication
• Audit is required to be carried out
within 6 months from the end of the
year
• Risk profiling for Non-Individual clients
to be done based on investment policy
• Individual Investment Adviser and
Principal Officer of Non-Individual
Investment Adviser are required to
have enhanced qualifications such as
profession qualification/Post graduate
degree in relevant field and 5 years of
relevant experience along with
certification
• Concept of “Persons Associated with
Investment Advice” has been
introduced. Defined to essentially
include all those engaged in providing
investment advice, and all people with
client interface, such persons are
required to have relevant professional
qualification/post graduate degree,
and 2 years of relevant experience
along with certification
• Vide circular SEBI/HO/IMD/DF1/CIR/P/
2019/169 dated December 27, 2019
SEBI had already issued certain
measures to strengthen IA conduct,
such as restricting free trials, conduct
proper risk profile, receiving fees
through banking channels only and
displaying investor complaint status on
the website of IAs.

Conclusion
The amendment to the regulations and the
guidelines issued thereafter have made
investment advisers a lot more regulated
than they were earlier. Although no
submission of reports or other similar
recurring compliance requirement has
been introduced as of now, basic
infrastructural requirements in the form
of human resources, maintenance of
records, minimum net worth etc. has been
increased. Other requirements such
as the division of Distribution and Advice,
fee restrictions, and maintenance of
records has increased the transparency
and accountability requirements for
Investment Advisers.
Such additional compliance will help
monitor the activities of investment
advisers and help clients of Investment
Advisers be treated fairly. The challenge
will definitely be there to balance
commerce and compliance.

1. Source : SEBI website
Bhavesh Vora is a practicing Chartered Accountant
with over 30 years of rich experience having
specialization in providing end to end consultancy
services to Capital Market Segment, Derivatives,
Non-Banking Finance Companies, Portfolio
Management Services, Stock Broker’s Regulations.
He has delivered lectures to organizations and
forums of the like of [RBI] Reserve Bank of India
Limited, [NSE] National Stock Exchange of India
Limited, [FIMMDA] Fixed Income Money Market
and Derivatives Association of India, [ANMI]
Association of National Exchanges Members of
India, BSE Brokers’ Forum, etc. on the aspects of
Accounting Standards, NBFCs, Regulatory
Compliances, etc.
He has also Co-Authored guidance notes on “Audit of
Accounts of members of Stock Exchange” “Internal
Audit of Stock Broker” published by ICAI and also coauthored BCAS’ prestigious publication “NBFC- A
Treatise”.
Presently, he holds key positions as President ‘of
“Investor Education and Welfare Association”, a
SEBI recognized association, ‘External Expert’ in the
Regulatory and Oversight Committee of [MSE]
Metropolitan Stock Exchange of India Limited,
‘Trustee’ of [NCDEX – IPF] National Commodity &
Derivatives Exchange Limited - Investor Protection
Fund, member of various committees of ICAI &
BCAS, Advisor to the Chamber of Tax of Consultants
(erstwhile as ‘President’).
Also being an avid reader, his hobbies include
reading Management and Spiritual Books, and has
an inclination towards imparting education.
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WHY TOP-UP HEALTH
INSURANCE IS A MUST?
By Devesh Mundra
Chartered Accountant

This sounds good, but there is something more to it which
we often ignore.

Health & other insurances in India are regulated by IRDAI –
Insurance Regulatory & Development Authority of India, an
autonomous body set up under the IRDA Act, 1999. Core
idea behind setting up such a body was to protect the
interests of policyholders and to regulate & develop the
insurance industry. A lot has been done till date to protect
and promote the interest of policy holders. But given the
potential size of the industry and ever-changing dynamics,
a lot has to be done on the regulatory front in the coming
years as well.
Now before we move further to understand about a top up
insurance, let us look at what health insurance is in a brief.
Health Insurance
Health emergencies do not come with a prior notice. When
such emergencies strike, it takes a toll on our pocket,
thanks to the 5 star hospital facilities that charge a bomb.
Health insurance is a coverage or hedge for an individual
for medical expenses in case of health emergency. There
are some additional tax benefits too! But let’s focus on the
broader aspect.

A lot of companies in India (as small as having only 100
employees) often provide a group health insurance policy
wherein the employee is automatically covered up to a
certain amount just by the virtue of being an employee of
that company, which varies as per the seniority in the
organization. But let’s understand with Ramesh’s example.

A lot has been done till date
to protect and promote the
interest of policy holders. But
given the potential size of the
industry and ever-changing
dynamics, a lot has to be
done on the regulatory front
in the coming years as well.
Given his age, Ramesh should have a group health policy of
around Rs.5 lacs. Stay rest assured, due to all practical
reasons, he must be unaware of the same. Even if he
remembers, he might still end up buying Rs.50 lacs health
insurance as indicated above! But is there a better option?

In simple words, you pay a fixed sum annually to the
insurance company called as “Premium” and if you suffer
with any health emergency the medical expenses/costs are
borne by the insurance company, either by reimbursement
of medical expenses or direct payment to the hospital
(cashless facility).
Quick example: Ramesh, 30 years old working in an MNC
pays Rs.20,000 annual premium as a personal expenditure
for his health insurance cover of Rs.50 lacs.
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Top-Up Health Insurance
This is where top up policy comes into picture. It’s like a
power bank, which will be used only when your phone’s
battery is discharged. Just like a stepney, which will be
used when your car’s tyre is punctured!
Top up plans are affordable, economical & most practical
solutions for professionals and all others like Ramesh. In our
example Ramesh is already covered under his employer’s
group policy up to Rs.5 lacs. Hence, he needs an insurance
cover only if his medical expenses are beyond Rs. 5 lacs.
This is known as a “Deductible”.
In simple words, if Ramesh gets admitted and his medical
expenses are Rs.50 lacs, Rs.5 lacs would be reimbursed
under his existing group policy. Therefore, Ramesh would
require an additional coverage of only Rs.45 lacs! How can
he do so?
Rather than opting for a standard health insurance of Rs.50
lacs, he should go for a top-up health insurance of Rs.50
lacs with Rs.5 lacs deductible.

This type of top up policy will cost him only Rs.2,000 as an
annual premium i.e. 90% lesser than what he was paying
in case of a standard health insurance! The older he gets,
this premium amount keeps on increasing and the chance of
issuance of a policy is relatively higher when we are young
& naturally fit. Hence, it is advisable to enter insurance
policy at an early life stage to gain the maximum benefit!
You must be thinking how something like this is even
possible, but insurers are smarter than us! They know that
their average re-imbursements are never so high, but for us
it is a possibility, given the type of sedentary lifestyle any
major disease can strike anytime. Hence, this is a win-win
for both - the policy holder as well as the insurer.
Also know, it is not necessary to have a group policy for a
top up plan. If you are capable of managing the deductible
portion i.e. Rs.5 lacs in our case, even then this policy is
applicable to you. The Top-Up insurer is exempted till the
first threshold being the deductible - whether you pay it from
your pocket, group insurance or from any other family
floater policy. So why pay 10X premium for a health cover
which can be affected at an economical cost with some
basic planning? Think about it.
This optimal solution is available in the market but due to
lack of awareness and lesser remuneration (due to lower
premium amounts) this is not advertised & advised
aggressively like other insurance products.
I believe this should prompt further reading and understanding at your end. In
case of any queries, you can always contact me. Please share your feedback and
past experiences with top-up & other health insurance below:
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/ deveshmundra
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/@deveshmundra_
Email ID: cadeveshmundra@ gmail.com
Note: I do not sell any kind of insurance products. Views are personal and do not
reflect my employer’s views. This article is meant for public awareness and
informational purpose only. Premium and cover amounts are approximates.

This way the top up insurance company will bear anything
up to Rs.50 lacs excluding the first Rs.5 lacs which will be
borne by the group policy.
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Devesh is CA, FRM, CFP & CWM currently working at Anand Rathi Private
Wealth Management. He assists in investment, taxation & estate management
of HNI families globally. Areas of interest include Finance, Stock Markets and
Investment Advisory.
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THE NEW NORMAL OF
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS
By Ayush Aggarwal
CIO (Chief Investment Officer), SMC Private Wealth

T

he global pandemic in which we
are in right now; with a largely
fragile economy and market
swings is making even the most
seasoned investor dizzy. Hence,
investing in alternate investment
products such as REITs, International
Equities, Gold Bonds and Alternative
Funds etc seems to be becoming new
normal going forward. The days of
investing in portfolios solely of
equities and bonds are now steadily
becoming a thing of the past. With so
many potential advantages of holding
alternatives, therefore, is not
surprising that investors are becoming
increasingly drawn towards the
alternative investments and not just
traditional Investing. Extended periods
of exceptionally low interest rates
around the world have left many
investors with inadequate returns on
their bonds and virtually no return on
their cash investments amid the
pandemic. The malaise affecting
these main asset classes has
increasingly driven investors,
especially long-term investors like
pension funds, to seek higher rates of
return by deploying more of their
capital in so-called alternative assets.
The sector has experienced strong
growth momentum in recent years.
Now alternative investments are
proving crucial and are being
increasingly held in the portfolios of
institutional investors, high-net-worth
individuals (HNWIs) and ultra-highnet-worth individuals (UHNWIs).
Undoubtedly, alternative assets allow
investors to further diversify their
portfolios, mitigate market risk and
achieve better risk adjusted returns. A
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data showed that Alternative
investments represent approximately
$13 trillion (or 12%) of the global
investible market, consisting of hedge
funds/liquid alternatives, private
equity, real assets, and structured
products. There is an expectation that
by 2025, the sector can grow to 1824% of global investible market. The
growth in Alternative investments
across the globe is also supported by
external conditions such as lower
interest rates, declining pension
funding ratio, the maturation of
emerging markets, and a structural
change in capital formation.

There is an
expectation that by
2025, the sector can
grow to 18-24% of
global investible
market. The growth
in Alternative
investments across
the globe is also
supported by
external conditions
such as lower
interest rates,
declining pension
funding ratio, the
maturation of
emerging markets,
and a structural
change in capital
formation.

Just as investors are starting to
diversify into alternative asset classes
as a means of defending their portfolio
against market volatility imposed by
the COVID-19 outbreak, regulators too
are catching up speedily with new
investor demands and trends across
the globe. At home SEBI has been very
stringent in this regard too. For the
first time, SEBI had set down the
original alternative investment fund
regulations in 2012 and thereafter
there have been several changes of
the regulations based on market
recommendations. In June 2017, SEBI
permitted category 3 AIFs to invest in
commodities market. Consequently,
AIFs could take maximum exposure of
10% of their assets in a single
commodity. Again, in the September,
SEBI revised the reporting norms of
category 3 AIF for a more accurate and
complete picture of the commodity
investments made by these funds.
SEBI announced multiple changes to
angel fund regulations in the year
2018. The minimum corpus for an
angel fund was reduced from Rs.10
crore to Rs.5 crore and the total
investment period was extended from
three years to five years. With an aim
to provide impetus to early-stage
start-ups, Sebi has increased the
maximum investment limit by angel
funds in venture capital undertakings
to Rs 10 crore from the current Rs 5
crore. Again, in July 2018, SEBI
enhanced the overseas investment
limit of alternative investment funds
and venture capital funds to USD 750
million from the earlier USD 500
million. In November 2018, SEBI
permitted domestic fund managers or
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sponsors of AIFs to manage AIFs
headquartered in international
financial services centre (IFSC). Even
recently, Sebi has clarified that
category II and III alternative
investment funds (AIFs) established
as a trust may qualify as qualified
buyer and subscribe to security
receipts issued by asset Reconstruction Company.
Private equity firms are investing in
businesses at earlier stages in their
lives and remaining invested longer,
squeezing out more returns. Real
assets including infrastructure and
real estate are set to be the fastest
expanding sector. Hedge funds
appetite is also growing considerably.
Of late we have seen in India that two
developments gave some support to
the potential growth of India’s
alternative investment industry. First,
when Reliance’s Jio Platforms Ltd
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raised an amazing US$20 billion within
a few months, despite the global
COVID-19 outbreak. Second, the startup space received a boost when the
Reserve Bank of India decided to
categorize start-ups under the Priority
Sector Lending. It could be seen that
amount of money in private equity and
real assets is increasing competition
and driving acquisition prices up. It is
believed that over the next five years,
larger pools of capital will be seen
being directed in much more focused
efforts.
To conclude, alternative investments
can offer investors a much-needed
source of higher returns and risk
diversification in the current
environment of static low interest
rates, negative yielding bonds, and
expensive equity markets. As markets
for these assets and strategies expand
and participation grows, more of these

alternative investments are becoming
suited to the needs of institutional
investors. Moreover, interest in this
space is growing rapidly and the
sector itself is continuously evolving.
Although, investors should be fully
aware of the often-complex nature
and hidden risks associated with such
products.
Ayush Aggarwal, CIO (Chief Investment Officer) SMC Private wealth, Director - SMC Real Estate
Advisors Private Limited, Director - Moneywise
Finvest Limited. He is a young dynamic business
leader. He is an MBA (PGP-FMB) from SP Jain
Institute of Management and Research, Mumbai,
and a graduate from Delhi University. He has a great
understanding and an in-depth knowledge of
financial Market. He is the CIO (Chief Investment
Officer) of SMC Private wealth Vertical at SMC
Global Securities ltd. managing and handling
portfolio management activities. He has an excellent
understanding of the various Macro & Micro factors
driving the economy and financial markets. He has a
knack of Identifying high growth potential as well as
fundamentally strong companies. HNI clients at
SMC have benefitted significantly from his practical
and pragmatic views.
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GLOBAL DIVERSIFICATION IS INDIA SEEING THIS OPPORTUNITY?
By Koel Ghosh
Head - South Asia
S&P Dow Jones Indices

Exhibit1 compares the YTD trends in the S&P BSE SENSEX
with a range of global indices calculated by S&P DJI,
including our benchmarks for the U.S., Europe, and China.
As the chart makes clear, 2020 has been a year in which
global diversification could have helped Indian investors.
Note that the S&P BSE DOLLEX 30 is the U.S. dollar
equivalent of the Indian rupee-denominated S&P BSE
SENSEX; for purposes of comparison, the performance of
all indices is shown in U.S. dollars.
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India has always been a country with a “home bias” in its
investment strategies-meaning that Indian investors have
generally preferred local securities to global. This is
understandable; high yields in the fixed income markets
and strong performance from equities, as well as a faith that
India would deliver world-beating economic growth, kept
investors glued to the local markets. However, the market’s
reaction to the events of 2020 have provided a counterpoint
to the accepted wisdom, when opportunities beyond
domestic borders emerged as the clear winners.

Exhibit 1: 2020 YTD International Market Performance

Total Return (USD)

The year 2020 has been unique, with the COVID-19
pandemic bringing unprecedented changes to economic
activity that noone was fully prepared for, as well as record
levels of volatility in financial markets. But such disruption
not only creates innovation, it also gives opportunities to
contrarian options and allows new themes to emerge
dominant.

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data as of Sept. 30, 2020. Index
performance based on total return in USD. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results.All data was rebased to 100% as of Dec. 31, 2019. Chart is provided
for illustrative purposes.

Whenever we compare performance, analyzing different
time periods helps understand how the trends played out
for a particular investment strategy or rather, in this case,
the indices representing the country markets. The case for
international diversification for Indian investors also holds
up well in the long term, particularly for the world’s largest
stock market: the S&P 500’s performance, whether over 1,
3, 5, or 10 years, was distinctly superior.

Exhibit 2: Performance of Global Benchmarks over Time
Index Total Returns
S&P 500
S&P China 500
S&P EUROPE 350
S&P BSE DOLLEX 30
S&P BSE SENSEX (INR)

Index Level
6,918.83
5,078.73
3,082.37
4,646.77
56,121.97

YTD
5.57%
17.28%
-8.58%
-9.89%
-6.79%

1 Year
15.15%
32.37%
-0.23%
-4.54%
-0.44%

3 Year
12.28%
8.24%
0.05%
3.75%
8.01%

5 Year
14.15%
11.62%
4.93%
6.67%
9.16%

10 Year
13.74%
7.13%
5.01%
2.89%
8.11%

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. Data as of Sept. 30, 2020. Results for 3-, 5-, and 10-year periods are annualized. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Table
is provided for illustrative purposes.

The global opportunity set offers a wide range of sectors and
companies-within them, the likes of Microsoft, Apple,
Amazon,and Facebook, that have benefited from the move
toward virtual workplaces, virtual shopping, and higher
spending on communications and technology.Using the
S&P Global BMI, Exhibit 3 highlights the performance of
certain global equity sectors and industries that showed
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both substantialgains and declines this year, illustrating the
strength of the market’s trends. While airlines and energy
companies have seen steep declines across the world, the
soaring shares of global software, IT, and internet
companies have offered refuge to those who had made an
allocation.
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India has always been a country
with a home bias in its investment
strategies-meaning that Indian
investors have generally preferred
local securities to global.
Exhibit 3: S&P Global BMI - YTD 2020 Selected Industry
and Sector Performance
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International diversification provides local investors the
chance to take part in such global trends and participate in
the opportunities that arise from advancing technology and
global changes in corporate and consumer behavior.
Furthermore, in times of turmoil, broader diversification
could enable market participants to weather the bad times,
along with making the most of the good times.
The extraordinary events of 2020 have so far emphasized
the potential of global equities to Indian investors, but are
they seeing the opportunity? Offering perspective, S&P
Dow Jones Indices’ series of global benchmarks can help
frame the landscape of international investing.
Koel Ghosh is the regional head of South Asia for S&P Dow Jones Indices (S&P
DJI). Koel leads the regional commercial efforts and actively educates and
advocates for passive investing. She explores new markets and works with
market participants to offer suitable solutions.
Her previous experience in the asset management and financial industries add to
her in depth knowledge in that space. She contributed to the growing Indian asset
management industry through her marketing and sales roles at IL&FS Mutual
Fund and UTI Asset Management Company. At Thomson Reuters, she further
extended her business development skills in the financial data industry.
She additionally heads up the business initiatives in India and serves as
Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of Asia Index Private Limited (a
BSE and S&P DJI venture).
She was recognized by AIWMI as one of the top 100 women in finance in India in
2019. She is a Chartered Accountant.
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THE QUAD: ISSUES AND
IMPLICATIONS - AN OVERVIEW
By Professor Piya Mahtaney
Economist / Author
Introductory Exposition
In a rather graphic manner this year has
unravelled the transition that is underway in
the global economy, notably the
undercurrents of change which have driven
the ongoing geopolitical shifts were
accentuated (and not caused) by the
pandemic. Making categorical assessments
about how present geopolitical changes
would impact each nation or for that matter
even the world at large is difficult (if not
impossible) and this being the case I have
focussed on various aspects of this subject
in the course of the previous three articles
about geopolitics for Econ Buzz. Evidently
the intersection of economic, environmental
and political factors among others would
shape the emerging geopolitical landscape
and questions about which country would
be the next superpower’ almost seem
simplistic in a world where economic
survival for both developed and developing
nations is incumbent of finding new drivers
of growth and doing so in alignment with
sustainable development. This for instance
applies both to the U.S which is currently the
most dominant nation and China which is
grappling with its attempts to get there.
The focus of this article is the QUAD, a term
that has been used rather frequently over the
last few months is to elucidate some of the
fundamental implications of the ongoing
formalization of the Quadrilateral group or
QUAD which consists of four nations
Australia, Japan, U.S and India. The idea of
having a Quadrilateral group is one that was
mooted years ago at the time that the
Quadrilateral security dialogue was initiated
in 2007 subsequent to which obviously not
much happened on that front. Interestingly
the foundation of the QUAD was articulated
by President Shinzo Abe in August 2007 as
he described the narrative of Indo –Japan
economic cooperation, Abe said, “The
Pacific and the Indian Oceans are now
bringing about a dynamic coupling as seas
of freedom and of prosperity. A "broader
Asia" that broke away geographical
boundaries is now beginning to take on a
distinct form. Our two countries have the
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ability -- and the responsibility -- to ensure
that it broadens yet further and to nurture
and enrich these seas to become seas of
clearest transparence.’’

The focus of this
article is the
QUAD, a term that
has been used
rather frequently
over the last few
months is to
elucidate some of
the fundamental
implications of the
ongoing
formalization of
the Quadrilateral
group or QUAD
which consists of
four nations
Australia, Japan,
U.S and India.
Describing the geopolitical role of Indo
–Japan’s economic cooperation Abe said,
“Japanese diplomacy is now promoting
various concepts in a host of different areas
so that a region called "the Arc of Freedom
and Prosperity" will be formed along the
outer rim of the Eurasian continent. The
Strategic Global Partnership of Japan and
India is pivotal for such pursuits to be
successful.....By Japan and India coming
together in this way, this "broader Asia" will
evolve into an immense network spanning
the entirety of the Pacific Ocean,
incorporating the United States of America

and Australia. Open and transparent, this
network will allow people, goods, capital,
and knowledge to flow freely..... Can we not
say that faced with this wide, open, broader
Asia, it is incumbent upon us two
democracies, Japan and India, to carry out
the pursuit of freedom and prosperity in the
region?’’
An idea whose time came over a decade
ago stalled soon after it was mooted,
however a fair degree of destabilization in
the Asia Pacific region not the least because
of China’s rather overtly assertive about its
territorial claims revived the Quadrilateral
dialogue which was resumed in 2017.
Notably since then meetings have
happened regularly. At the outset the
precise purpose of the QUAD seemed
ambiguous, however as a brief by the
Centre of Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS) in March 2020 explains,``
For the nations of the Quad, the converging
narrative of free and open order in the IndoPacific region provided the foundation for
bilateral, trilateral, and eventually
quadrilateral action to realize that vision.
Chinese coercion post-2015 further
crystallized the alignment of interests
underpinning the Quad. ..... With the Quad
on considerably firmer diplomatic and
political ground than before, the question of
the group’s trajectory comes to the fore.”
The potential for increasing economic
engagement between the four nations that
have a combined population of 1.8 billion
and a GDP of over $30 trillion is
considerable. Furthermore trade between
the four stood at $440 billion in 2018m
however the challenge for India in this
context is that the other three nations are
developed and differences that arise from
this would need to address. For instance
Japan, U.S and Australia have a higher
extent of economic freedom (even as
indicated by the Index of economic
freedom) than India. That said the largest
market and a young population confer the
Indian economy with advantages that no
other nation and tapping this is a lever of
economic progress for the QUAD.
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On the subject of the Indian economy and
the present geopolitics I spoke to
Professor Vidya Mahambare, who is an
Emergent Ventures fellow, is Professor of
Economics and Program Director, PGDM
at Great Lakes Institute of Management,
Chennai.
Enumerated in the following Is the Q&A
with Professor Vidya Mahambare
Q 1.India is perceived as a counterbalance to China. Do you envision that
this purpose will be served effectively
over the next two to 5 years or would it
require more time?
It depends on how domestic and global
political and economic factors play out in the
post-pandemic world. We should not be
surprised if it takes more time. While China
has lost a remarkable amount of goodwill
during the current pandemic and the world
would want to isolate China, it is not going to
be easy to ignore the scale and influence of
China.
The trade war between China and the US
had begun even before the pandemic and a
recent paper by Yang Zhou (2020) studies
the heterogeneous impacts of the US-China
trade war through linkages in global value
chains. It estimates that the while trade war
costs China $35.2 billion, or 0.29% GDP, it
costs the United States $15.6 billion, or
0.08% GDP. In contrast Vietnam benefits by
$402.8 million, or 0.18% GDP. So, if the trade
is getting diverted away from China, the US
also loses out. However, the key question for
India is that the trade war has benefited
countries such as Vietnam which has been a
phenomenal success story in the recent
times. India is not radar yet in a significant
way. While some big companies such as
Apple and Google have made large
investments in India, the overall scale of
foreign investment and especially its ability
to create jobs has been limited.
Q2.How do you think the present
electoral change in the U.S will impact
India geopolitically?
While the new US regime would be more
favourable to India, it is unlikely that
President-elect Biden would do any drastic
changes very quickly. He would put more
focus on issues such as the theft of
intellectual property, technology transfer,
Chinese subsidies to their firms so on and
would not be a hurry to take a re-look at 25%
tariffs imposed on China. The Biden
administration would want to raise US
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investment in education, research, and
infrastructure. But it remains to be seen if it
would spell out an explicit expression of
acknowledgement of India’s strategic and
trade role.
A crucial issue for India is also about the
diversification of its oil imports, given that
India, the world's third-biggest oil importer
was the key buyer of Iranian and Venezuelan
oil before President Donald Trump imposed
unilateral sanctions on these two countries.
India would look to resume these purchases.
From a geo-political angle, withdrawing
from the RCEP agreement means that we
have lost a chance to influence the politics of
regional trade. If our strategic intent is to
enhance our economic footprints at the
regional level, we must look to strengthen
economic relations with these countries. If
we were worried out imports flooding our
market, it suggests our inability to raise
competitiveness of domestic firms to
compete. We must make our domestic
manufacturing competitive to face the
import pressure rather than opting for
turning back on the partnerships.
Q3.Post pandemic countries are looking
inward on one hand and there are
exigent concerns confronting the global
economy on the other. Straddling the two
is a fundamental challenge for most
countries. In this context do you think
India's recently announced 'Atmanirbhar'
orientation would impact its geopolitical
position positively or otherwise.
Unfortunately, the word ‘Atmanirbhar’
suggests a different meaning and tone than
what the mission is supposed to be
accomplishing. The literal meaning of the
word is self-reliant and that immediately
given an impression that India would like to
reduce its dependence on international trade
and look inwards towards domestic demand
and production. But at the same time, we
want to encourage exports, especially
labour-intensive exports. Now, it is not
feasible to be selective when it comes to
international trade - that we would like to
export to the rest of the world, but we also
want to raise protection to our domestic
producers from import competition. The
Prime Mister has clarified that the
Atmanirbhar mission “merges domestic
production and consumption with global
supply chains” without “being selfcontained or being closed to the world.” But
then the title used for the mission itself
should have been different!

We have tried self-reliance before for many
decades. It has had mixed results – while it
diversified India’s production base and
capacity, India fell behind significantly in its
ability to create jobs. Labour-intensive
manufacturing lost its share in the economy,
which has led to our basic problem of the
lack of productive jobs.
If we lower pressure on domestic producers
from import competition, Indian producers
will not be compelled to improve efficiency,
reduce costs and innovate. It will end up
being more harmful in the long run. Equally,
Indian producers cannot improve efficiency
unless the local business environment
improves, which is largely dependent on the
state governments falls to the states. While
we had made big improvements in
technology led infrastructure, driven by a
push from the central government, the basic
issues such as land clearances and permits,
access to electricity and water, labour
reforms so on are mainly state-level issues.
There is little clarity on how things are
moving at the state-level in this respect. For
the Atmanirbhar mission to have a
geopolitical influence it must have an
economic influence first.
Conclusion
Clearly as has been elucidated in earlier
articles the advantage that the geopolitical
shifts that are underway confer on the Indian
economy depends largely on how
effectively the present imperatives are
addressed.

Piya Mahtaney completed her second Master’s in
Development Economics from Leicester University
in England she embarked on a career in journalism
with the Times of India. She was an assistant editor
in Metropolis on Saturday, subsequent to which she
joined as senior feature writer in Economic Times.
As an economist that reported, analyzed and wrote
on a wide range of socio-economic issues, writing a
book about economic development and the
emerging trends of globalisation seemed almost
inevitable
The books that she has authored are as follows:
• India China and Globalization (2nd ed), Palgrave
Macmillan (England), December 2014
• Globalization and Sustainable Economic
Development, Palgrave Macmillan (U.S), August
1st 2013
• Institute of South East Asian Studies (Singapore)
published an edition (August 2010) of my book
India China and Globalisation.
• The first edition of India China and Globalisation
was published by Palgrave Macmillan (England,
2007)
• Globalisation Con Game or Reality was published
by Alchemy Publishers, India (2004) 2004.
• The first book titled Economic Con Game,
Development fact or Fiction was published by
Pelanduk Publications (Malaysia) in 2002.
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By Farshid S. Master
Associate Vice President - E Business
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020 has surely forced
businesses to think differently.
We've seen more products and
services go online or want to go online
than ever before. We've also seen
businesses want to save cost of
operations by restructuring their real
estate investments and keeping only a
few employee seats for their offices
and asking other employees to
continue working from home.
We are at the brink of the New Year and
I'm here to tell you some of the key of
2021 that your business will need to
consider, to engage and retain your
current set of customers attract
traffic on your website, get new
prospects/leads and conversions on
your digital platforms. I have
particularly given some examples of
how broking firms could use these
trends and benefit from them. So here
we go.
1. Let your BRAND be THOUGHTFUL,
TRANSPARENT and TRUTHFUL
As an organization you need to
embrace SOCIAL MEDIA like never
before. Get your brand on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn. Once
you are on these platforms, the first
thing you need to remember is that
there will be content pegs which cut
across all these platforms but majorly
you need to treat them separately and
have a different content strategy for
each of these platforms. The second
most important thing you need to
remember are the 3T's - Thoughtful,
Transparent and Truthful. Let me give
you examples of each.

Thoughtful: Your brand has to be
perceived as a thoughtful brand. This
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means responding to competition,
existing customers, and prospects is a
manner that each of them feels that
‘WOW’ factor when you respond to
them. My suggestion: Be light, quirky,
nice, kind and learn to laugh at yourself
occasionally.

We are at the brink
of the New Year
and I'm here to tell
you some of the
key Digital
marketing trends of
2021 that your
business will need
to consider, to
engage and retain
your current set of
customers and also
to get new traffic
on your website,
get new prospects/
leads and
conversions on
your digital
platforms.
Transparent: On a given day your
brand might be trolled for something
you might have done or you might have
not done. Be transparent about your
views and don't change them even if
you see negativity coming at you in the
form of comments and dis-likes. Stand
tall to what you say and believe in.
Being transparent also means

showcasing the praises and brickbats
that you get from your customer. Take
the praises well and showcase it as
great customer reviews and take the
brickbats with a relentless effort to
make the customer smile and write a
good review on the same thread where
the brick was thrown originally.
Truthful: Nothing works better than
being truthful and genuine as a brand.
Inform the world again and on the same
platform, that you have corrected the
mistake. This builds TRUST and trust
will in turn build brand advocacy. Don't
do marketing campaigns which are too
good to be true just to get more eyeballs or prospects/leads. Today's
customer is smart and fast to realize if
you're pulling a fast one on him. On top
of it he will write that on social media
walls and soon you'll realize that the
campaign failed due to bad word of
mouth.
2. Hybrid Model = Google My
Business Listing
If you have a retail footprint and have
also moved online then it’s absolutely
necessary for your brand to have your
stores presence on Google My
Business (GMB) listings. You need to
create a profile, update all your stores
data and also get it verified. Google My
Business listing provides valuable
information about your business hours,
services, and geographical location.
It’s one of the key factors in search and
will help your business show up in
“near me” searches. Also keep your
listings updated to allow your
customers to know of any changes in
your hours or any other marketing
promotions you would like to quickly
convey.
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e.g. Broking houses, who continue
operating in the PHYGITAL (physical +
digital) format, would need a stronger
online presence of their stores while
the customer would want to visit them
and hence they need to be on Google
My Business.
3. Try Automated Bidding (and if you
do, stick to it for some time at least)
Try Google's automated bidding. It isn’t
new anymore, having made its debut
way back in 2016. Continuous
improvements through past years
mean that it’s due for a big break-out in
2021. Give Google a target of cost per
conversion and lets its algorithm work
for you to achieve your goals. You and
your team can concentrate on
optimizing other aspects of Pay Per
Click (PPC) performance, which
ultimately delivers a better outcome at
a lower cost.
4. TALK of the town is the TALK
itself
I am talking about Voice Search here.
It’s currently not a part of the Google
algorithm; however Google still gives
different search results on voice search
queries vs. text based search. So for
SEO managers it would be a good idea
to be on your toes and be prepared for
an update on Voice Search by Google
soon. My suggestion here is to keep
your content specifically optimized for
voice. It would need to be more direct
and conversational in order to
accurately sync with voice search
queries.
e.g. your keywords like “open demat
account” would also be accompanied
with FAQ content on the page which
will help voice searches like “how do I
open a demat account?” and “Is it safe
to open a demat account online”.
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5. RETENTION = LESS TENSION
With AI based martech tools it’s easier
to segment your data than ever before.
These tools not only tell you the
audience that will interact with your
communication but also tell you
what time they are likely to open
and interact with you and also the
preferred channel. This will help you
communicate with each person on the
medium they like to open and interact
on and most importantly save huge
costs incurred when carpet bombing
through e-mailers and SMS. e.g. Stock
rate triggers can only come on the
platform that I as a customer would like
to get it on, rather than wasting
marketing monies on sending one
trigger across all marketing channels to
just one customer.
6. CONTENT was, is and will be
KING
Let 2021 be a milestone year for you to
commit and invest in a detailed content
plan. Below are steps that I
recommend.
I. Think about the content buckets
that will benefit your customers
most. e.g. Educative Content,
DIY related content, Blogs,
Whitepapers, etc
ii. Take some of these content buckets
and draft a detailed plan for each
one
iii. Think about and freeze on the form in
which you would like to showcase
this content e.g. Videos, Text,
Doodle Videos, Infographics, etc.
iv. This is the most crucial step
that you need to THINK on. MAKE
THE CONTENT ENGAGING and
INTERACTIVE. If the content is
boring no matter how much you
strategize or spend on creating it,

it's not going to give you the results
that you are looking for in the years
to come. Gamification of content is
also a good idea to get great
engagement and results.
e.g. Broking houses could invest in
creating educational videos of how to
use their platform or how to trade in
equity or commodities etc., but
remember to make the content
interesting and easy to understand not
from your perspective but from the
perspectiveof a new learner. One could
also make a simulation game on trading
where a replica simulation of your
trading platform is available for the
players. The feed of the stock names
and prices would be fetched real time
from your live platform, but the player
would play with dummy currency and
delivery of stocks. This way the
customers could trade on the
simulated platform and gain confidence
of replicating the same in real life.
I hope these six key trends will help
you increase your site traffic,
generate more leads, and grow your
sales, all while retaining your hardearned customers. HAPPY "DIGITAL"
2021.
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed
in this article are of personal in nature.
Farshid S. Master, Marketing professional with over
16 years of experience in creating enriching online
customer experiences that grow revenues and
profitability. Proven success in building brands online
and launching and managing products to deliver
innovative customer engagement and millions of
dollars in revenues. Extensive experience in online
product development, digital marketing, online user
experience and its commercialization to improve
customer acquisition and retention. An expert in
identifying new market opportunities and strategic
alliances to increase penetration in existing and
global markets. Motivational leader with strong
mentoring and relationship building skills.
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ATMA NIRBHAR BHARAT YOJNA
By Ramesh L. Soni
Management Consultant and Advisor on Labour Laws
A new Scheme under The
Employees' Provident Funds &
Miscellaneous Provisions Act,
1952“AATMA NIRBHAR BHARAT
ROZGAR YOJNA” is being launched
to incentivize creation of new
employment opportunities during
the COVID recovery phase.
• The Prime Ministers Rozgar
Protsahan Yojana (PMRPY) was
implemented upto 31/03/2019 to
incentivize formalization and
creation of new employment.
• Total benefit of Rs. 8,300 Crore has
been given to 1,52,899
Establishments covering
1,21,69,960 Beneficiaries under
PMRPY
• A new Scheme “AATMA NIRBHAR
BHARAT ROZGAR YOJNA” is
being launched to incentivize
creation of new employment
opportunities during the COVID
recovery phase.
• AatmaNirbhar Bharat Rozgar
Yojana as announced by FM on
12th Nov., 2020.
• Under the scheme, those
establishments that make new
hiring will get a special EPF
(employees provident fund)
subsidy from the central
government.
• The EPF statutory subsidy will be
given for a period of two years
from the date of their employment
during the above period.
• Any new employee joining
employment in EPFO registered
establishments on monthly wage
of less than Rs. 15,000 (i.e.
uptoRs. 14,999/-) will be eligible to
get the benefit.
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Ÿwages) and employer's contribution

(12% on wages) totaling 24% of
wages will be given to establishments
for two years.
Every Employees' Provident Fund
Organisation (EPFO) registered
establishment taking new employees
will be eligible to get the benefit of this
subsidy. However, there are some preconditions that the employers must
fulfill to avail the benefits announced
under AatmaNirbhar Bharat
RozgarYojana.
The scheme will also cover EPF
members drawing monthly wages of
less than ₹15,000, who made an exit
from employment during COVID-19
pandemic from 1ST March, 2020 and is
employed on or after 1 October, 2020

• Minimum of two new employees if
reference base is 50 employees or
less
• Minimum of five new employees if
reference base is more than 50
employees.
Establishments registering with EPFO
after commencement of Scheme to get
subsidy for all new employees.
Scheme to be operational till 30th June
2021
Central Govt. to provide subsidy for
two years in respect of new eligible
employees engaged on or after
01/10/2020 at following scale :
• Establishments employing up to
1000 employees : Employee’s
contributions (12% of Wages) &
Employer’s contributions (12% of
wages) totaling 24% of wages.
• Establishments employing more
than 1000 employees : Only
Employee’s EPF contributions (12%
of EPF wages)

Every Employees'
Provident Fund
Organisation
(EPFO) registered
establishment
taking new
employees
will be eligible to
get the
benefit of this
subsidy.

It also means that Employees who left
on or after 01.03.2020 and rejoin on or
after 01.10.2020 shall get this
incentive of upto Rs.1,800/- pm but if
any loyal employee stayed back and
continued to work or joined before
01.10.2020 shall not be eligible for this
benefit.

Establishments registered with EPFO if
they add new employees compared to
reference base of employees as in
September, 2020 as under :

Nonetheless It is a grand incentive for
new businesses that employ 20 or
more employees on or before 30th
June 2021

The subsidy support to get credited
upfront in Aadhar seeded EPFO
Account (UAN) of eligible new
employee.
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It’s also a grand incentive for existing
businesses not yet covered in PF
(employees less than 20) or those who
have avoided or evaded PF registration.
Till now enforcement department of PF
would not only recover old PF dues,
they would also recover interest and
penalty. But now, there’s this huge
incentive for such units to get
voluntarily covered in PF.
This is huge incentive by the
Government to encourage businesses
to add new employees and also to
establishments not yet registered with
EPFO to do so.
Case Study :If an employee salary is Rs.14,999/Ramesh L. Soni, Management Consultant and
Advisor on Labour Laws
Executive Profile:
• Qualified as M.B.A. (HR), B.Sc. (Hons.), LL.B.,
D.L.L. &L.W. , D.P.M. & I.R., A.I.I.I, M.P.M. (H.R),
DMS
• Providing consulting services in the field of
Labour Laws since last 40 years
• Providing services in this field on retainer ship
basis to more than 350 clients
• Contributed articles on Labour Laws
• Visiting Faculty at Bharatratna Dr. Ambedkar
Institute of Management & Legal Research,
Mumbai
Acted as faculty for Labour Laws at various
Seminars as under:
• Confederation of Indian Industries (CII) (in this
seminar various corporates participate)
• Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI)
(Western Region)
• Nasik Branch of WIRC of ICAI;
• Bhilai Branch of CIRC of ICAI
• The Institute of Company Secretaries of India.
• The Bombay Chartered Accountants Society
• The Chamber of Tax Consultants
• Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) Broker’s Forum
• Maharashtra Institute of Labour Studies (MILSGovernment of Maharashtra) [Given training to
Asst. Labour Commissioners and Govt. Labour
Officers, and Shops &Estb Inspectors of
Maharashtra State]
• AMAZON
• Larsen & Toubro Limited
• The Tata Power Company Ltd.
• Hindustan Unilever Field Services Pvt. Ltd
• Vodafone Essar Limited
• Bajaj Electricals Ltd
• Anchor Electricals Pvt Ltd (By Panasonic)
• Polycab Wires Pvt Ltd
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then Rs.1,800/- (12% employee share)
and Rs.1,800/- (12% employer share),
total Rs.3,600/- per month shall be paid
by the Government for 2 years
Total of Rs. 3,600 X 24 Months =
Rs.86,400

Case Study:
Suppose one employer is able to adds
30 employees more employees, it will
mean benefit of upto Rs.43,200 X 30
employees X 2 Years = Rs.25,92,000/in 2 years

Both Employer and Employee get
benefit of upto Rs.43,200/- each year in
2 years

And for new employees that one adds
till 30.06.2021, each employee shall get
additional benefit of Rs.43,200/- per
year.

It means PF shall not be deducted from
new eligible employees
Ironically, it means that New eligible
employees get Rs.1,800/- per month
more than existing old employees
presently drawing less than Rs.15,000/wages per month, for 2 years
• Gammon India Ltd.
• 3i-Infotech Limited
• Maharashtra State Electricity Distribution
Company Ltd
• Maharashtra State Power Generation Company
Ltd
• Maharashtra State Electricity Transmission
Company Ltd
• Dun & Bradstreet Information Services India Pvt.
Ltd
• ABN AMRO Central Enterprise Services Pvt Ltd
• Bharatratna Dr. Ambedkar Institute of
Management & Legal Research
• IL&FS Transportation Networks Limited
• Lodha Group of Companies
• Ajmera Group of Companies.
• Kanakia Spaces Pvt Ltd
• JMC Projects (India) Ltd
• Oberoi Realty Limited
• OMKAR REALTORS & DEVELOPERS PVT. LTD.
• National Academy of Indian Payroll (NAIP)
• C. V. O. Chartered & Cost Accountants
Association
• Borivali (Central) CPE Study Circle of WIRC of
ICAI,
• Ghatkopar CPE Study Circle of WIRC of ICAI
• J B Nagar C.A. Study Circle, Andheri,
• Dahisar CA Study Circle of WIRC of ICAI
• Pune Camp CPE Study Circle, of WIRC of ICAI
• Shri Kutchi Advocate’s Welfare Association
• Princeton Academy (in this seminar various
corporates participate)
• Satvam Consulting Pvt. Ltd (in this seminar
various corporates participate)
• Sharp Facility Management Pvt Ltd (in this
seminar various corporates participate)
• STEPS Management Services Pvt. Ltd,
UTTARKHAND (in this seminar various
corporates participate)
• IEEMA (Indian Electronics & Electrical
Manufactures Association)

The employees can also get benefit of
24% of basic wages upto Rs.3,600/- per
month (Employees and Employers
Contribution) as this amount shall be
deposited in their PF account by the
Government for 2 years.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Bombay Management Association (BMA)
Bombay Master Printers Associations
Raishabh Academy Pvt Ltd
Shree Vagad Kala Kendra
Kutch Corporate Forum
Association of System Integrators & Retailers in
Technology (ASIRT)
Paper Traders Association
Smart Edge, Goa
Sampat& Mehta (Chartered Accountants)
Computer Media Dealers Association, Fort,
Mumbai.
Ahmedabad Branch of WIRC of ICAI.
VAPI Industries Association.
VAPI Branch of WIRC of ICAI.
Carnival Group
Masjid CPE Study Circle of WIRC of ICAI
Highway Concessions One Pvt. Ltd.
Trade Association of Information Technology
(TAIT)
Gowalis Industries Association (Vasai, DistrictPalghar)
Foundation for Education of Girls
The Borivali Diamonds Cutters & Polishers
(Owners) Associations.
Snacks Food Association of Maharashtra
SMS Limited (Nagpur)
Pramod Ram Ujagar Tiwari Saket Institue of
Management (Kalyan)
Lions Club of Bombay Mandvi (East)
Vile Parle CPE Study Circle of WIRC of ICAI
V. V Giri National Labour Institute (An
Autonomous Body of Ministry of Labour&
Employment, Government of India.)
Idemitsu Lube India Private Limited
Burns & McDonnell (India)
Chetana’s Institute of Management & Research
(CMIR) in association with (SIIOD)
Mumbai Port Trust in association with (SIIOD)
Lions Club of Bombay Mandvi East…and many
more
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CYBERSECURITY IN FINANCE
By Devansh Shah
Cybersecurity Advisor
Prism Cybersoft Private Limited

T

ech will always be geared towards
giving users the best experience
possible. But today we consider if the
best experience has taken a step back in
the form of security.
Earlier when we went to any bank, we used
to be worried about someone physically
stealing our money from us. But today, a
person sitting a 1000 miles away from you
in some remote country has the potential
and tools to steal all of your money with
you being oblivious to it.
Criminals want money and banks are the
place to get it. Once upon a time, they
came blasted through the vaults or held
tellers on gun point. Today, they limber up
their fingers and come in through the
Internet, making fraudulent transfers and
stealing personal &account information to
steal money.
Financial services organizations operate
large, mission-critical networks that
process seemingly endless volumes of
sensitive information. It’s no wonder that
financial services organizations are in the
crosshairs for cyber-attacks. The industry
has the biggest data centers, the most
transactions-and the highest IT security
and regulatory compliance risk exposure.
According to the 2014 Global Economic
Crime Survey published by Price water
house Coopers, cybercrime is one of the
most common types of economic crime
reported by financial services respondents.
As new mobile technologies expand the
attack surface, attacks will continue to
grow rapidly. Android banking Trojans,
such as the Android. iBanking Trojan,
specialize in stealing banking information
by intercepting SMS messages and
continue to make the rounds.
Over two days in the winter of 2013, in 27
different countries, an international crime
ring stole more than $45 million from two
different banks without ever stepping foot
inside a branch.
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In another cyber heist that took place in
early 2016, hackers almost got away with
$1 billion, potentially the biggest bank heist
in history.

•
•

This just goes to say, as tech progresses,
as the world progresses, criminals are also
progressing. Instead of planning how to
physically break into banks, they have
learned new skills, and now plan cyberattacks or cyber heists.

Earlier when we
went to any bank,
we used to be
worried about
someone
physically stealing
our money from
us. But today, a
person sitting a
1000 miles away
from you in some
remote country
has the potential
and tools to steal
all of your money
with you being
oblivious to it.
Some of the different attacks&
vulnerabilities present are:
• Phishing attacks that target employees
with e-mails containing different
viruses, malware, spyware.
• Social engineering attempts to get past
security controls through persuasion
and lies or even just talking to you,
looking over your shoulder or viewing all
your social media activity. What might

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

seem completely normal to you might be
the key to getting inside your account.
Directed attacks against vulnerable
banking systems
Third-party attacks, where trusted
partners with less secure systems are
compromised and used as a way to get
inside your systems.
Customer targeting, where hackers act
as the employees of the bank to talk you
into giving up your PIN or CVV or OTP or
important information that can be used
to steal the money from your account.
Attacks from int ernal sources such as
employees, temporary workers,
contractors.
Legacy programs and software have
different vulnerabilities which can be
exploited easily with new-age
technology.
Vulnerabilities aren’t isolated to
individual products, however. New
markets also emerge at rapid speeds
and tend to invite more scrutiny from
hackers, thanks in part to a greater
reliance on data. Personal information is
core to new markets like wearables and
DNA testing.
Companies that enjoy early success and
gain massive audiences in short periods
of time tend to have difficulty adopting
to scale, and hence have very little
security compared to their number of
users.
Financial institutions have complex,
interdependent supply chains. These
offer a broad, target-rich attack surface
that adversaries can undermine.
Credential and identity theft,
compromise and abuse continue to be
cornerstones for targeted attacks and
fraud. As novel coronavirus, COVID-19
spread across the globe, financial
institutions moved rapidly to adjust their
op e r a t i ons . C r e d e nt i a l- s t e a li ng
malwares surged, including mobile
malwares such as EventBot19 and
Cerberus which are collectively capable
of stealing customer credentials for
more than 200 financial institutions.
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• A new wave of cyberattacks sees data
no longer simply being copied, but being
destroyed- or changed-breeding
distrust. In late 2019, security
researchers disclosed a Microsoft Azure
vulnerability referred to as BlackDirect.
If not remediated, threat actors could
exploit this vulnerability to steal
sensitive data, compromise production
servers, manipulate data, or even
encrypt all of a victim organization’s data
(ransomware). This vulnerability
disclosure came as financial institutions
and regulators were scrutinizing cloud
security vulnerabilities and related cyber
threats following the large scale data
theft.
• Disinformation and misinformation is
not only a threat to efforts to manage
COVID19, it also impacts the financial
sector. Multiple United States entities,
including the NASDAQ, Securities
Exchange Commission and FINRA have
warned of spikes in market manipulation
in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Often, market manipulation involves
elements of disinformation or
misinformation directed at influencing
unsuspecting investors to aid criminal
actors’ objectives.
But in response to all these threats, there
have to be some solutions, some steps that
we can take.
Cybersecurity has to be something that’s
ingrained into the way people think about
new business opportunities and
capabilities. It can’t be just something that
the techconsultants are going to fix when it
comes your way.For one thing, that means
building defenses that are comprehensive
and resilient. Good “cybersecurity
hygiene” also means employee training
and regular reviews of authentication and
security controls. To promote resilience,
run cyber intrusion drills. Prepare for a
cyber-security attack just as you would
plan for any disaster. Include it in your
business continuity plan. This will help you
limit damage and speed recovery.
From the crown. A cybersecurity strategy
needs the full involvement and support
from the senior management. Leaders at
the top don’t always understand some of
the risks the firm has taken on, whether
explicit or implicit-but you should. Make
sure that your business plan has a security
section. It’s not complete without one.
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More than a tech problem. Creating a
firewall is just the first line of your defense
systems. The second is integrating
powerful cybersecurity controls into the
entire risk management schema. So,
prioritize data based on its sensitivity,
quickly identifying and eliminating any
vulnerabilities. Start by assuming that the
system, users and its data is already
hacked into. This will ensure you to build
systems with integrity, confidentiality &
availability in mind. Treat cyber protection
like the business risk issue it is.
Since people are often the weakest link in
the security chain, employee training is a
fundamental component of every program.
Financial services firms should look to
cultivate a culture of security through
employee awareness and training
programs. A best practice is to educate
employees both in terms of business IT
security and personal IT security - the
crossover between the two is too large to
ignore personal security behavior.
Financial firms collect enormous volumes
of security information, including endpoint
and network device logs, asset databases,
user data and much more. Modern datamining and visualization techniques,
accelerated by rules-based engines and
machine-learning algorithms, have the
potential to identify high-risk outliers with
sensitivity unknown today. Traditionally a
labor intensive process, cybercrime
analysis will increasingly leverage the use
of Big Data. The use of powerful, real-time
analytics across multiple data sets – both
structured and unstructured – will vastly
improve the quality and speed of real-time
cyber threat analysis while greatly
reducing overall cost.
Don’t let security be an afterthought that
can be added at the end or done only once
you see the problem. Inside new-age
finance systems, it means an increased
use of encryption like AES 256 bit and
mandatory access controls.
A successful cybersecurity risk
management strategy should be:
• Strategic and innovative: Embedded in
strategic decision-making and able to
adapt to, and benefit from,
transformative innovation
• Risk-managed and prioritized: Driven
by well-governed risk alignment, risk
awareness and risk prioritization

throughout the enterprise
• Intelligent and agile: Able to deliver
timely threat identification and response
through strong situational awareness
and threat intelligence
• Resilient and scalable: Minimize
impact of disruptions, while keeping
pace with business growth
Enhancing financial services security will
help you:
• Protect valuable intellectual property
and customer data from cyber criminals
• Develop strategies to enhance financial
services compliance while reducing
regulatory pressures
• Extend the skill set and capabilities of
your IT and cybersecurity staff
• Enhance continuous monitoring and
rapidly implement cyber-attack
countermeasures
• Reduce the time it takes to respond to
persistent threats
But information security experts have to
walk a thin line. People want simple & easy
access to their account, and need the
ability to move their money rapidly. Twofactor authentication, stricter adherence to
identification rules, and tougher password
requirements all find pushback from
customers.
The cybersecurity market has seen
significant consolidation in recent years as
providers seek to amass several solutions
to meet the needs of a broad variety of
clients. More than other industries, the
cybersecurity market will likely replenish
itself at a faster rate, as new providers form
and offset the consolidation trends seen at
the highest end of the market. As
governments around the world become
increasingly involved, they strengthen data
privacy regulation and design stricter
penalties for companies that fail to protect
their data appropriately.
Cybersecurity teams in the banking
industry have the difficult job ahead of
them of finding secure methods of
providing fast & easy services to their
customers without leaving the back door
open for thieves.
Devansh Shah, a Cybersecurity advisor to Prism
Cybersoft Private Limited. He specializes in
Cybersecurity of Web Applications including
Penetration Testing and auditing. He advises for our
full stack applications development.
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ANALYSIS OF PROVISIONS OF THE
GIFT DEED UNDER THE TRANSFER
OF PROPERTY ACT, 1882
By Neha Ahuja, LLM
Advocate
Section 122. GIFT Defined
Gift is the transfer of certain existing
moveable or immoveable property made
voluntarily and without consideration,
by one person, called the donor, to
another, called the donee, and accepted
by or on behalf of the donee. Acceptance
when to be made. Such acceptance
must be made during the lifetime of the
donor and while he is till capable of
giving, If the donee dies before
acceptance, the gift is void.
Section 123
Transfer how effected.
For the purpose of making a gift of
immoveable property, the transfer must
be effected by a registered instrument
signed by or on behalf of the donor, and
attested by at least two witnesses. For
the purpose of making a gift of moveable
property, the transfer may be effected
either by a registered instrument signed
as aforesaid or by delivery.
Section 124
Gift of existing and future property.
A girt comprising both existing and
future property is void as to the latter.
Section 125 reads as Gift to several, of
whom one does not accept.
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For the purpose of
making a gift of
moveable property,
the transfer may be
effected either by a
registered
instrument signed
as aforesaid or by
delivery.
A gift of a thing to two or more donees, of
whom one does not accept it, is void as
to the interest which he would have
taken had he accepted.
Section 126 reads as when gift may be
suspended or revoked.
The donor and done may agree that on
the happening of any specified event
which does not depend on the will of the
donor a it shall be suspended or revoked;
but a gift which the parties agree shall be
revocable wholly or in part at the mere
well of the donor is void wholly or in part,
as the case may be.

Note: As under Section 122 of the
Transfer of Property Act, 1882 Gift is a
transfer made voluntarily without any
consideration
Neha Ahuja, Advocate
• Working as an Advocate in the field of Tax,
Intellectual Property, Capital Markets & Securities,
Anti-Corruption, Investigation, Manufacturing,
Consumer Products, Industrial Products &
Durables, Communications (Telecom &
Broadcasting), Energy (Power, Coal, Oil &
Gas),Mining, Civil and Criminal litigation.
Specialized in Criminal Litigation.
• Consulting various law firms in India.
• Regular faculty at Jai Hind College of Commerce
and Science for the subject of Law. Lectures given
on the following Acts and Bills:
Contract Law, 1872, Companies Act, 2013,
Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, Banking
Regulation Act 1949, Negotiable Instruments Act
1881, Indian Insurance Act 1938, IRDA Act 1999,
Consumer Protection Act, 1986, Ombudsmen Act
1975,Indian Stamp Act 1899, Indian Registration
Act 1908, Lokpal and Lokayukta Bill.
• Worked as a Constitutional expert on several
books published by Lexis Nexis namely “India
Needs GST” 3rd Edition. Also, written textbooks at
college level on the subject of IPR & Cyber Law
published by Vipul Prakashan.
• Editor for Law Textbooks on the subject of Contract
Law, 1872 and Negotiable Instrument Act 1881
published by Reliable Publication.
• On the panel as a Legal Committee member to
social clubs such as the Cricket Club of India.
• Completed her Bachelors in Banking and
Insurance (BBI). There after obtained a Masters
degree in Commerce (Mcom) and then completed
Legum Baccalaureus (LLB) and LLM.
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COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENT FOR
THE MONTH OF JANUARY - 2021
Compiled by CA Kamlesh P. Mehta
(B.Com, FCA, DISA)

M/s. Kamlesh P. Mehta Associates
Authorities
BSE

Uploading of client funding reporting for the month of December, 2020.

All Exchanges

Contingency Drill / Mock Trading Session (Subject to circular to be issued by
respective exchanges)
PMS- Certification for Activity Report- through SEBI portal for the month of
December, 2020
TDS Payment for the Month of December 2020 for Corporate and Individual.
Uploading of client funding reporting for the month of December, 2020.
Uploading clients’ fund balance and securities balances by the stock brokers on
stock exchanges system as per SEBI circular of Enhanced supervision for the
month of December, 2020
Investor Grievances (Report) '• CDSL & • NSDL
Uploading of margin funding file for the month of December, 2020
Reporting of Cyber Security Incidents for the quarter October, 2020 to
December, 2020
Reporting for Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) applications
and systems offered and used by market intermediaries for the quarter ended
December, 2020. ( Ref. SEBI circular no. SEBI/HO/MIRSD/DOS2/CIR/P/2019/10
dated January 4, 2019)
Statements of Accounts for funds & Securities to clients for the quarter
ended 31-12-2020 (For non-running accounts).
Submission of Audited Networth Certificate, Auditor’s Report & Audited Annual
Accounts for the financial year ended on 31/03/2020.
"KYC application form and supporting documents of the clients to be
uploaded on system of KRA within 10 working days (Period of exclusion shall
be from March 23, 2020 till December 31,2020"
Submission of Cyber Security Audit Report for the period ended 30.09.2020
No. of STR filed with FIU-IND for the month of December 2020.
(Including NIL STR)
Reporting of client level Cash and Cash Equivalent Balances and
Bank account balances
Uploading of Clients’ Funds, collateral and other details lying with the member
broker. (Enhanced Supervision)
Uploading of day-wise Holding statement in the specified standard format to
exchange within 4 trading days of subsequent week

PMS
Income Tax
NSE
All Exchanges

Depositary
MSE
NSE/ MCX/ BSE /
NCDEX/ NSDL/ CDSL
NSE/ BSE/ MSE/ MCX/
NCDEX/ CDSL/ NSDL

BSE/ NSE/ MSE/
MCX/ NCDEX
All Exchanges and DP
All Exchanges and DP

All Exchanges
BSE
NSE/ BSE/ MCX/
NCDEX
All Equity &
Commodity Exchanges
All Stock Exchanges

Due Date

Particulars

01.01.2021 to
07.01.2021
09.01.2021
Within 7
working days
07.01.2021
07.01.2021
07.01.2021

10.01.2021
15.01.2021
15.01.2021
15.01.2021

31.01.2021
31.01.2021
15.01.2021

31.01.2021
Before
31.01.2021
Weekly basis
Weekly basis
Weekly basis

Kamlesh P. Mehta B.Com. FCA, DISA (Post qualification course in information system audit from ICAI) is a practicing Chartered Accountant by profession having an
experience of 25 years in the field of capital market compliance consultancy, depository services audit, management consultancy, system audit and Commodity market
compliance consultancy.
He is a Proprietor of CA firm M/s. KAMLESH P. MEHTA ASSOCIATES & Partner of MEHTA SANGHVI & ASSOCIATES located at Borivali, Mumbai.
He along with his associated concerns specializes in Audit and Assurance Services of various compliance areas related to Capital Market Operations and system audits of
broking industry.
He is also providing compliance calendar to Bombay Stock Exchange Brokers' Forum (BBF) and ANMI regularly and same is published in their journal. Recently he and his
team had drafted compliance manual for commodity brokers published by Bombay Stock Exchange Brokers' Forum (BBF).
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NCDRC PROVIDES RELIEF TO RETAIL INVESTORS
In the matter of Vaman Nagesh
Upaskar and Ors. v. India Infoline Ltd.
and Ors. dated October 28, the National
Consumer Dispute Redressal
Commission (NCDRC) held that a
casual/retail investor can be categorised
as a ‘consumer’ under the Consumer
Protection Act, 1986 (CPA).
In the present matter, the complainant
had entered into an agreement with India
Infoline Ltd. (Infoline) to avail stock
broking services. Thereafter, an
employee of Info line under took un
authorised trades in the account of the
complainant and caused substantial
losses for the latter. As the matter was
not resolved by Infoline, the complainant
approached the concerned district
consumer forum (District Forum) to
seek appropriate relief for the losses
suffered by him. The District Forum ruled
in favour of the complainant, and
subsequently, Infoline filed an appeal to
the concerned state commission. The
state commission held that the
complainant could not be defined as a
‘consumer’ under the CPA, as opening a
trading account with a stock broker
would amount to availing services for a
‘commercial purpose’ and accordingly
set aside the order of the District Forum.
Being aggrieved by the same, the
complainant filed an appeal to the
NCDRC.

The CPA defines a consumer as any
person who buys any goods or avails any
services for a consideration, and inter
alia does not include a person who buys
goods or avails services for any
‘commercial purpose’. The definition of a
‘consumer’ has not been amended under
the new Consumer Protection Act, 2019
which came into force on July 20, 2020.
The NCDRC deliberated on the question
of whether an investor who opens a
trading account with a stock broker can
be considered to be a ‘consumer’ under
the CPA. In the order, the NCDRC
highlighted several judgements,
including the Supreme Court’s decision
in Synco Textiles Pvt. Ltd. Vs. Greaves
Cotton & Company Ltd. ((1991) 1 CPJ
499), wherein it was held that if a person
avails goods or services for undertaking
large scale manufacturing or processing
activities to make a profit, then such a
person would be considered to be
availing goods and services for a
commercial purpose and would be
excluded from the definition of a
‘consumer’ under the CPA.
In the order, highlighting the importance
of the scale of trading activities, the
NCDRC observed that in the present
matter there was no evidence to
demonstrate that the complainant was
indulging in large scale trading activities

in shares. NCDRC opined that if a person
engaged in a business or a profession
other than regular trading in shares,
opens a trading account with a stock
broker and occasionally buys or sells
shares, it cannot be inferred that the
broking services have been availed for
‘commercial purposes’. NCDRC held that
a casual investor cannot be said to be in
the business of dealing in securities on a
regular basis. Based on the above
interpretation, NCDRC set aside the
decision of the concerned state
commission and upheld the decision of
the District Forum.
This order helps put to rest the
conflicting interpretations laid down by
various state commissions with respect
to the interpretation on whether a
retail/casual investor who opens a
trading account with a stock broker can
be classified as a ‘consumer’ under the
CPA. Further, this order has laid down a
good precedent for aggrieved retail
investors to utilise an alternate avenue
to seek relief from stock brokers apart
from using the existing redressal
mechanisms laid down by the stock
exchanges and the SEBI. Furthermore,
this order may encourage investors to
seek appropriate relief under the CPA
from other financial market
intermediaries who are regulated by
SEBI.

INFORMAL GUIDANCE ISSUED TO MANAKSIA ALUMINIUM COMPANY LIMITED
On November 18, 2020, the SEBI issued
an informal guidance to Manaksia
Aluminum Company Limited (the
“Company”) with regards to the
application of Regulation 17(6)(e) of the
SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure
Requirement) Regulations, 2015 (“LODR
Regulations”) in relation
to the
Company’s proposal to appoint an
additional executive promoter director to
its board.

shareholders through special resolution
if:
i. there is one such executive director
and the annual remuneration of such
director exceeds INR 5 crore or 2.5
percent of the net profit of the listed
company, whichever is higher; or
ii. there is more than one director and
their remuneration exceeds 5
percent of the net profit of the listed
company.

As per Regulation 17(6)(e) of the LODR
Regulations, payment of fees/
compensation to executive directors,
who are promoters or part of promoter
group, is subject to the approval of

The Company sought clarification on
primarily two issues. First, whether the
aforesaid regulation will be applicable if
the Company appoints another
executive promoter director, receiving
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an only monthly salary and not any fees
or compensation, by ordinary resolution
(as per schedule V, part II, section III of
the Companies Act and rules). Second,
whether the upper limit of INR 5 crore as
mentioned under clause (i) of Regulation
17(6)(e) would also be applicable to
clause (ii) of Regulation 17(6)(e) of the
LODR Regulations, and whether a special
resolution is required if the aggregate
remuneration payable to all executive
promoter directors exceeds INR 5 crore.
On the abovementioned issues, SEBI
has clarified that a listed company is
required to comply with the provisions of
the LODR Regulations as well as the
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provisions of the Companies Act, 2013
(“Companies Act ”). Therefore,
Regulation 17(6)(e) of the LODR
Regulations is squarely applicable to the
facts and circumstances of the
Company. SEBI further clarified that the
definition of ‘remuneration’ under the
Section 2(78) of Companies Act is an allinclusive definition and includes
salaries, fees, commission, stock option
or any money or its equivalent in
whatever manner given to any person

for services rendered. Thus, even if the
promoter director is receiving a monthly
salary, instead of ‘fees/compensation’,
the limits specified in Regulation
17(6)(e) have to be adhered to.
Furthermore, SEBI clarified that
Clause (ii) of Regulation 17(6)(e) only
provides a percentage limit (5 per
cent) and no absolute limit similar to
clause (i). Therefore, if the aggregate
remuneration payable to all executive
promoters exceeds 5 percent of the net

profits of the company, then as per the
provisions of clause (ii) of Regulation
17(6)(e), the Company would be
required to pass a special resolution for
the same.
It is appropriate to not create any
distinction between ‘remuneration/
salary’ and ‘fees/ compensation’, and
SEBI has rightly treated both as the
same for the purpose of Regulation
17(6)(e) of the LODR Regulations.

INFORMAL GUIDANCE CLARIFYING THE APPLICABLE NAV FOR SWITCH TRANSACTIONS
In its recent informal guidance
(“Guidance”) issued in response to a
request made by Mirae Asset
Management (“Applicant”), SEBI
clarified the applicable Net Asset Value
(“NAV”) where a switch is made from a
liquid/overnight scheme to a nonliquid/equity scheme on a Friday (or any
other day preceding a non-business
day). A switch transaction is twopronged and involves a ‘switch out’ from
a scheme (in this case, liquid/ overnight
scheme) and a ‘switch in’ to another
scheme (in this case, non-liquid/ equity
scheme).
Previously, for switch out transactions,
the Applicant had treated the NAV as on
Sunday (or the day immediately
preceding the next business day) as the
applicable NAV. For switch in
transactions on the other hand, the
Applicant treated the NAV as on the date
of application to be the applicable NAV in
case the value of such transaction was
lower than Rs. 2 lakhs. However, when
the value was higher than Rs. 2 lakhs,
the Applicant treated the NAV as on the
day on which funds became available for
utilization as the applicable NAV.
In its request for guidance, the Applicant
had sought clarity on two questions,

Disclaimer :
The newsletter is not in the nature of a
legal opinion or advice. Copyright reserved.
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particularly in light of the SEBI circular
dated September 17, 2020 (“September
17th Circular”). First, the correct
applicable NAV for the switch out and
the switch in transactions forming part
of the switch transaction from a liquid/
overnight scheme toa non-liquid/ equity
scheme on a Friday (or any other day
preceding a non-business day) for a
value less than Rs. 2 lakhs. Second, the
correct applicable NAV for the switch
out and the switch in transaction, in a
similar fact scenario where the value is
more than Rs. 2 lakhs.

as on the day immediately preceding the
next business day. This would mean, for
instance, that where Monday is not a
holiday, the applicable NAV would be
that as on Sunday.

The Applicant had grounded the valuebased distinction on SEBI circular dated
September 13, 2012. However, in its
Guidance, SEBI noted that such valuebased distinction had been done away
with, by the September 17th Circular and
clarified that the correct applicable NAV
would be identical, irrespective of the
value.

Similarly, with regard to the switch-in
transaction, SEBI placed reliance on the
September 17th Circular and noted that
the applicable NAV shall be the NAV as
on the day on which the funds are first
made available for utilisation in the nonliquid/equity scheme. However, as the
switch out transaction is only completed
on the day preceding the next business
day, the funds can be first made
available for utilisation only on that day.
Thus, the applicable NAV for the
transferee equity/non-liquid scheme
would be the closing NAV on the day
preceding the next business day, viz.
Sunday, if the application is made on
Friday and the upcoming Monday is not a
holiday.

With regard to the switch-out
transaction, SEBI placed reliance on its
Master Circular dated August 24, 2020
(“Master Circular”). SEBI noted that
the applicable NAV of a liquid scheme for
which an application is received on
Friday (or any other day preceding a nonbusiness day), would be the closing NAV

This Guidance serves to further the
objective of the September 17th Circular,
i.e. to uniformalise the applicable NAV
across various schemes upon realisation
of funds regardless of the value of the
application, and thus reducing
uncertainty and ensuring consistency in
investors’ dealings with mutual funds.

Courtesy: Finsec Law Advisors
A financial sector law firm which provides regulatory advice and assistance focusing
on the securities, investments and banking industry. www.finseclaw.com
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Important Circular's 9th November, 2020 to 5th December, 2020

SEBI/ BSE

Operational guidelines for Transfer and Dematerialization of re-lodged physical shares -->> SEBI has
fixed March 31, 2021 as the cut-off date for re-lodgment of transfer requests and has stipulated that such
transferred shares shall be issued only in demat mode. In this regard the operational guidelines for crediting the
transferred shares into the respective demat account of the investor, with inputs from stakeholders, are
specified. DP will process the Demat Request based on the letter of confirmation and the suggested format of
the Letter of Confirmation is given at Annexure - A. The lock-in shares related process is also detailed in the
circular.

NSE

FAQ on Peak Margin reporting of Margin able CM/CP Trades in Capital Market & all Derivatives Segment ->> FAQ for the Peak Margin reporting of CP trades in Capital Market & all Derivatives Segment (Interim
Process): Responsibility of the TM (executing broker) for margin reporting- TM is required to report peak
margins for CP trades in the MG13 reporting considering collection of margins by the CM/CP as the penalties
shall be levied by the CC on the basis of reporting by CM/CP. Manner in which penalty to be levied if the TM
reports shortage in margin reporting- Penalty will be levied to the TM which will be collected through its CM/CP
as per the existing process. In case CM/CP reports shortage then in that case penalty will be levied to the CM/CP.
In the event of no shortage, no penalty will be levied. If the CC can continue with the approach of providing
intraday peak snapshots during the interim process- Yes. Cut off time for reporting peak margins collection by
the TM/CM/CP through email is T+5 days. If the revised reporting be accepted in the event of erroneous
confirmation on email- It will be accepted on best effort basis. CM/CP(s) are required to ensure proper due
diligence before sending the email to CC.

NSE/ BSE

Treatment of Inactive Trading account -->> Exchange has issued clarification w.r.t. Treatment of Inactive
trading account which are as follows: The flagging of the client as inactive in the UCC database and the
exemption for reporting (weekly submission of securities holding and monthly upload of client funds and
securities balances) shall continue to be applicable if no trades by the client in the last 12 months across all
Exchanges. Members to undertake the fresh documentation, due diligence and IPV for reactivating after a year
of being inactive unless client has undertaken transaction, w.r.t. IPO/MF subscription and DP operations of the
same member. Further, the requirement for undertaking an IPV not required if the KYC of the investor is
completed using the Aadhaar authentication/verification of UIDAI and if the KYC form has been submitted online,
documents have been provided through Digi locker or any other source which could be verified online. In case a
client seeks re-activation before 1 year of being flagged as inactive, Member to ensure that the basic details of
such client like Address, Mobile no., Email ID, Bank/DP account are updated in its records and UCC records. In
case of any changes, necessary documents to be collected. Appropriate due diligence to be undertaken on an
ongoing basis in compliance with PMLA guidelines and in accordance with their respective KYC policies.

NSE

Facility for non-settlement payments from custodians to members in CM segment -->> CC is currently
provides a facility for non-settlement related payments from Custodians to Clearing/Trading Members in the
Cash segment. Custodians/Members to take note of the revised file formats as given in Annexure.

NSE

Expansion of Colocation capacity - Phase V -->> Exchange had informed introduction of Phase V for
expansion in the colocation facility. Accordingly additional racks are being offered for subscription for allotment
as per the existing process on FIFO basis from Dec 08, 2020. Members and CaaS vendors intending to procure a
rack can submit their rack request via ENIT only (path: Colocation / CaaS > Rack allotment). Those who have
submitted a rack desire request via ENIT are also required to submit the rack allotment request as mentioned
above.On placing the request, applicants will receive the confirmation of allotment in ENIT. Physical access to
the new racks and billing shall be on its physical commissioning and the date for the same shall be
communicated via a separate circular. Member portal users would be required to login a fresh post the aforesaid
date and time to see the rack allotment module in ENIT.

NSE

Mock trading on December 05, 2020 - New version of NEAT+7.4.1 -->> Exchange will be conducting a
mock trading session in the Futures & Options and Cash Segment on Dec 05, 2020. There shall be a release of
new version of NEAT+ "7.4.1" which can be download from Dec 04, 2020 on NSE Extranet and earlier version
login shall be discontinued from next mock in Jan 2021.

NSE

Exchange Systematic Investment Plan (XSIP) settlement on MFSS platform -->> The Exchange had
announced the facilitation of XSIP transactions through NMF II TM(MFSS) Portal which will be effective from
Dec 1, 2020. ACH Mandate and XSIP registration will be available through web portal and file upload. Further,
Participants to ensure that the registered account of clients have sufficient funds on the due date. In case of
shortage or delay in receipt of funds, the orders shall be rejected. There is no change in process for unit
settlement.

NSE/ BSE

Guidelines for maintaining client and settlement bank accounts by TM/CM -->> Exchange has observed
that some of the Members are maintaining large no. of bank of accounts named as Name of Stock Broker- Client
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Account and Name of Stock Broker- Settlement Account. To monitor such bank accounts, Exchange proposes
to put a restriction on the maximum number of client and settlement bank accounts that a broker will be allowed
to maintain. Accordingly, Exchange has decided that a member can maintain maximum of 30 accounts as
specified above across all segments and Exchange at a time and members are directed to close the excess bank
accounts named as Name of Stock Broker - Client Account & Name of Stock Broker - Settlement Account by
November 30, 2020. However, timeline to close the said accounts has been extended to December 31, 2020.

BSE

Amendment of Liquidity Enhancement Scheme (LES) in Equity Derivatives -->> TM(s) to note that w.e.f.
Jan 05,2021, Exchange shall amend the Liquidity Enhancement Scheme (LES) in equity derivatives in order to
make addition of Designated Primary Market Maker (DPMM 2) and to revise the bidding and revision in market
making obligation of DPMM Members willing to be appointed as DPMM can submit their bid in exchange
prescribed format between Dec 14, 2020 to Dec 15, 2020 on BEFS Portal.

BSE

Implementation of Uniform Applicability of NAV on BSE StAR MF Platform -->> SEBI has decided that in
respect of purchase of units of MF schemes (except liquid and overnight schemes), closing NAV of the day shall
be applicable on which the funds are available for utilization irrespective of the size and time of receipt of such
application. All purchase orders i.e.; Lumpsum, SIP, XSIP and ISIP received on BSE StAR MF platform w.e.f.
January 1, 2021 shall be reported to RTA/AMC based on fund realisation. All Demat and Non-Demat Systematic
Registrations (all liquid instalments and non-liquid instalments amounting to more than or equal to Rs. 2 lakhs),
the instalments shall be debited from the Investor/ Client bank account on the due date of the SIP. All MFIs
(members using pooling account mechanism) to upload the fund status of the transactions placed by them for
that day using an upload facility/SFTP/API.

SEBI-PR/ NSE/ BSE

Review of regulatory measures introduced vide SEBI Press Release dated March 20, 2020 -->> SEBI had
introduced certain regulatory measures in view of the then ongoing market volatility and keeping in view the
objective of ensuring orderly trading and settlement, effective risk management, price discovery and
maintenance of market integrity, which is effective till Nov 26, 2020. Further, based on market feedback and
changed market environment, the above regulatory measures have been revised. Regulatory measures
mentioned in S. No. 1. (i) and 1. (ii) of Annexure A, related to Revision of MWPL, where in the event MWPL
utilization in a security crosses 95%, derivative contracts enter into a ban period, wherein, all clients/TM’s were
required to trade in the derivative contracts of said scrips only to decrease their positions through offsetting
positions. SE’s and CC’s were asked to put in place effective mechanism to monitor whether the market wide
open interest for scrips meeting the aforesaid criteria exceeds 95% of the reduced MWPL, and were also
required to check on an intra-day basis whether any member or client has exceeded his existing positions or has
created a new position in the scrips in the new ban period, is withdrawn from Nov 26, 2020. Regulatory
measures mentioned in S. No. 2, related to Increase in margin for Non-F&O Stocks in Cash Market, is withdrawn
from Nov 26, 2020. Regulatory measures mentioned in S. No. 3 (iii) is revised, which is related to Index
Derivatives, that MF’s/FPI’s/TM’s (Proprietary)/Clients is required to make an additional deposit for exceeding
the respective position limits prescribed equivalent to the amount(earlier double the amount) of margin
chargeable on excess position beyond the limits prescribed and the same shall be retained by SE’s/CC’s for a
period of one(earlier three) month. Regulatory measures mentioned in S. No. 4, w.r.t Dynamic Price Bands will
continue till further notice.

SEBI/ NSE/ BSE

Testing of software used in or related to Trading and Risk Management -->> It has been decided that
requirement of mandatory mock trading sessions to facilitate testing of new/existing software having changes
of functionality shall be optional only if the Exchange provides a suitable simulated test environment to test such
software. Also test environment must be made available for at least 2 hours after market hours and at least on 2
trading days in a week. For testing, data of at least 1 trading day in all segments and that too not be older than 1
month to be made available. All TM(s) (excluding those using only Exchange provided front end/ASP services)
having approved Algorithms, irrespective of the changes in algorithm shall participate in the Simulated
Environment at least on 1 trading day during each calendar month at all the exchanges This shall be audited and
reported in the System Auditors report. Exchange to provide a daily log, including Algos used, of members
participation in Simulated Environment to all participating members and provide summary report to SEBI in the
monthly development report (MDR).

SEBI

Consultative paper on re-classification of promoter/ promoter group entities and disclosure of promoter
group entities in the shareholding pattern -->> Re-classification of promoter(s)/ promoter group entities
required because reclassification is found to be difficult under the current regime and existing provisions to be
revisited to minimize the number of exemptions provided on a case to case basis.The proposal to review covers
the scenarios of-condition pertaining to minimum threshold of voting rights-so that entities having shareholding
of less than 15% may “opt-out” from being classified as “promoters”, without having to reduce their shareholding. Time-period between Board and Shareholders meeting-In reclassification scenario-same may be
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reduced to at least one month. This would increase both cost and time efficiency of the listed entities.
Reclassification pursuant to an order/ direction of Government / regulator---exemption granted to companies
under IBC as stated in Regulation 31A(9) may be extended to companies undergoing reclassification of their
promoter(s)/ promoter group entities pursuant to government’s/ regulator’s order, subject to that such
promoter(s) seeking re-classification shall not remain in control of the listed entity. Reclassification of existing
promoter pursuant to open offer--management of a listed entity was unable to reclassify the erstwhile
promoters because they were un-traceable or non-cooperative provided efforts taken can be verified.
Disclosure of names of promoter group entities in the shareholding pattern-even in case of ‘Nil’ shareholding and
to obtain a declaration on a quarterly basis, from their promoters on the entities/ persons that form part of the
‘promoter group’. Public Comments expected by December 24, 2020

SEBI/NSE/ BSE/
NSDL/ CDSL

Introduction of UPI mechanism and Application through Online interface and Streamlining the process of
Public issues of securities under - SEBI ILDS Regulations, 2008, SEBI NCRPS Regulations, 2013, SEBI SDI
Regulations, 2008 and SEBI ILDM Regulations, 2015 -->> SEBI has outlined the process for payment for
debt IPO applications through ASBA with introduction of UPI mechanism and an additional mode for application
through online (app or web) UPI mechanism for application value up to Rs. 2 Lakhs through intermediaries.
Process flow detailed in Annexure. It also highlights New entities and mechanism of the public process issue
through UPI. The details of investor entered on the Exchange platform at the time of bidding, shall be validated by
the Exchanges with the Depositories on real time basis. SE(s) and Depositories shall put in place necessary
infrastructure for this purpose. Merchant Banker to ensure that the process of applying through the app or web
interface developed by the SE and the additional payment mechanism through UPI is disclosed in the offer
document. Applicability- January 1, 2021. All entities involved in the process are advised to take necessary
steps to ensure compliance with this circular.

NSE

Facility for Voluntary Auction for Internal Shortages -->> Members to note that that NCL is introducing
facility for voluntary auction for internal shortages for its CM’s to conduct auction for internal settlement
shortages. CC conducts auction on T+2 day for normal shortages. Now additionally, CC will provide facility
where its CM may choose to include their internal shortages in the auction process. Further, the auction will be
for the shortages in cash segment, physical settlement of equity derivatives and reverse leg shortages in SLBS.
Further, it will be sole responsibility of the CM to ensure correctness and completeness of the settlement
shortages reported to NCL for auction.

NSE

Change in file format for reporting of Trading member wise, Custodial Participant wise Collateral details
by Clearing Members -->> Members were required to upload Trading Member-wise/Custodial Participant
wise collateral details by CM in the new file format however, such changes have been suspended. Members
may continue to upload the TM-wise/CP wise Collateral details by CM in terms of the format prescribed in NCL
circular dated January 10, 2020. However, members can upload financial ledger balance instead of Cash
balance. Such reporting is applicable to CM(s) who are clearing for other TM(s) /CP(s).

NSE

Guidelines/clarifications on Peak Margin collection and reporting -->> The SE(s)/CC(s) to adopt the
Framework to Enable Verification of Upfront Collection of Margins from Clients in Cash and FNO segments, for
the purpose of ‘Mechanism for regular monitoring of and penalty for short-collection/non collection of margins
from clients’ in said segments, w.e.f. December 01, 2020. In view of the same, Exchange has issued clarification
on peak margin collection and reporting specifically towards EPI of securities accepted by CC during the day and
that reporting not required to be done for clients where EPI done to pool account of TM/s. Further client can intraday square off the position in one segment and use the same margin, released due to square off the position, in
different segments on same day. Also in case member has collected sufficient up front margin on T day and the
same is available till pay-in day, it can be considered as peak margin on settlement day. Finally applicable
upfront margins to be collected from the clients in advance and Free and unencumbered collaterals can be
released in case obligation across all segments is fulfilled

NSE/BSE

Peak Margin reporting of Custodian Participant trades in all Derivatives segment -->> In consultation
with the CM(s) and based on SEBI approval, the treatment of CP trades for peak margin reporting in derivatives
segment will be as follows: CM to confirm the availability of peak margins CC shall aggregate the margins on
confirmed and unconfirmed trades for a given CP and include the same in the snapshot provided to the CM. The
CM shall have EOD margins for all confirmed trades and peak across all snapshot as computed above. CM to
report the EOD and the peak margins as per the file downloaded by CC. In case of any shortages in the reporting,
the same shall be considered as shortfall of margin collection and penalty for the same shall be applicable which
shall be collected from the CM of the CP. Such CM can collect it from the respective CP. Reporting of peak
margins by CM shall be a confirmation of availability of up front margins at time of trade. If any trades are
rejected due to mismatch or error, CM responsible to report peak margins/penalty for short reporting and such
penalty can be collected from the respective TM(s) by the clients/CM. The existing process of trade
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confirmation and settlement will continue between CM and CC, accordingly till the trade is confirmed by CM,
the collateral of the CM of the executing TM would be blocked by the CC and the date of implementation of the
above process shall be communicated subsequently. Interim Process: TM to report the peak margins for such
CP trades and CM to confirm the peak margins collected placed by the CP with them to CC on an email id may be
provided by CC. Provision of the Circular applicable from December 01, 2020.-NSE-All Derivatives and BSE -All
Segments

NSE

Applicable Version of NCMS in Cash Segment from 01-Dec-2020 -->> This is regarding launch of steady
state model of allocation and confirmation in Cash segment. It has been notified that for trade date Dec-01-202,
members to use separate version of NCMS for CP code modification and OTR allocation activity as follows:
NCMS version for CP code modification: Members to install specified NCMS EXE version which shall be
applicable from start of trading hours up to end of CP modification window at 4:15 pm. It can be downloaded
from specified folder on Extranet. NCMS version for OTR allocation from Dec 01-2020: After end of CP code
modification window members to install latest NCMS version for OTR allocation. The same can be downloaded
from given folder on Extranet. Member shall input link given in configuration settings while installing their NCMS
version and required to use latest participant .txt and security .txt file available in specified location. From trade
date 02-Dec-2020 onwards latest NCMS EXE version 4-1-5 shall for applicable for CP code modification and OTR
allocation activity.

NSE

Mock in the Cash Market Segment for Launch of Steady State Model -->> NCL will conduct mock clearing
operations and provide reports, carry out clearing processes etc. in respect of the trades executed during the
mock trading session. The files/reports downloaded as part of these mock clearing operations shall be for
testing purpose only. CM(s) and their linked TM(s) and CP(s) who have designated NCL as Designated CC in the
Cash segment as on end of business hours of 27-Nov-2020 will be mapped to NCL for the purpose of the mock.
TM(s) linked to NCL shall perform CP code modification of NSE/BSE/MSE trades on NCMS interface of NCL.
Further w.r.t. INST trades on NSE/BSE/MSE, TM(s) linked to NCL shall allocate OTRs to CP Code on NCMS
interface of NCL. The Custodians shall give confirmation of OTRs, and CP trades of custodial participants
associated with NCL on NCIS interface of NCL. Further, Members/Custodians shall not have access to NCMS/
NCIS to do live operations on 28 Nov 2020. The same will be available from 29 Nov 2020.

NSE

Non Neat Systems - Operational Guidelines for Members availing the Non NEAT Front End (NNF) services
provided by Application Service Providers (ASPs) -->>The documentation that was required to be
submitted to avail NNF services has been made simpler and the new sets of documents are attached as
annexures. ASP/Members to apply to the Exchanges in the prescribed formats.

NSE

Disclosures by Stock Exchange for Commodity Derivative Segment -->> As per SEBI circular no. dated
January 04, 2019, Exchange is required to display commodity wise details of the positions held by various
categories of clients. Accordingly, the members were informed to obtain self-declaration from their clients on
commodity wise categorization and same was required to be submitted to the Exchange through file upload
facility. In view of the same, the Bulk File Upload facility has been made available for the TM(s) on Member Portal
- UCI Online. The process manual for uploading the Bulk File is given as Annexure I.

NSE

Introduction of Weekly Futures and Options contract on EURINR, GBPINR and JPYINR -->> With
reference to approval received from SEBI, Weekly Futures and Options contracts on EURINR, GBPINR, and
JPYINR shall be made available for trading in Currency Derivatives segment w.e.f. December 07, 2020 and the
contract specifications for the same are attached as the Annexure. Further, members are advised to load
cd_contract.gz file in the trading application from the NSE Extranet before trading on December 07, 2020.

NSE

Introduction of X-SIP on NMF II Trade Member (MFSS) Portal -->> The Exchange announced the
facilitation of Exchange Systematic Investment Plan (XSIP) transactions through NMF II Trading Member
(MFSS) Portal which will be effective from December 1, 2020. ACH Mandate and XSIP registration will be
available through web portal and file upload. Format for the registration through the file upload and the form is
enclosed as Annexure.

BSE

Cyber Security Advisory – “Advisory for Financial Sector Organizations regarding Software as a Service
(SaaS) based solutions” -->> Ministry of Electronics & IT informed SEBI that the financial sector institutions
are availing or proposing to avail Software as a Service (SaaS) based solution for managing their Governance,
Risk & Compliance functions to improve their cyber Security Posture, however SaaS may bring significant risk
to health of financial sector as many a time risk and compliance data of the institution moves beyond the legal
and jurisdictional boundary of India due to nature of shared cloud SaaS, thereby posing risk to the data safety
and security. In this regard, Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) has issued an advisory to
ensure complete protection and seamless control over the critical systems and organizations must keep a
continuous monitoring through direct control and supervision protocol mechanisms while keeping the critical
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data within the legal boundary of India and such compliance to be reported in the half yearly report by Brokers
and DP to SE and depositories respectively and by direct intermediaries to SEBI with an undertaking,
“Compliance of the SEBI circular for Advisory for Financial Sector Organizations regarding SaaS based solutions
has been made".

BSE

Enhancements in Trading System for Equity segment – Update -->> TM are requested to note that the
Participant Master file consisting of all valid CP codes assigned by the CC shall be made available to download at
end-of-day of each trading day, at the given locations effective 27th Nov, 2020.

SEBI - REPORT FOR
PUBLIC COMMENTS

Report on disclosures pertaining to analyst meets, investor meets and conference calls -->> To ensure
appropriate dissemination of information across investor categories, Public comments have been released w.r.t
disclosures pertaining to analyst, investor meets and conference calls, following recommendations suggested
along with the current regulatory requirements specified under SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015: Audio/video
recordings shall be made available on the website of the listed entity and respective exchanges immediately
after the post-earnings conference call/quarterly call, before the next trading day or within 24 hours from the
occurrence of event or information, as required under the Reg 30 of SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015, whichever
is earlier. Written transcripts of such calls should be made available on the website of the listed entity and
respective exchanges within 5 working days after the earning call. Listed companies can decide as to whether
conference calls are open to everyone to attend or limit such calls to their existing shareholders. Listed
companies to provide no. of one-to-one meetings with select investors as part of corporate governance report
submitted by them to exchanges on a quarterly basis along with affirmation that no UPSI was shared in such
meetings. Company shall maintain a record of all such one-to-one meetings, as the same could be required for
future reference. The data related conference calls and meets as suggested and web transcripts should be
preserved for at least 8 years.

SEBI - REPORT FOR
PUBLIC COMMENTS

Consultation Paper on Review of requirement of Minimum Public Offer for large issuers in terms of SCRR,
1957 -->> It is proposed to reduce minimum offer to public for large issuers to 1000 + 5% of MCap exceeding
10000 Cr. where Post issued MCap being excess of 10000 Cr. For Post issue MCap being 10000 Cr. < MCap =
100000 Cr., MPS of 10% needs to be achieved in 18 months and 25% within 3 years from the listing date. Where
MCap in excess of Rs.100000 Cr., MPS of 10% to be achieved in 2 years and 25% within 5 years from listing date

SEBI - REPORT FOR
PUBLIC COMMENTS

Consultation paper on review of SEBI (Delisting of Equity Shares) Regulations, 2009 -->> To further
streamline and strengthen the delisting process, a comprehensive review of the delisting regulations is
proposed with key objectives such as enhancement of disclosures to help investors to take informed decisions,
refine process, rationalizing the existing timelines, streamlining the regulations to make it efficient, transparent
and investor’s friendly, plug gaps, etc.

NSE

Change in File Format for reporting of Trading Member-wise Collateral reporting of Trading Member Wise
Collaterals by Clearing Members -->> This has reference to SEBI, 20th July, 2020 circular on Framework to
Enable Verification of Upfront Collection of Margins from Clients in Cash and Derivatives segments. As per the
circular, verification of availability of margins with TM/CM, as at EOD and peak margin during the day, shall be
done by exchanges/ clearing corporations on a weekly basis by verification of the balances in the books/ ledgers
of the TM/ CM in respect of the client. Further, to enable the verification of EOD and Peak margin collaterals it is
proposed to change the existing reporting format of TM-wise Collateral details by CM’s. Therefore, the format
stated in NCL circular dated January 10, 2020 on weekly submission of collateral details is being revised and
will be applicable for the week starting from Nov 30, 2020 to Dec 05, 2020 for which the due date will be Dec 10,
2020.

NSE

Amendments to Byelaws of NCL -->> NCL has inserted a new byelaw applicable to Cash, F&O and Currency
Derivatives Segment as Byelaw 9 in Chapter IX and applicable to Commodity Derivatives Segment as Byelaw 7
in Chapter IX which states that when a complaint has been lodged by a constituent or on its behalf by the
authority against a CM that such CM has failed to satisfactorily perform in its dealings or for meeting its
obligations then such compliant shall be taken up with the CM. In case, the complaint remains unresolved for 7
days or any other time prescribed by SEBI, the compliant shall be placed before the GRC or any other Committee
for such redressal in accordance with such procedure as prescribed by SEBI.

NSE

Amendments to Rules and Byelaws of NCL -->> NCL Rules and Byelaws for Cash, F&O, Currency and
Commodity Derivatives Segment. Clause (3) of Byelaw 7 of Chapter XII has been modified and detailed w.r.t the
event of usage of Core SGF during a calendar month and segment wise liability of non-defaulting member's
contribution of CC. Further CC to ensure adequate systems and requisite guidelines for implementation of same.

NSE

Investor Protection Fund -->> SEBI has advised Exchange to operationalize a detailed SOP, given as
Annexure A that covers procedures and timelines for obtaining information from investors, processing investor
claims from IPF, review of claims and timeline for declaration of a TM as a defaulter. The SOP strengthens
existing processes and includes electronic claim submission, pre-filled forms with information as available with
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the Exchange, processing of claims as per policy, review by independent auditors etc. The policy for evaluating
investor claims from IPF is given as Annexure B. All eligible claims from investors of a defaulting TM will be paid
as per the policy given in the Annexure B without any limit at the defaulting TM level but subject to a maximum
of Rs.25 lacs per investor. SEBI has also advised the Exchange to increase the IPF size to Rs.1,500 crores. The
Exchange will undertake half yearly review of IPF corpus size to ascertain its adequacy and in case of short fall,
transfer additional funds to IPF.

NSE

Disclosures by Stock Exchanges for Commodity Derivatives-->> This has reference to Introduction of
Futures contracts on underlying Crude Degummed Soybean Oil in Commodity Derivatives Segment. Exchange
as per specified notification needs to dispaly and hence given details about commodity wise details of the
positions held by various categories of clients viz. Farmer / FPO, Value Chain Participants (VCP), Proprietary
Traders (applicable to Member's OWN account), Domestic Financial Institutional Investors, Foreign Participants
and Others

BSE

Extension of due date of Discontinuation of IML in Cash, F&O, Currency and Commodities Derivatives
Segment. -->> The date of discontinuation of IML in Currency and Commodities Derivatives Segment has
been extended till March 5, 2021. All developers to note that, in order to facilitate faster development, exchange
is providing header files/ XML for the ETI message structures and few sample messages with populated data
point have also been made available.

NSDL

Submission of scanned Delivery Instruction Slips (DIS) image to NSDL -->> NSDL vide circular dated Aug
5, 2014 had specified that whenever NSDL requests a scanned image of a specific DIS, DP(s) to retrieve the
NSDL digitally signed image from its tamper proof storage and upload the same on e-Pass system.. In this
regard, NSDL will be providing a facility to upload NSDL signed scanned copies of DIS on e-Pass system. DP(s)
to follow the process for uploading scanned copies of DIS on e-Pass as detailed in the circular. Further, DP(s) to
confirm the readiness on the above process by January 15, 2021. For those DPs who have availed the DMS
facility from NSDL, there is no need to send a confirmation.

NSDL

Change in deadline time for submission of pay-in instructions on SPEED-e -->> DPs to take note of the
revised deadline time for submission of pay-in instructions on SPEED-e in NSE, BSE and MSE Settlements.
Further, DPs must ensure that all the instructions submitted by the Clients/CM’s (other than SPEED-e DIRECT)
within the aforesaid deadline time are duly executed in the eDPM well before the NSDL deadline time. In case of
difficulty encountered including downloading the instructions from SPEED-e, the same should be reported to
Help Desk immediately and Token Number must be obtained.

NSDL

SEBI circular on advisory for Financial Sector Organizations regarding Software as a Service (SaaS)
based Solutions -->> Ministry of Electronics & IT informed SEBI that the financial sector institutions are
availing or proposing to avail SaaS based solutions for managing their GRC functions to improve their Cyber
Security Posture, however it may bring significant risk to health of financial sector. In this regard, Indian
Computer Emergency Response Team has issued an advisory to ensure complete protection and seamless
control over the critical systems, organizations must keep a continuous monitor through direct control and
supervision protocol mechanisms while keeping the critical data within the legal boundary of India and such
compliance to be reported in the half yearly report by brokers and DP to SE and depositories respectively and by
direct intermediaries to SEBI with an undertaking, “Compliance of the SEBI circular for Advisory for Financial
Sector Organizations regarding SaaS based solutions has been made.”

NSE/ BSE/ NSDL/ CDSL FATF statements dated October 23, 2020 -->> Members to note that as part of the on-going efforts to
identify and work with jurisdictions with strategic AML/CFT deficiencies, FATF has released Public Statements
after October 2020 Plenary. Therefore, it was highlighted that the Iceland and Mongolia are no longer subjected
to increased monitoring based on the decision made at the October 2020 Plenary. Further, members are advised
that it does not preclude regulated entities from legitimate trade and business transactions with these countries
and jurisdictions.
NSE
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Login details for parallel testing plan for Steady state model for OTR allocation and Confirmation in Cash
market -->> NSE had issued a circular regarding parallel testing plan for Steady-state model for OTR allocation
and confirmation in Cash market and the test environment details in this regard are: TM(s) to download NCMS
exe placed at extranet in Common/Mock folder. Members to load participant and security master provided. The
login details of production shall be used in test environment. Custodian to access the test NCIS interface using
the given link. Members/Custodians to use their existing login details of Production, for the Test environment
and are required to take adequate measures to segregate production and test environment and data. Further,
Members/Custodians to coordinate among themselves to ensure that they are able to test various scenarios
and some of the scenarios are specified in Annexure I.
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NSE

Modification of CP code of BSE Trades -->> In respect of CP trades done on cash segment of BSE Limited,
the field “Participant Code” in NCMS shall be populated depending on CP code provided by TM; either specific or
generic CP code INST at the time order placement or modification and members can modify the participant code
in NCMS for executed BSE trades.

NSE/ BSE

Investor Grievance Redressal Mechanism -->>To further strengthen the Investor Grievance Redressal
Mechanism, the following are issued as clarification to Circular dated August 11, 2010, February 09, 2011, and
September 26, 2013 and same will be applicable w.e.f. January 1, 2021. Exchange to ensure that the investor
complaints are resolved within 15 working days. Any additional information required in addition to the
complaint, it must be sought within 7 working days and in that case the period to resolve the complaint will be
counted from the date of receipt of the additional information sought. Further, Exchange to maintain the records
of the same and if any of the compliant is not resolved then the reason for non-redressal in given time frame to be
recorded. Exchange to resolve service-related complaints at its end. However, in case the complainant is not
satisfied, the same may be referred to the Investor Grievance Redressal Committee (“IGRC”), after recording the
reasons in writing by the Chief Regulatory Officer or any other officer of the Exchange. Further, it shall be the
responsibility of the Exchange to provide necessary information after collecting the same from the complainant
and provide necessary assistance to IGRC to ensure resolution of complaints in a timely manner.

NSE

Test Market Environment -->> NSE had notified regarding the Test Market Environment/timings/procedure in
the Cash, F&O, Currency and Commodity Derivatives segments and SLBM accessed by Members/Empaneled
Vendors/ASP/registered Foreign Independent Software Vendors for development and testing of various NNF
applications.

NSE

NOTIS Application -->> Member to note that NOTIS EXE application for Cash, F&O and Currency Derivative
segments shall be discontinued w.e.f. to end of business hours of April 2, 2021.

NSE

NMFII Facility - SEBI Registered Portfolio Managers -->> Existing Mutual Fund platform for transacting in
direct schemes is being extended to Portfolio Managers (through limited Purpose membership for Mutual
funds). They can also use infrastructure of the recognized stock exchanges for Mutual Fund transactions.
Limited purpose membership can be obtained by submitting the application form (Annexure 1), undertaking
(Annexure 2), certified true copy of SEBI PMS registration certificate and GST certificate, PAN card of the
Company and directors, Board Resolution in case of corporates. Currently, membership registration fees of Rs.
2000/- (plus applicable service taxes) has been waived off for all participants registering for NMF II facility till
June 30, 2021.

NSE

Connectivity - Access to NSE - EBP platform -->> Exchange has announced a facility to access NSE-EBP
platform through POP based Leased Lines (LL) connectivity and participants can take leased line connectivity at
their Main/Branch/Registered/Corporate Offices. Further, participants can also take lease line connectivity on
Third Party Data Center however the member is required to provide a NOC as per Annexure I along with
application as per Annexure II in order to procure the same.

NSE

Discontinuation of EQTCR category -->> Exchange had issued a circular on reversal of cut-off timings for
various categories of Mutual Fund back to normal cut off and it is hereby informed that EQTCR category shall be
discontinued and all schemes with EQTCR category shall be replaced with DBTCR category. Such changes will
occur w.e.f. November 9, 2020

NSE

Amendments to the NSE Refiner Standards for Gold Bars conforming to BIS Standards -->> Members to
note that the term ‘Bullion (Gold Bars)’ mentioned in the NSE Refiner Standards for Gold Bars conforming to BIS
Standards stands amended to ‘Bullion (Gold and Silver Bars)’.

BSE

UNSC Press Release and Sanction Lists -->> MEA has forwarded updated UNSC list concerning ISIL
(Da’esh), Al-Qaida, and associated entities and who are subject to the assets freeze, travel ban and arms
embargo and the list is also to be factored under UAPA Act.~~Updation done through notification SC/14299
dated 10 September 2020 amending available information relating to 11 entries (10 individuals and one
entity/group) in UNSC’s 1267/1989 ISIL (Da'esh) & Al-Qaida Sanctions List.~~ RBI/SEBI Registered to ensure
due diligence and restrain from doing business at the time of screening and existing registered clients and also
report the same under UAPA and STR. Members to ensure due verification of client data with amendments
given

BSE

SEBI (Prohibition of Insider Trading) (Second Amendment) Regulations, 2020 -->> SEBI has amended
SEBI(PIT) Regulations, 2015 and it has hereby amended that: Regulation 7A(1) (h) that defines the Original
Information, has inserted an explanation for sub-clause (iii) that the information shall be considered timely only if
as on the date of receipt of the duly completed Voluntary Information Disclosure Form by SEBI, a period of not
more than 3 years has not elapsed from the date on which the first alleged trade constituting the violation was
executed. Further, regarding the information about the Original information, SEBI has made changes with
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Important Circular's 9th November, 2020 to 5th December, 2020
respect to Form provided in Schedule D part III clause 9 such as details of the securities in which insider trading
is alleged, the UPSI base on which insider trading is alleged, date of which UPSI was made public, details of
circumstances/evidence leading to possession of UPSI by the alleged violator and the details of insiders and
their trades along with dates or period of trades. The Informant also required to attach self-certified copies of all
the relevant documents as asked in clause 10 of part III.

BSE

Exemption from travel ban for three sanctioned members of the Taliban -->> Exchange upon request of
the United States, the 1988 Sanctions Committee (Taliban Sanctions Committee) of the UNSC has approved
exemptions for 90 days from travel ban and limited assets freeze for Abdul Kabir Mohammad Jan (TAi.003), Din
Mohammad Hanif (TAi.043) and Noor Mohammad Saqib (TAi.110) from 12 October 2020 to 10 January 2021.
All three individuals are based in Qatar and will form part of the Taliban negotiating team for the intra-Afghan
negotiations.

BSE

Closure of Client Collateral Accounts maintained by Trading Members -->> Regarding Pledge/Re-pledge,
all members were required to close all existing demat accounts tagged as Client Margin/Collateral by August
31, 2020. Members were also prohibited from holding any client securities in any beneficial owner accounts of
members, other than in pool account(s), unpaid securities account(s). However, Exchange has noticed that
Members have neither closed their Client Collateral and Client Margin Trading Securities accounts as required
by aforesaid SEBI circulars nor marked them for closure or disabled the standing instructions for credits in such
accounts. In view of the same, all the members are directed to the above as directed by November 13, 2020,
failing which the Exchange will issue suitable directions to freeze such accounts for both debits & credits
(except corporate actions).

BSE

Disciplinary actions for late/non-submission of data towards ‘Cash & Cash Equivalent Balances’ and
‘Bank Account Balances’ -->> All TM(s) with the exception of only proprietary trading or trading with
institutional clients, to submit the data towards ‘Client Level C & CE Balances’ and ‘Bank Account Balances’ for
all calendar days except Sunday by the next four trading days of subsequent week. All Members to ensure strict
adherence to the timelines of submission of the above. For late/non- submission of C&CE balances, 10K per day
shall be penalized. In case of non- submission for second consecutive week, on boarding of new clients to be
prohibited and if the non-submission continues till 3-week, member will be disabled in all segments. For
late/non-submission of Bank account balances, 500/ day if submission is done within 10 calendar days and
1000/ day for beyond 10 calendar days will be penalized. In case of non-submission for consecutive 4 weeks,
new clients cannot be on boarded and if the same is continued till 8 weeks, members will be disabled in all
segments after giving 2 weeks’ notice. Further, aforesaid actions shall be initiated for all submissions from
December 2020 (i.e. week ending on 5th December 2020) and onwards.

BSE

Testing of new Give-up /Take-up module in RTRMS for Equity Cash Segment -->> Members and
custodians are requested to participate in the testing of the new give-up/take-up module. The details of the
activities schedule for testing starting from 11th Nov, 2020 is provided in the circular. Further, members to note
that, testing of the said new module is to be done under their exiting test ids being used for the simulation
environment.

BSE

Give-up (6A) file format for members in the RTRMS module for Equity Cash Segment -->> With respect to
file format for Give-up(6A) of INST trades, CTID field will now be system generated and thus, members are not
required to update it. Further, revised give-up/take-up module which will be implemented w.e.f. Sett.
No.2021169 trade date i.e. December 01, 2020 shall be made available for testing in the RTRMS TEST
(simulation) environment w.e.f. November 09, 2020.

NSDL

Operational guidelines in respect of OTP for off market transfers -->> NSDL by circular dated Oct 20, 2020
has issued Operational guidelines in respect of OTP for off market transfers. Further, based on the
communication received from SEBI, requirement of obtaining consent through OTP has been waived for off
market transfer reason code “Implementation of Government/Regulatory Direction/Orders”.

Compiled by Rekha Shah with Team Power Updates, Analyze N Control
The firm specialises in helping Broking houses in Operational process set up and also has softwares focussed on compliances regulatory search engine - www.circularsnorders.com and has a state of the art client screening product duly integrated with
Anti Money Laundering and Surveillance product.
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BHAGAVAD GITA PATHWAY TO EXCELLENCE
By Jaya Row
Founder, Vedanta Vision &
Managing Trustee, Vedanta Trust

T

he Bhagavad Gita is generally not
associated with success,
expertise in action or dynamism.
Yet it presents the blueprint to not just
material prosperity but happiness and
growth to one’s potential. When the
rest of the world was still in the dark
ages the wise Indian had discovered
the formula for Excellence. The focus
shifted from external conquests to
internal victory. The catchphrase was Conquer the mind and you will conquer
the world!
An essential aspect of excellence is
serenity of mind. When the mind is
calm, the intellect is sharp and action
brilliant. When the mind is agitated,
you are unable to access your own
knowledge, the thinking gets deviated
and action flawed.
The ancient Indian philosophers
approached the situation scientifically.
They examined what disturbed the
mind. They found that thought of self
was the culprit. A singer sings the
wrong note when thought of self
comes in the way. A job aspirant
flounders at the interview when he’s
obsessed with himself. A chef makes
errors not due to lack of expertise but
because of anxiety to please his
guests!
Thus, excellence was not the exclusive
privilege only a select few. Everyone
had privy to it - from the highest, most
gifted, to the lowest, least endowed.
All you had to do was master the
technique of equanimity of mind.
Do you feel deprived or blessed? Are
you driven by deficiency motivation,
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the desire to acquire things that you do
not have? Then you are unenthusiastic.
You go through the motions of your job
with boredom and disgust. This leads
to failure and frustration. When you are
deeply aware of the abundance that
has been gifted to you, you develop the
irresistible urge to give, contribute, add
value to people. You become creative,
motivated and successful. Abundance
is a state of mind, unconnected with
material assets. Sudama was a pauper
but always felt abundant. The richest
man may feel deprived!

An essential
aspect of
excellence is
serenity of mind.
When the mind is
calm, the intellect
is sharp and
action brilliant.
When the mind is
agitated, you are
unable to access
your own
knowledge, the
thinking gets
deviated and
action flawed.
Identify your passion, talent, gift. Fix a
higher goal in that field. Work in a spirit
of service and sacrifice for the ideal.

Selfish action leads to mediocrity. All
successful people worked unselfishly
for a larger cause. Don Bradman did not
play cricket for selfish ends. Mozart
composed music for the sheer love of
it. Einstein was dedicated to physics.
When your attention shifts from the
world to the Beyond, you perform
selfless action. You neither work for a
selfish end nor are you motivated to
work for anything in the world. Tansen
was a great musician in the court of the
Mughal king, Akbar. Akbar wanted to
listen to Tansen’s guru so they went to
the village in which the guru lived.
Swami Haridas was singing in the
temple. Akbar was enthralled by the
performance and asked Tansen what
the difference between them was.
Tansen replied, “I sing for you. He sings
for God!”.
Centuries before Six Sigma, Vedanta
prescribed a six-point path to success
in the Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 3, Verse
30. It consists of two aspects - creating
energy and plugging the dissipation of
energy.
Create Energy
Focus - The intellect, the discriminating
faculty in you, directs all activities to
the achievement of the goal. All energy
- light, wind or water - gains power
when it is unidirectional. When
thoughts are focussed on one goal they
gain power. The same thoughts
meandering in different directions lose
power.
Surrender - Intellectual focus must be
backed by emotional support, loyalty,
devotion. Then the power of the goal
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resides in you. Mahatma Gandhi had
surrendered to the nation. The power of
300 million Indians was with him. The
higher the goal, the greater is the
energy created.
Action - The body must act dedicatedly
towards the ideal. The more you act the
more energy you create. An athlete has
unbelievable energy. A couch potato
lacks energy. Include a daily slot for
exercise in your life.
Plug Dissipation
Energy is wasted in three ways - worry
over the past, anxiety for the future and
frenzy in the present. The intellect must
focus the mind on the present action
and not allow the mind to meander into
wasteful avenues of the past and
future. A batsman at 90 thinks of past
misses and future 100. He gets clean
bowled!
However talented you may be, you
cannot achieve success by yourself.
Build strong teams. Feel one with your
team members. View them as
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partners, not opponents. Shivaji, the
great Maratha ruler, singlehandedly
held the Mughals at bay in spite of
limited resources and manpower
because he had loyal troops. When the
Mughals had captured a strategic fort
near Pune, Shivaji called his trusted
lieutenant Tanaji. Tanaji won the fort
but lost his life in the battle. Shivaji was
heartbroken and said - we got the fort
but lost the lion. Since then the fort was
named after Tanaji!
When you gain success, remember it
is transient and temporary. It will go
some day. Enjoy it as long as it lasts but
do not depend on it. Build inner
reserves that will stand by you in times
of calamities. When things go, as they
must, you will not be shattered or
heartbroken.
The Bhagavad Gita has much more to offer.
Join us at the webinars on
BHAGAVAD GITA by JAYA ROW
every Saturday from 6.30 to 7.30 pm.
Followed by a Q&A session. Register for free
at www.vedantavision.org / gita or
WhatsApp 98201 38429.

Jaya Row, Articulate, effective and engaging, Mrs.
Jaya Row brings alive the wisdom of the Vedas in a
modern context. Combining her experience in
corporate life with 40 years of study and research of
Vedanta she provides useful insights to life.
Charming oration which transforms complex Vedic
principles into brilliant management mantras is the
hallmark of her discourses. Her clarity, wit and zeal
have captivated audiences far and wide and inspired
people from all walks of life.
She has the rare gift of being able to connect with and
address the concerns of a wide range of people from
varied walks of life - from CEOs, corporate executives
and policy makers to industrialists, scientists &
doctors, lawyers, academicians, homemakers and
university students.
Apart from her popular discourses in India, she is a
well loved speaker in the United States, UK, Europe
and other countries for the last several years. She has
been invited to speak at prestigious organizations
such as:
• World Economic Forum Davos
• Google, California
• Intel, California
• MasterCard, New York
• World Bank, Washington DC
• Deutsche Bank, New York
• Stockholm School of Economics
• Princeton University, New Jersey
• Shell UK, London
• Coca Cola Company, Atlanta
• Young Presidents’ Organization
• Maersk Liner Graduate Programme
She has specially designed world-class educational
programs on basic human values for school children
and the youth. She has published books on life values
for 5 to 8 year olds.
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UNDERSTANDING
THE CHAKRAS
Priti K Shroff
Founder & Managing Director
PRISIM - The Healing Temple

J

ust as a human being lives in a
physical body which is intricately
woven by different systems
performing varied functions, they are
also made up of an energetic body
known as the esoteric body. Scientists
study the fact that everything is made up
of energy when they delve into the
intricacies of physics while yogis study
this very system when they attempt to
understand the chakras. The chakras
have been mentioned as early as the
Vedas and are therefore a very sacred
and ancient knowledge.
Much like the various systems of the
physical body, the energetic system also
comprises many layers that overlap one
another and expand far beyond the
physical realm. These layers serve
different purposes and are collectively
known as our “Aura”.
Chakras come from the word ‘cakra’
which literally mean ‘wheels’. They are
currents of energy that harness energy
from the universe into our own aura and
transmute them between the various
layers. There are seven major chakras in
the human body. They are directly
connected to specific organs of the
physical body and therefore impact their
functioning.
So why do we really need to
understand chakras? Think of it this
way. If the blood flow of our system is
hampered for any reason, we will
instantly witness an imbalance within
the system and then the simultaneous
breakdown of the various systems and
their functioning. The functioning of
energy is like a spiritual bloodstream
which is in a state of harmony so long the
flow is harmonious. The life force or
energy that passes through the various
chakras ensures holistic wellbeing.
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However, when the flow of this energy is
hampered, for whatever reason, there is
bound to a steady imbalance- not just on
the body but also on the mind and the
emotions.
As depicted in the image- The lower
three chakras are known as the physical
chakras which serve the purpose of
grounding. The upper three chakras are
spiritual centres that help awaken an
individual towards his spiritual
enlightenment. The heart centre is the
central chakra that acts as the bridge
between the physical and spiritual world.

Chakras come from
the word cakra which
literally mean wheels.
They are currents of
energy that harness
energy from the
universe into our own
aura and transmute
them between the
various layers. There
are seven major
chakras in the human
body. They are
directly connected to
specific organs of the
physical body and
therefore impact their
functioning.

By Ritu Zaveri
Yoga Teacher & Writer
thus making us comfortable with our
physicality. We are confident of
ourselves are our survival as a result. It
helps us feel safe. If however, there is an
imbalance in this chakra’s working, we
feel a lack of surrender and are unable to
trust easily. We breed insecurity and fear
and can easily feel depressed.
Affirmation: I am
Essential Oils: Myrrh, sandalwood &
Patchouli.
Crystals: Ruby, Black tourmaline,
hematite.
Svadhishtana Chakra - This is the
second chakra, generally associated
with the emotional body and creativity. It
corresponds with the water element. The
function of this chakra is directed by the
need to experience pleasure. It is located
three inches below the navel. The
lymphatic system is deeply influenced
by the svadhishtana chakra. It enhances
our sensuality and our sexuality. It
empowers our sense of creativity and
our ability to fantasise. Our emotional
world finds a balance and our
relationships are generally happy. When
we are experiencing an imbalance in this
chakra, we feel hampered and are unable
to emote. We could also experience a
lack of need to experience pleasure. We
may even hold onto anger and rage, and
our creativity takes a downfall. There
may either be an excessive need for
material items or no need for them at all.
Affirmation: I feel

Muladhara- This is the first chakra of the
body located at the base of the spine. Its
energy represents the earth element. It
enhances the feeling of being grounded
and having a strong foundation. It helps
us feel a sense of security and safety

Essential Oils: Lemon, Patchouli,
Rosewood, Sandalwood
C r y s t a l s ; C a r n e l i a n , A m b e r,
Moonstone, Sunstone
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Manipura - The manipura is the third
chakra, located two inches above the
navel. It is the expression of will and
ability, corresponding to the fire element.
It determines our sense of self worth and
enhances our personalities. It expresses
itself as our need to take charge of
ourselves and helps us gain clarity and
take the right decisions. If the solar
plexus chakra is experiencing an
imbalance, there is a constant need to
control and dominate. We tend to put up
appearances while actually being very
unsure of ourselves. We may even
develop a sense of hate. This chakra
directs its energy towards the proper
functioning of the pancreas and the
adrenal glands.

our connection with the etheric world
and largely determines our ability to
express ourselves. It helps with
communication and projecting creativity
into the world. When the throat chakra is
out of harmony, we are unable to express
ourselves and feel a sense of being caged
within. We have trouble speaking our
truth and remain silenced most of the
time. The vishuddhachakra governs the
thyroid and parathyroid gland.

Affirmations: I know
Affirmation: I speak
Essential Oils: Frankincense, German
chamomile, rosemary
Crystals: Turquoise, Blue kyanite,
aquamarine

Affirmation: I can
Essential Oils; Lemon, Lavender,
Rosewood
Crystals; Yellow citrine, amber, yellow
topaz
Anahata - The heart chakra is the seat of
compassion, love, passion and beauty. It
is the expression of the air element
within us. It is the seat of love and
empathy. It helps build relationships and
create a world of beauty around us.
When the heart chakra is open, we feel a
deep connection with everything around
us and thrive in harmony and fulfilment.
However, an imbalance causes us to feel
no love for ourselves or others. We can
feel prone to depression and experience
a sense of numbness towards everything
around us. This chakra targets the
thymus gland and governs its
functioning.
Affirmation: I love
Essential Oils:Rose, geranium, neroli,
lavender.

Ajna - The third eye chakra is the sixth
chakra in the human body. It is the seat of
intuition and foresight. It is located
exactly between the eyebrows on the
forehead. It is the centre from where we
transcend duality and enter into the
realm of oneness with the Supreme
consciousness. It enhances perception
of the subtle dimensions and leads to
clairvoyance and clair audience. It
enhances psychic abilities. It grants
access to mystical states and nourishes
inner wisdom. If we experience an
imbalance in this chakra’s functioning,
we become hard headed and are unable
to trust our intuition. We feel a sense of
fear of the unknown and hold on to our
physical reality as the only truth. This
chakra targets the pineal gland and is
representative of the light element within
our systems.
Affirmation: I see
Essential Oils; Sandalwood,
frankincense
Crystals: Amethyst, tanzanite, Clear
quartz.

Crystals- Rose, quartz, emerald, jade
Vishuddha - The vishuddha chakra is
located at the centre of the neck at the
level of the throat. This chakra is related
to the element of sound. It is the most
important instrument of expression and
communication within us. It enhances
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bliss. When we are in harmony with this
energy, we experience transcendence
and freedom. It is the source, where all
opposites merge into one. We enter a
blissful state of union. When the crown
chakra is experiencing an imbalance,
there is a looming sense of disconnect
from any higher power. We tend not to
believe in ourselves. Fear and anxiety
take over.

Sahasrara - The final chakra of the
human body located at the top of the
head, and acts as a gateway to the
higher states of consciousness. It helps
us get in touch with the Universal
energies. It manifests as wisdom,
awareness, communion, presence and

Essential Oils: Peppermint,
sandalwood, lotus
Crystals: Amethyst, moonstone, white
topaz.
Yoga, meditation, visualisation, using
essential oils and crystals, can help
channel these energies. These process
tap into the subtler energies and
integrate them thus allowing us to not
only have a glimpse of our inner being,
but also experience holistic health in its
true form.

Prisim Healing Institute is an alternative health
center that believes in healing one individual at a
time.
We have various complementary therapies that help
an individual to reach to their optimal health.
• 10 Day Detox Programme
• Brahma Satya Energy Healing
• Aura Scan & Analysis
• Aura Cleanse & Chakra Alignment
• Crystal Healing Workshops & Crystal Grid
• Yoga & Zumba
• Sujok & Acupuncture
• Sound Therapy
• Art Therapy & Zentangle
• Emotional Catharsis
• Fairy / Angel Card Reading
• Healing Meditations - Chakra Meditation,
Naadabrahma etc.
• Numerology
• Hypnotherapy / Past Life Regression
• Clearing of Spaces
• Reconnective Healing & The Reconnection
• Heartlight Ascension
• Raw & Vegan Foods by Prana Kitchen
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